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Executive Summary
Access to safe, modern sources of energy is key for
development, but often missing. Energy is a major
input for poverty alleviation, income generation,
education, health, and other developmental
priorities. Hundreds of millions of households,
small businesses, and communities, however—
chiefly in rural areas of developing countries—have
no access to electric grids or modern cooking fuels.
This situation leaves them without the benefits of
convenient, safe, and reliable energy services.
Efforts to expand energy access in recent decades
have shown the limitations of conventional
approaches. Traditional strategies such as electricgrid extension are expanding coverage, and must
continue to be a major part of the energy access
equation. But they face growing challenges in
extending service to dispersed households and
businesses remaining to be served. Increased
electricity supply from conventional centralized
power plants also contributes to local and global
environmental degradation. Modern cooking fuels
such as bottled gas (LPG) are also inaccessible to
many in rural areas.
While accelerating rural energy access will require
various strategies, technologies, and players,
Innovation in Rural Energy Delivery focuses on
opportunities to accelerate access by engaging
entrepreneurial small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) to provide distributed clean energy
technologies, particularly small renewable energy
systems and LPG. Such technologies have proven
able to meet energy needs adequately and
affordably under the right conditions. Rural energy
SMEs have achieved important progress delivering
systems and service to rural customers, overcoming
persistent barriers to rural energy delivery with
market understanding and mechanisms that make
appropriate technologies technically and financially
accessible. Many SMEs are positioned with
innovative delivery models for products and
financing to expand service significantly where the
right conditions, or “elements,” for achieving scale
can be put into place.
Understanding the necessary elements to accelerate
energy access through SMEs requires an
appreciation for the dimensions and scale of the
challenge and the necessary capacity for addressing

the situation. Energy access must involve serving
not just more people, but also people of
increasingly lower income, and addressing their
range of energy needs. The opportunity to increase
energy services through SMEs, while substantial, is
bounded by the potential for conventional energy
approaches to supply services in some cases and by
extreme poverty in others. A realistic long-term
target for expanding energy services through
accelerated SME-led delivery and distributed clean
energy technologies is 100 to 150 million customers
and their communities, a third of the current
unserved population. Reaching five to 10 million
customers in the near term could provide a solid
base for accelerating SME-led service to many
others. Achieving such a target will require
significant increases in the capacity of SMEs and
microfinance partners to develop business models,
markets, and services—and the right elements to
bring about that increase.
A careful review of the successes and failures of
prominent rural energy SMEs over the past decade
reveals the elements on which successful
acceleration of SME-led rural energy delivery will
depend. Rural energy enterprises offer insights
from a variety of business models, contexts, and
experiences. SELCO India has reached over 50,000
rural households and businesses by focusing on
making energy service and credit broadly available
and affordable. Soluz has served over 10,000 Latin
American customers, including low-income ones,
through unsubsidized cash, credit, and rental
offerings. Operations in other markets have served
thousands and tens of thousands of rural customers
with different strategies in response to a range of
energy-market conditions. Such enterprises,
however, have been hampered by unsupportive
policy environments; inadequate financing for
customers, assets, or the operations; or insufficient
resources for developing innovations and building
capacity to serve the poor.
An analysis of interventions that have engaged
SMEs to increase rural energy access offers similar
lessons for developing appropriate intervention
models. Intervention models centered on
subsidized venture funds (the SVF Model) or largescale World Bank-backed government projects (the
WBGP Model) have created enabling environments,
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engaged consumer financing, or brought in
enterprise finance, and have engaged SMEs as key
players in rural energy delivery. They also have
disappointed, however, sometimes greatly. The
failures of prominent examples of the SVF Model
show the dangers of focusing too strongly on a
single element—enterprise finance—without
managing other necessary ones. Such funds have
largely fallen far short of their design targets and
timelines and, in many cases, damaged the very
enterprises they aimed to support, through
excessive transaction costs or complete fund failure.
The WBGP Model has produced important
successes, but also produced notable failures, with
cumbersome project development and spotty
integration of, and support for, existing SME
capacity.
The efforts within the microfinance sector to
develop the necessary capacity to provide the poor
with financial services offer another very useful
intervention model that could be adapted to help
accelerate rural energy service. While focusing on
providing retail finance to poor customers, that
model has included a comprehensive collection of
elements. It has involved engaging debt and equity,
shaping government policies to support
microfinance services, and channeling significant
grants in conjunction with the investment to build
the necessary local institutions to serve the poor.
Mixed experiences with developing rural energy
capacity, reinforced by observations from
successful microfinance sector development
initiatives, suggest four key elements for
successfully accelerating energy access through
SMEs under a comprehensive intervention
model—the SME-Based Acceleration Model:
•

•

Enabling Environments – Accelerating
energy service through SMEs requires
supportive government frameworks for SMEled rural energy delivery and distributed clean
energy. Interventions can reduce barriers to
private participation in rural energy delivery and
increase fair competition, advance supportive
policies, promote “smart” subsidies that
minimize distortions and target the poor, and
engage existing SME and microfinance capacity
in ways that take advantage of the strengths of
each.
Consumer Finance – Interventions can
promote appropriate mechanisms to overcome

the first-cost barriers through finance for
energy assets and rural energy consumers.
Interventions can help mitigate the risks faced
by financiers, reduce consumers’ first costs in
micro-credit through down-payment financing,
and support a variety of finance options such as
micro-leasing and micro-rental in addition to
micro-credit. They can also embrace a range of
energy applications for households and
enterprises and improve the economics
through carbon finance or other opportunities
to leverage environmental attributes.
• Enterprise Finance – The enterprise-finance
needs for expanding energy access calls for
appropriate mechanisms to provide the capital
to rural energy SMEs. Interventions can
reward efficiency, encourage risk-taking, and
support processes that produce realistic
expectations about the investment process and
costs. They can also create more attractive
conditions for investment from a variety of
potential financiers.
• Innovation Funding – The global challenge
of accelerating energy service to the rural poor
requires innovation in rural energy business
approaches to link technologies and markets,
and support for extensive and continued
capacity building. Interventions can
incorporate soft funding for SMEs’ work in
addressing all of the dimensions of rural energy
access. As successfully applied in the
microfinance-sector model, interventions for
rural energy can promote capacity building and
innovation through funding such as
performance-based contracts to SMEs.
Successful interventions, balanced with other
investments and revenues and focused on
transformation and replication, will extend the
reach of innovations far beyond the capacity of
SME equity, loans, and customer revenues.
The SME-Based Acceleration Model considers all
four necessary elements in designing interventions
to dramatically accelerate energy access through
SMEs. Rather than leaving enterprises hamstrung
by poorly designed government attempts to reach
unserved communities without embracing privatesector opportunities, this model will shape the way
governments engage SME capacity. Rather than
limiting rural consumers’ access to product and
asset financing, it will help SMEs create the
necessary microfinance linkages and mechanisms to
serve the market. Rather than letting enterprises be
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weakened by excessive transaction costs to obtain
capital, it will stimulate efficient, well-focused
sources of enterprise finance. Rather than
constraining enterprise-led innovation and capacity
building to the limits of their investment resources
or target markets’ ability to pay, it will support the
necessary progress in developing products, services,
and capacity to serve the poorest.
Providing modern energy services to millions of
unserved homes, businesses, and community
facilities through SMEs over 10 years will require
significant support for each of the four elements:
•

The largest financial piece will be the consumer
and enterprise finance needs. To reach 10
million customers, SMEs and their customers
would need to mobilize $2 billion to $5 billion
in customer payments and financing—largely
consumer and asset financing through local
financial institutions, and enterprise finance.
Interventions through loan guarantees and
targeted investments could play a strong role at
the level of $200 million to $400 million.
• Meaningful involvement from international
development organizations for the key element
of rural energy innovation and capacity building
would be on the order of $200 million in grants
or contracts to leading private-sector efforts
over that decade. That level is much less than
the funding for innovative rural energy
financing or government projects in the past
decade, or annual allocations to build
microfinance capacity, but still substantial.
Such resources could support innovations
through 20 to 40 SME leaders and replication
by hundreds of additional SMEs, operating
independently or collaborating through
networks similar to those in the microfinance
sector. Each network could involve tens of
REDCO affiliates sharing methodologies,
developing best practices, and building capacity
to collectively serve one to two million
customers.
• Additional resources of $50 million could
support creating the necessary enabling
environments in several dozen markets
worldwide.
Serving 10 million additional customers, itself a
major accomplishment, more importantly would lay
the groundwork for substantial further energyservice expansion. The capacity and mechanisms

developed to reach 10 percent of the 100 to 150
million customers targeted under the SME-Based
Acceleration Model could enable services to
another 50 percent in the following decade. Such
growth would parallel that of microfinance
institutions in their service to tens of millions over
three decades.
Each of the four elements identified as necessary to
support innovation and rural energy delivery via
SMEs has important consequences for the SMEs
and their ability to serve the rural poor. Even the
strongest of leading enterprises are hardly immune
to the effects of missing any of those elements.
Experiences in engaging SMEs under the SVF and
WBGP models also show the importance of each
of those elements.
These issues have even stronger implications for
unserved rural people themselves. Conventional
modalities and technologies clearly will play a major
role in expanding access in the coming decades.
But they will not reach the majority in remote,
marginalized communities. Distributed clean
energy technologies offer technical solutions and
opportunities to take advantage of the
entrepreneurial drive and creativity of SMEs in
market-oriented approaches. With the right
elements for supporting energy access through
SMEs and appropriate energy technologies, many
unserved people will be served.
Targeted interventions within the comprehensive
SME-Based Acceleration Model, supporting a range
of locally appropriate business models and drawing
on innovation in many forms, have a strong chance
of enabling modern energy service to millions of
unserved people in the near term and hundreds of
millions soon after. Accelerating energy access for
the rural poor demands nothing less.
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Introduction
For people in rural areas as in cities, energy is life.
Modern energy services are paramount for rural
development and improved quality of life in
developing countries. In much of the world, rural
energy supply is limited to small amounts from
inefficient energy sources, as most rural areas are
poor and poorly served. Small improvements in
energy access, properly targeted and applied, can
radically transform a rural household, a small
enterprise, or a remote community. More broadly,
expanded access to energy is key for meeting the
Millennium Development Goals. 1
TPF

FPT

Extending energy service to the unserved is both
possible and of broad public interest.
Governments, development organizations, and
others consistently demonstrate their strong interest
in expanding energy access. Rural households and
businesses show a keen willingness to pay for
improved energy services. And technologies and
businesses exist to meet the challenge.
For dispersed rural markets, improved services
often come via distributed clean energy (DCE)
technologies. Technologies such as solar
photovoltaics (PV) and biogas at the micro scale
can meet energy needs by providing appropriate
amounts at prices affordable to a significant portion
of target markets.
For providing DCE technologies to meet rural
needs, small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
have been the best hope for energy service for
many. Rural energy SMEs, also known as
REDCOs (rural energy delivery companies), have
achieved considerable progress with delivering
DCE systems and service for rural customers
sustainably, bringing ambition, capacity, and
entrepreneurial drive to rural energy delivery. Many
are well positioned to serve rural markets with
innovative delivery mechanisms for products and
1 The Millennium Development Goals, which emerged
from the 2000 United Nations Millennium Summit,
provide specific targets for reducing poverty and
promoting health, education, equality, and sustainability
by 2015. While expanding access is not specifically
included in any of the goals, energy is a necessary input
for all of them. In-depth discussions on the energy link
can be found in Modi, et al. 2005 and UNDP 2005.
TP

financing. SMEs overcome persistent issues in
rural energy delivery of availability, market
understanding, affordability, and sustainability.
Enterprises have served millions of people through
small DCE systems, overcoming many challenges
to meet basic energy
needs for rural people
and their communities.

This study focuses on distributed

clean energy, or DCE,
To extend energy
technologies including renewableservice using a marketenergy ones such as solar-electric
driven, SME-led
(photovoltaics, or PV), biogas, wind
approach based on
(mechanical or electric), solar
thermal, and hydroelectric
DCE technologies, the
(particularly micro- or pico-hydro),
key challenge is
plus non-renewable but cleaner
achieving the necessary
fuels such as bottled gas (LPG).
scale—to accelerate the
The technologies can be used alone
or in combination with each other
process and serve a
or conventional technologies, such
much greater portion
as diesel engines.
of the vast unserved
populations. While
SMEs offering DCE
This study considers small and
technologies have
medium enterprises, or SMEs, to
served millions of
be businesses, generally for-profit,
with up to approximately 300
people commercially,
employees and $15 millions in
the potential is hundreds
revenues/assets (IFC definition).
of millions.
SMEs may also be subsidiaries or
Accelerating energy
franchises of large national or
access significantly
multinational corporations.
requires scalable solutions
Rural energy SMEs can also be
and the right
called rural energy delivery
conditions to enable
companies, or REDCOs. Given
the private sector,
the strong social and environmental
benefits associated with rural DCE
particularly SMEs, to
technologies, many of the
flourish through
companies involved can be
growth and profit.
considered social enterprises, led by
Those solutions must
for-profit social entrepreneurs.
confront the realities
of rural markets, which
are generally dispersed
and poor. They must also fit within the needs,
interests, and activities of governments, donors, and
others.
T

T

T

T

PT

Innovation in Rural Energy Delivery addresses the
energy-access challenge. Part I examines
experiences in establishing private-sector rural
energy delivery capacity and lessons from those
experiences. Section I-A looks at the scope and
scale of the rural energy access challenge. Section
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I-B introduces experiences with rural energy
delivery through SMEs and their implications for
accelerating energy access. Section I-C examines
the crucial set of elements needed in an
intervention model for meeting the challenge, and
recommends strategies for working toward such a
framework. Section I-D provides clear
recommendations for supporting acceleration.
Part II provides greater details about several of the
operations and efforts introduced in Part I, the key
experiences informing this study. The case studies
cover the rural energy SMEs and their experiences
in a variety of markets. They examine experiences
in engaging rural energy SMEs under prevailing
intervention models. Part II also includes a brief
discussion of the development of the microfinance
sector’s capacity to serve the poor, as a possible
model for the energy sector.
The annexes include supporting materials on issues
from the main body: on the size and distribution of
the unserved populations worldwide, rural energy
needs and technologies, carbon finance, and policy
environments for rural energy.
This study is unique in its:
•

Focus on SME-oriented solutions in expanding
rural energy access
• Principal authorship by leading rural energy
entrepreneur-innovators
• Recommendations for a comprehensive
approach to interventions for accelerating
energy service to the poor
This study is based on unparalleled access to
information and leading-edge thinking about DCEbased rural energy delivery. It draws directly from
the rural energy SME perspective; study team
members lead some of the most innovative
operations targeting and reaching the rural poor
with sustainable, market-based energy services.
Those operations include SELCO India, a
successful sales-and-service company that, using
small DCE systems, third-party micro-credit, and a
strong market orientation, has reached tens of
thousands of customers, an achievement virtually
unmatched in the world. They include the Soluz
operations in the Dominican Republic and
Honduras, which, through innovative sales and
micro-rental offerings, have served more customers
than any other market-based rural energy project in
Latin America with significant microfinance.

Experiences of a dozen entrepreneurs, members of
the REDCO Alliance, in diverse markets across the
globe provide additional insights into accelerating
energy service sustainably. The authors also bring
direct experiences with several of the profiled
examples of the prevailing intervention models.
This document includes definitive case studies of
several of the experiences, including those of
SELCO, Soluz, and Solar Development Group,
given the authors’ involvement in those efforts.
SME capacity building is not a new concept, 2 but
this study focuses strongly on strengthening
REDCOs in particular as a tool for development
through energy services.
TPF

FPT

This document highlights innovation at work in
multiple ways:
•

Social Entrepreneurship – The rural energy
business models developed by enterprises
profiled in this document incorporate key
innovations to overcome major barriers in
bringing together technologies and needs
together.
• Intervention Model – The SME-Based
Acceleration Model presented in this document
emerges from an understanding of experiences
in engaging enterprises for rural energy access
and comprises an innovative union of the range
of elements for accelerating access.
• Funding for Innovation – One of the
elements of the SME-Based Acceleration
Model is a funding structure used successfully
to build capacity and fuel innovation in other
sectors, like microfinance, but largely missing
from the rural energy scene.
Each of those aspects of innovation contributes
significantly to meeting the tremendous rural energy
challenge.
Innovation in Rural Energy Delivery is aimed at
accelerating energy access by helping decisionmakers understand the role of innovation in
developing creative approaches to serving dispersed
populations through REDCOs. Key target readers
include representatives of multilateral development
institutions designing large-scale interventions;
foundations, financiers, or other funders

nor do the authors claim expertise in SME
development in general
TP

2
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considering smaller strategic interventions, energysector planners seeking to understand the SME
perspective in rural energy, and entrepreneurs
looking for knowledge and inspiration.
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PART I - Accelerating Energy Access

I-A.

THE SCALE OF THE RURAL ENERGY ACCESS
CHALLENGE

I-B.

THE STATE OF THE ART IN RURAL ENERGY
DELIVERY: SMES AND SME ENGAGEMENT

I-C.

THE ELEMENTS OF THE SME-BASED
ACCELERATION MODEL

I-D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
GOING TO SCALE
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I-A. The Scale of the Rural Energy Access Challenge
The raw figures framing the rural energy access
challenge are daunting. An estimated 2.4 billion
people have no access to modern energy services
for cooking, while 1.6 billion have no electricity.
Those hundreds of millions of households and
businesses are overwhelmingly in rural areas.
Failure to adequately address energy access issues
could result in many more unserved in the coming
decades. 3 Unserved people are found across the
developing world, representing, in some countries,
virtually 100 percent of the rural population.
TPF

FPT

This section focuses on a portion of the overall
challenge and the capacity needed to address it. It
provides estimates of the number of people that
could be served by SMEs supplying DCE
technology options, estimates the REDCO supply
infrastructure, or capacity, required to deliver these
options, and briefly examines three dimensions in
achieving scale in rural energy access.

technologies commercially. Other options,
including grid extension, diesel systems, and
improved cookstoves disseminated through other
channels, will be the best options for improving
energy access for many. Other people will be too
poor to be reached without very heavy subsidies,
regardless of technology or approach.
A significant portion of the unserved populations,
however, will be best served by the SME-based
strategies outlined in this document. A reasonable
long-term (20- to 40-year) target for extending
energy services through acceleration of marketoriented SME-led delivery using DCE technologies
is 500 to 800 million people—100 to 150 million
customers (households and small businesses)—and
their communities, approximately a third of the
currently unserved population. An appropriate
near-term, eight- to 10-year target for energy access
acceleration through REDCOs and DCE
technologies could be five percent of that goal, a
level of adoption that could tip the balance using
this approach to provide a solid base for
accelerating service to many others. Five percent
would cover five to 10 million customers, some 30 to 40
million people.
SME-Based Acceleration Model Target
Portions of the total unserved households, enterprises, and communities
(“HH+”) targeted with the SME-Based Acceleration Model
SME-Based,
Near-Term
(5-10M HH+)

Scale
Targets for accelerating energy services through
SMEs with DCE technologies must be ambitious,
given the tremendous need, but they must also be
realistic given the state of the art in rural energy
delivery and rural markets. The hundreds of
millions of households and enterprises without
access represent the full scope of the need, but will
not be served solely though SMEs offering DCE

3 “Without scaling up the availability of affordable and
sustainable energy services… by 2030 another 1.4 billion
people are at risk of being left without modern energy”
(Modi, et al. 2005).
TP

PT

To Be
Served By
Other
Approaches
(200-300M
HH+)

SME-Based,
Long-Term
(100-150M
HH+)

The near-term target is based on the authors’
understanding of the status and trajectory of rural
energy efforts and other benchmarks. Millions of
rural customers are already served with certain
DCE technologies, even if many are not served
sustainably through commercial channels. Biogas
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SME-Based Acceleration Model Capacity Development

Diagram of replication within and across countries based on SME leaders, other SMEs, and MFIs

Replication

KEY:

SME Leader
SME
MFI
Customer

units serve many millions, principally in China.
LPG serves many more. PV has reached an
estimated two million customers, including 200,000
in 2004 alone, many through market-based efforts.
Leading REDCOs are serving close to 100,000
customers with PV and growing at rates of 25 to 50
percent annually, just as the global PV industry has
been. Reaching the target implies growth rates of
30 percent from a baseline of 250,000 new
customers annually with a mix of technologies and
offerings, without acceleration. Another point of
reference is the microfinance industry, which has
grown to serve some 100 million customers over
several decades. 4

reaching 5,000 to 100,000 customers, the level at
which current rural energy leaders operate, through
service centers or local dealers. These SMEs may
be clustered in new networks serving up to one
million customers (some five million people) over
various geographic markets. The capacity must also
include hundreds of microfinance partners of all
types—microfinance institutions, savings and loan
cooperatives, leasing companies, downscaled
commercial banks, government banks, and
others—working with REDCOs on consumer and
asset finance, backed by existing microfinance
support networks. 5

Meeting the near-term target of five to 10 million
customers will require significant increases in the
capacity to develop markets and business models,
to tailor products and services to rural needs, to
sell, install, and service DCE systems, and to
provide needed financing. Globally this necessary
capacity could include 20 to 40 SME leaders,
enterprises or enterprise developers designing and
implementing new approaches for a range of rural
markets. The work of those SME leaders could in
turn lead to the development or significant
strengthening of 200 to 400 SMEs, each capable of

The Dimensions of Scale-Up

REN21 2005; Bellman 2006. See Annex B for more on
the status of select DCE technologies.

See Section I-B for definitions of the microfinance
terms used in this document.

TPF

4
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Beyond the sheer number of people to be served
and capacity to be developed, scaling up rural
energy access must involve a range of dimensions
to meet the full needs of the market—going out,
deep, and across.
Growing out involves reaching people over larger
geographical areas. Such expansion presents
significant challenges given increasingly lower
customer concentrations and limited infrastructure

TP

5
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The Dimensions of Scale-Up

Dimensions
of Scale‐Up
Across

Out
X

Reaching
people over
wider areas

X

Satisfying a
greater range
of energy
needs

X

Deep
Reaching
increasingly
poorer people

even beyond energy, such as roads and financial
services.

1990s, when those efforts began. PV continues to
be an important energy technology. While broadly
appropriate, however, it meets only a portion rural
energy need, suitable only for generating electricity
and most appropriate within only a certain power
or energy range. PV in the profiled experiences
serves as a proxy for any DCE technology facing
similar issues in creating the necessary sales, service,
and financing capability. Technology leaders such
as PV can also create the framework for the
delivery of other DCE
technologies. 6

Going deep keeps prominent the notion that
scaling up must involve reaching increasingly poorer
people within markets already being served.
Households, small enterprises, and their
communities in unserved areas are largely low
income. This dimension requires finding
mechanisms and approaches to reach the most
marginalized, the poorest, within existing markets.
Reaching across involves addressing the full range of
rural energy needs. The energy-access challenge is
not simply about service to households, or about
electricity alone. Access must encompass a broad
array of customers, needs, and applications.
Electricity is a major priority for rural households
looking to improve their living standards. By far
the largest share of their energy needs, however, is
thermal energy used for cooking or heating. Motive
power is often in great demand for grinding,
milling, and processing. Electricity, thermal energy,
and motive power are also important for rural
enterprise—income generation in stores, farms,
fishing, and light industry. Communities can have
similar energy needs for their schools, community
centers, clinics, streets, and houses of worship.
Expanding energy service to the unserved must
involve solutions capable of meeting a range of
rural energy needs.
The range of needs requires a range of
technologies. This study focuses largely on efforts
that have used PV, as a technology better suited
than most to commercial rural energy service in the

TPF
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The dimensions in scale-up in

expanding rural energy access:
The various rural
energy needs also
• Out – Reaching people over
require diverse
larger geographical areas
business approaches to
• Deep – Reaching more people,
generally increasingly poorer,
respond to the range
within already covered markets
of market conditions
• Across – Addressing a broad
that rural areas
range of rural energy needs
present. Variations in
income distribution,
customer density, rural finance capability, road
infrastructure, legal framework, and other factors
will demand business models that are appropriate to
local conditions.

Meeting the challenge of achieving scale in rural
energy depends on embracing a range of
approaches and technologies for scaling up in all
dimensions.

Rural energy needs and DCE technology options for
serving them are discussed in Annex B.
TP
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I-B. The State of the Art in Rural Energy Delivery: SMEs and SME Engagement
•

Consumer finance – Appropriate mechanisms
for consumer and asset finance to overcome
the first-cost barrier for rural consumers;
• Enterprise Finance – Appropriate
mechanisms for enterprise finance; and
• Innovation Funding – Support for
developing the necessary approaches and
building the
necessary capacity
For purposes of this study:
for scaling up rural
energy access.
• A microfinance institution, or
MFI, is “any organization—
The last element
credit union, down-scaled
focuses less on the
commercial bank, financial
needs of the
NGO, or credit cooperative—
enterprises than on the
that provides financial services
for the poor” (CGAP 2006).
needs of the diverse
MFIs can also include leasing
rural customers, most
companies, government banks,
too poor to absorb the
or others.
costs of the necessary
• Microfinance refers to “loans,
innovation.
savings, insurance, transfer

The emergence of SMEs as vehicles for expanding
rural energy access with DCE is a fairly recent
phenomenon, with early efforts begun two decades
ago. Since the early to mid 1990s, social
entrepreneurs and innovators have pioneered
entirely new approaches to delivering these critical
rural services. Understanding how to accelerate
energy service to the poor via the private sector
depends on a clear picture of what has been
developed, why, and with what results.
This section introduces several examples of leading
rural energy experiences, and extracts important
lessons about key issues for scale in rural energy.
This section looks at leading REDCOs, covering a
range of market environments and business models.
It also examines leading intervention models
involving significant investment efforts and largescale government projects incorporating SME
delivery of DCE technologies for service to rural
areas. 7
TPF
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services and other financial
products targeted at low-income
clients” (Microfinance Gateway
2006).
• Micro-credit refers to “a small
loan to a client made by a bank
or other institution”
(Microfinance Gateway 2006).
Third-party micro-credit is
credit provided to a consumer by
a third party for the purchase of a
product or service.
• Micro-rental involves customers
acquiring use of a product
through periodic payments to the
equipment’s owner.
• Fee-for-service can be similar to
micro-rental, but focused more
on acquiring the service than on
acquiring a product.

Rural Energy
SMEs

This section presents key lessons from the SMEs
and SME-support experiences with regard to four
elements that this study has identified as crucial for
achieving scale in rural energy with DCE
technologies:
•

Enabling environments – A supportive
government framework for SME-led rural
energy delivery with DCE;

Numerous examples
exist of DCE business
models developed by
REDCOs to provide
rural energy access.
This study draws
heavily on the
experiences of two
leading companies,
SELCO India and
Soluz, as primary
examples, drawing
directly on the lead
entrepreneurs in each
case in reviewing those
companies and their accomplishments. The study
also draws from other DCE business experiences to
capture the breadth of experiences and approaches
critical in understanding this document’s
recommendations. 8 It includes the numerous SME
members of the REDCO Alliance in Asia, Africa,
TPF

Detailed case studies for the SMEs and SME
engagement experiences appear in Part II. In this
document, “investment” is used in the colloquial sense,
covering debt (loans) as well as equity (stock).
7
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In Section I-D
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and Latin America; authors of this study organized
the Alliance and represent founding members.
SELCO India has been a leader in engaging thirdparty micro-credit capability for rural energy
consumers and in combining that consumer finance
with a strong sales and service infrastructure to
serve rural areas.

The Soluz operations in the Dominican Republic
and Honduras show the potential of broader
microfinance to expand energy service even largely
without third-party rural micro-credit and enabling
government frameworks.

SELCO’s potential market for its solar PV and
solar thermal offerings is significant. South India
has 10 million households without access to
electricity, and many more poorly served by severe
power shortages and intermittent grid service. The
state of Karnataka, where SELCO is based, has
largely avoided potentially disruptive government
subsidies for the products that SELCO offers.
SELCO is led by a strong, committed management
team. The managing director, Dr. Harish Hande,
launched the enterprise in 1995 with a U.S.-based
non-profit organization, the Solar Electric Light
Fund (SELF). Most of its upper management has
been with the company virtually since its inception.
SELCO’s business model has focused on “doorstep” financing and service, making both readily
available to potential customers even in remote
areas.
The operation’s product offerings have evolved
over time. As suggested by the enterprise’s official
name—SELCO Solar Light Pty Ltd—SELCO
initially based its operations on a single technology
and application, solar PV systems for lighting. By
the late 1990s, however, SELCO had added a
significant focus on income-generating applications
using PV, offering systems to support productive
applications such as lighting for rural enterprises
and energy for sewing machines, looms, and
soldering irons. Income-generating applications
now account for over 20 percent of SELCO’s
systems. SELCO’s target market has expanded
from primarily rural households to households,
enterprises, and institutions in areas connected and
not-connected to the grid.
SELCO has fueled its growth with a mixture of
equity, debt, and third-party credit. While engaging
third-party finance for its customers, SELCO drew
on equity from its U.S. parent, SELCO
International (a SELF spin-off). It later attracted
significant debt to expand its operations.

Each Soluz operation has faced markets with much
smaller numbers of unelectrified populations than
SELCO’s, but with potential for viable operations
at these lower levels. The Dominican Republic in
the mid-1990s had some two million people
unconnected to the electric grid out of a population
of eight million. Honduras, a country with less than
half the per-capita GDP of the Dominican
Republic’s, was under 50 percent electrified when
Soluz Honduras began, with over 500,000
unconnected homes (approximately three million
people) within its population of six million. Each
operation targeted a portion of the national
markets, concentrating efforts in select provinces
for its retail activities.
The Soluz operations were founded by Richard
Hansen, an early pioneer in the use of market-based
approaches for rural electrification via PV sales,
service, and financing. Hansen’s experiences in the
Dominican Republic began in the mid-1980s, and
were complemented by the experiences in
Honduras of additional members of the
management team with rural energy and
development. Soluz Dominicana, launched in
1995, was the first pilot REDCO of the U.S.-based
Soluz, Inc., headed by Hansen. Soluz launched
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Soluz Honduras in 1998 to further develop its
business model in another, poorer market with a
different set of challenges.

For SELCO and the Soluz operations, the bulk of
activities have involved small, single-module PV
systems for lighting, radio, and television in
households and small businesses. Other
technologies have emerged, such as solar water
heaters and wind turbines, as have other
applications, such as cell phones, refrigerators, and
computers. Each enterprise also sells systems and
components to dealers and institutional clients.

Like SELCO, the Soluz operations have focused on
incorporating microfinance as a key business
strategy. The scarcity of third-party micro-credit
options in the Dominican Republic and Honduras,
however, required that Soluz develop an approach
different from SELCO’s, appropriate to the realities
of rural Latin America.

The members of the REDCO Alliance work with
a broad array of business models in a wide range of
market environments. The Alliance is a network of
rural energy SMEs from Africa, Asia, and Latin
America assembled as part of this study’s
investigation of the state of rural energy delivery.
The founding 12 enterprises include ones with two
decades of rural energy delivery experience and
others recently established but well positioned.
Their experiences cover a range of rural energy and
electricity policy environments:
•

The Soluz business model was based on expanding
markets through unsubsidized micro-rental
offerings to provide service to poorer households
who could not afford cash purchases or afford or
commit to credit arrangements. The operations’
target market was up to half of the population in
certain off-grid markets through the range of
financial offerings, and a range of PV system sizes.
The Dominican market appeared to have significant
ability to pay for such services, with one Soluz
study showing applicable median energy
expenditures of around $6 per month. 9 On
launching in 1995 Soluz Dominicana offered a set
of unsubsidized PV micro-rental options for poorer
households with monthly rental fees of $5 to $20,
accommodating a range of household and business
income levels. Those monthly fees, while still
beyond the reach of many, represented
considerably lower monthly outlays than those for
credit purchases, and offered a financial mechanism
where rural credit was unavailable. With Soluz’s
pre-launch survey of northwestern Honduras
showing only slightly lower figures for median
energy expenditures, Soluz Honduras offered
similar options in 1998.
TPF

•

•
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•
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Spending on kerosene, dry-cell batteries, and
automotive batteries (purchases and charging)
9
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10 The other founding REDCO Alliance members
include Solar Electric (Philippines), Zara Solar
(Tanzania), and INCAFEX (Uganda), along with
SELCO India, Soluz Dominicana, and Soluz Honduras.
See Section II-C.
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RAPS in South Africa, Enersol in Bolivia, and
Afrisol in Morocco, for example, face highly
structured policy environments for PV-based
rural energy services involving concessions or
large-scale contracts from governments or
government utilities.
Lotus Energy in Nepal operates in a domestic
market for micro-hydro and PV that has been
heavily dependent on significant system
subsidies from a foreign donor through the
government.
Grameen Shakti (Bangladesh) and Tecnosol
(Nicaragua) now work largely within World
Bank-backed government frameworks
providing consumer finance and subsidies for
PV and other energy technologies.
In other markets, such as the Philippines,
Tanzania, and Uganda, service to poorer
customers has largely been through
government or non-governmental projects, or
through the use of very small systems to
increase affordability. 10

PT
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Results
The operations introduced above have produced
important results, in developing business models,
implementing plans, and serving customers. In its
first decade, SELCO India grew into a profitable,
multi-million-dollar medium-sized enterprise
providing energy services to over 50,000
households and other customers with PV. That
level of service is on the scale of the largest projects
to date involving national governments backed by
multilateral development banks, particularly the
World Bank, with many times the funding and
significant subsidies.
SELCO’s growth has been fueled by its pioneering
development of third-party consumer finance
options. SELCO initiated India’s first solar
consumer-loan programs in 1996/97 with a rural
subsidiary of the commercial, state-owned
Syndicate Bank. Financing for other SELCO
customers followed from Syndicate itself, and then
from other banks and their subsidiaries. SELCO
has since partnered with more than a dozen local
financial institutions, working with commercial,
retail, and rural development banks with large rural
branch networks to stimulate loans to SELCO’s
customers based on a standard set of financing
terms. It also brokers consumer financing from
other regular financial institutions, microfinance
institutions, cooperatives, and self-help groups.
Over 90 percent of its sales of small PV systems
involve third-party micro-credit, generally with
multi-year loan terms.
SELCO also succeeded in establishing a substantial
infrastructure for marketing, sales, and service.
SELCO employs over 150 people, largely technical
and customer-service personnel based in a network
of 25 company-owned service centers around
Karnataka and in two neighboring states. It is
moving to introduce additional products and
services through this established infrastructure.
The Soluz operations have contributed significantly
to understanding rural energy delivery through
approaches that reflect the realities of rural Latin
America. Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras
combined have served some 10,000 households and
small businesses in off-grid areas, largely through
the sale of PV systems and components. That
figure compares very favorably with the best
market- and cost-recovery-oriented efforts with

DCE technologies in Latin America; indeed, it
exceeds the combined results of all World Bankbacked efforts to date with PV in the region,
beginning in the mid-1990s. 11
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The Soluz operations’ rental activities place them at
the forefront of this approach as well. With each
operation serving up to 1,500 to 1,800 micro-rental
customers at one time, the enterprises combined
have collected over 200,000 monthly customer
payments. That level likely makes Soluz
Dominicana and Soluz Honduras the most
accomplished microfinanciers of rural energy
systems in their respective countries, and the largest
collectors of unsubsidized PV micro-rental
payments in the world.
The Soluz operations also serve a growing range of
customers and applications with the infrastructure
built on micro-rental offerings. Soluz Honduras’s
addition of PV refrigeration systems for small
stores in 2002 is one example.
The impacts of the SELCO and Soluz operations
are also visible far beyond their direct service to
customers. These operations have resulted in solid
demonstrations of the potential of microfinance to
expand rural energy markets. The third-party
financing mechanisms that SELCO invested
significantly in designing and developing with local
financial institutions have since served a number of
other SMEs also providing DCE systems in South
India. They have also served as models for
businesses in other markets. Soluz’s
accomplishments in introducing rural energy microrental offerings, similarly, have inspired commercial
Including World Bank projects in Argentina, Bolivia,
and Nicaragua
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activity in other markets in Latin America, Africa,
and Asia.

nearby areas because of distorted market
expectations about costs. 12

The accomplishments of the other members of the
REDCO Alliance are also noteworthy. By mid2005, the members combined had provided rural
energy service to over 160,000 households and over
1,000,000 beneficiaries in 12 countries, with PV and
other DCE technologies, and provided
employment for over 1,700 people.

For Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras,
difficulties in coordinating with government-led
rural electrification efforts were very disruptive to
market development efforts. In the Dominican
Republic privatization of the distribution
component of the national electric company in
1999 freed the government to increase its focus on
rural electrification. While potentially positive, grid
extension to rural areas, often politically motivated
in advance of elections, actually exacerbated already
difficult situations for the new private owners of
the distribution companies, as customers were
often added without provision for metering or
billing. After several years, given the untenable
policy environment, the owner of two of the three
distribution companies relinquished those
concessions. For Soluz, the unpredictable (and
largely ineffective) grid extension into areas with
Soluz customers seriously affected each operation’s
long-term growth and stability. The possibility of
electricity, particularly free electricity from the
government, halted Soluz’s sales and rentals in
some areas. Soluz Honduras has faced similar
challenges resulting from the difficulty in
coordinating with the government-owned utility.
The launch and early stages of Soluz Honduras
coincided with a period of significant investment in
expanding national grid coverage. 13 The lack of
transparency in the Honduran national utility meant
that Soluz was unable to determine when and
where the utility was going to expand, or even the
extent of that expansion. Even local expectations of
grid service fueled by the government or candidates
have often been enough to discourage potential
customers, though often without actually increasing
energy access.

Lessons Learned
Along with their accomplishments, experiences of
SELCO, Soluz, and the other REDCO Alliance
members as SMEs delivering DCE technologies in
rural areas provide insights into how significant
scale in rural energy delivery might be achieved.
The examples demonstrate the importance of
enabling environments, consumer finance,
enterprise finance, and funding for innovation and
capacity building to expand energy services to the
rural poor.
Enabling Environments – One key issue for each
operation has been the rural energy and utility
policy environments in which each has operated.
SELCO and the Soluz companies have benefited
from national policy structures that permitted
foreign investment and ownership and that allowed
access to DCE system components without
burdensome tariffs. Other aspects of their policy
environments have been less favorable and have
hampered their service to rural areas in numerous
ways.
For SELCO’s DCE market development, the
environment has been mixed. India has had a
significant government focus on DCE
manufacturing and projects, which has helped build
the market in India but has also resulted in market
distortions. SELCO’s primary markets have largely
been unaffected by the various government
programs, including the large government (IREDA)
project backed by the World Bank and the GEF in
the 1990s. Where short-term capital subsidies have
come into play, however, they have affected
SELCO’s business even when the projects have
been more hype than substance. SELCO sold
3,000 systems in Karnataka using subsidies under a
national PV program, but found that the program
otherwise severely limited market-based activity in
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For SELCO, Karnataka’s poorly managed
government-owned utility, another aspect of the policy
environment, actually created an opportunity to develop
a vibrant complementary DCE market. Given the length
of power cuts, the significant and destructive voltage
fluctuations, and poor-quality inverter-charger back-up
systems locally available, SELCO found a business
opportunity in supplying separate (“stand-alone”) PV
systems to grid-connected customers. Customers with
grid service account for almost half of the operation’s
sales of home-based PV systems.
13 Honduras’s electrification rate rose from 45 percent to
65 percent in under a decade (ENEE 2006).
12
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Soluz Dominicana also faced direct competition
from unsustainable government efforts with DCE
technologies. The government established projects
to electrify 2,000 households nationwide in
2003/2004 with PV systems larger than the Soluz
rental systems and with no payments from
beneficiaries. Some of the government systems
were allocated to regions where Soluz Dominicana
operates, in some cases to the very households
renting Soluz’s systems without subsidies. The
government program further dampened sales in
making potential customers reluctant to sign up
with Soluz while trying to get on the government
project list. The government program combined
with a steep devaluation of the currency in 2003 led
to a serious decline in Soluz Dominicana’s rental
customer base, from 1,500 to only a few hundred in
just six months. The subsequent administration in
2005 launched a 10,000-household project with
only slightly smaller systems and possibly some
contribution from beneficiaries.

Other members of the REDCO Alliance work in a
range of market environments, but with similar
challenges to sustained market development due to
exclusion from rural energy planning or to
disruptions from projects spearheaded by utilities,
governments, or multilateral agencies. South
Africa’s rural energy scene, for example, is
dominated by 50,000-household PV concessions
awarded by the government in 1999, with capital
subsidies for the equipment and on-going
operational subsidies. Morocco’s DCE activity is
largely focused on large-scale, subsidized PV
projects from the national utility. Bolivia, a market
with tens of thousands of systems installed largely
on a free-market basis, is now being shaped by a
World Bank-financed PV component of a
government rural infrastructure project, in
particular by the project’s subsidies under
“medium-term service contracts,” essentially miniconcessions, launched in 2005. Both involvement

and exclusion from such projects have brought
perils. RAPS in South Africa has faced stop-and-go
subsidies as a concessionaire, while Afrisol in
Morocco and Enersol in Bolivia, despite their
significant histories and market-development
accomplishments, have largely been marginalized by
winner-take-all international bid structures. 14
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Consumer Finance – Leading SME experiences
with managing the first-cost issue for rural
consumers show the potential and challenges of
serving the poor. The first cost of energy service
from a DCE system can be an insurmountable
barrier for rural customers without consumer
finance; such finance is critical for accelerating
energy access. Even areas with rural finance
infrastructure, however, require significant time and
resources to engage them in lending for DCE
technologies, as the SELCO experiences show.
Areas without existing rural finance require other
options, such as the SME-financed micro-rental
offerings pioneered by Soluz, but these types of
approaches take considerably more capital and
management sophistication. In either situation,
going deep—reaching poor households—will
require much greater rural consumer access to
microfinance.
SELCO’s strong focus on consumer finance has fit
well with South India’s rural banking infrastructure,
uniquely highly developed even by the elevated
standards of India and South Asia. Even in that
fertile environment, however, SELCO’s
engagement of rural energy micro-credit has
required significant efforts, time, and investment.
The investment has included guarantee mechanisms
the operation had to put in place to reduce the risks
and increase the comfort of financiers.
Soluz Dominicana’s and Soluz Honduras’s
approaches reflect their markets’ much lessdeveloped rural finance infrastructure. Before
launching Soluz, members of the management team
had worked to develop rural energy microfinance
options since the 1980s, including the world’s first
revolving funds for PV consumer financing.
Despite success, experiences in both the
Dominican Republic and Honduras showed the
limitations of third-party finance for rural energy in
14 In the case of Enersol, for example, over threequarters of the Bolivia contracts were won by a single
(international) bidder.
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those environments. Commercial banks were not
positioned to serve remote customers, while the
micro-credit programs of non-governmental
organizations were not well suited for supplying
large amounts of credit in rural areas. The Soluz
micro-rental offerings were a response to those
limitations.
The Soluz experiences show the importance of
micro-rental and highlight the challenges in using it
to achieve scale in rural energy delivery. The microrental strategies address key issues in the provision
of rural energy microfinance. They create
mechanisms for regular payment collection and
asset repossession. They also provide options for
customers with very limited willingness or ability to
commit to long payment terms given their tenuous
financial situation or hope for grid service. Microrental on a large scale, however, requires significant
management of assets and long-term customers,
and significant enterprise finance (see below).
Given the lack of third-party microfinance in the
Dominican Republic and Honduras, the other
response of the Soluz operations, particularly Soluz
Honduras, has been to finance system sales
themselves, up to (or even beyond) the limits of
their available working capital and risk tolerance. In
practice, those limits have translated to up to six- to
18-month financing, lower than necessary for
strong market penetration in the absence of microrental, but still more than the financial risk-reward
profile would justify.
Enterprise Finance – Capital for rural or
renewable energy has been a significant focus
globally but remains a serious obstacle to scale.
For the SMEs operating in rural areas, attracting
sufficient enterprise finance has been a significant
hurdle. Over the last 10 years new mechanisms
have been developed primarily with backing
(including grants) from multilateral institutions such
as the World Bank Group’s International Finance
Corporation (IFC) to provide enterprise finance to
SMEs working with rural energy and DCE
technologies. 15 Overall, Soluz, SELCO, and other
members of the REDCO Alliance found
investment from such subsidized venture funds for
rural energy expensive—almost fatally for the
companies, in cases—given high transaction costs
TPF
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See Sections II-D, II-F, and II-G for information on
IFC and World Bank projects and investment efforts.
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and long transaction times associated with those
mechanisms.
In raising the necessary capital, SELCO, Soluz, and
others looked to various international investment
mechanisms and investors under development in
the 1990s with specific mandates to invest in SMEs
and small-scale energy projects, and subsidies to
make such investments possible. Sixty percent of
the $3 million in debt and equity Soluz attracted
involved such mechanisms or investors, and half of
SELCO’s $2 million. Those investments provided
important fuel for each operation’s growth, at lower
nominal rates of return or interest rates than the
risk would have indicated.
Still, raising capital, particularly through those
mechanisms, proved a significant challenge for the
Soluz operations. Soluz Dominicana’s micro-rental
offerings required attracting considerably larger
amounts of capital than its precursor company had
needed for cash and short-term credit operations.
Soluz Dominicana alone required a projected $2
million to 2.5 million in outside equity and loans to
reach a stable, profitable level. One factor in the
challenge Soluz faced in raising capital was the
newness of the business model; though led by an
established entrepreneur, Soluz was proposing a
business model that heavily emphasized PV microrental, which had never been tested. A larger factor
was the newness of those international investment
mechanisms emerging in parallel with Soluz
Dominicana. Those new mechanisms had steep
learning curves and, despite their mandates and
significant subsidies, operated with limited
tolerance for risk. Soluz Honduras, though
benefiting from the early experiences of Soluz
Dominicana and some maturation of those
investment mechanisms, still faced many of the
same issues.
For both Soluz operations investment transactions
involving these new mechanisms were small,
complicated, and expensive. The transaction costs
incurred by Soluz were often 10 to 20 percent of
the transaction amount. The cycle time for closing
these investments was typically two to three years;
much longer than expected and often too long for
operations the size of Soluz’s. A $1 million Soluz
Honduras transaction of this type with three
investors in 2000 took 15 to 18 months to close, for
example, and cost Soluz Honduras and Soluz an
estimated $100,000.
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Access to meaningful levels of third-party microcredit for their consumers would have significantly
leveraged the capital available to the Soluz
operations. SELCO India’s activities required less
enterprise debt and equity to achieve a greater scale
than Soluz’s because of the consumer financing
options it brokered from third parties.

the REDCO Alliance, well over half reported
transaction costs of 10 to 20 percent and two-thirds
percent reported transaction times of more than
two years. The United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) reports “RE [renewable
energy] industry” costs of raising capital of 10 to 20
percent compared to “typical industry” costs of one
to five percent. 19
TPF

SELCO’s capital raising, nonetheless, had its own
challenges. Its early funding, almost $1 million, was
largely equity, from SELF’s for-profit spin-off,
SELCO USA, and a U.S.-based non-profit
organization, E+Co. SELCO highly leveraged its
equity in late 2003 with a $1 million loan from a
technology-specific fund, the PV Market
Transformation Initiative (PVMTI), for working
capital for expanding its operations and as
guarantees for expanding consumer finance
through the Indian banking system. 16 SELCO’s
substantial initial equity investment largely freed it
from having to service debt early in the company’s
operation, keeping more of the initial capital in the
business. Such early equity can require significant
profits in later years, however, to provide
reasonable returns.
TPF
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Even more challenging to the REDCOs were
transactions that did not result in financing. In
Soluz’s case, the company invested over $100,000
working to attract financing from one subsidized
renewable energy fund that subsequently folded
without having invested. SELCO’s U.S. affiliate
spent time and money in unsuccessfully pursuing
investment from another. 20
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Those issues were serious. Soluz Dominicana,
Soluz Honduras, SELCO India, and the other
SMEs attracted less debt and equity from these new
investment facilities, much more slowly than each
projected as necessary for managed growth and
profitability. They also had higher implicit costs,
given the need to recover the transaction and
opportunity costs associated with enterprise
finance.

FPT

SELCO also still had to raise debt financing. Like
Soluz, SELCO invested significantly in attracting
investment from new rural-energy finance
mechanisms, confronting the hidden costs of
funding that was nominally below market rate. The
enterprise and its international affiliate invested
significantly in closing its 2003 loan, a transaction
that “nearly killed SELCO and SELCO-India.” 17
SELCO India received the first disbursement five
years after its proposal submission. Even signing
investment deals is no guarantee of the timely
arrival of capital. PVMTI delayed the final
disbursement on its $1 million loan to SELCO
India, even after the operation had fulfilled all the
disbursement requirements, because of an issue
unrelated to SELCO India. 18 The working-capital
effects of that delay caused SELCO’s revenues to
drop 50 percent from 2004 to 2005 and put the
complete operation in disarray.
Broader experiences show similar transaction costs
and cycle times. In a 2005 survey of members of

Innovation Funding – Leading experiences also
point strongly to the challenge for SMEs to fund
innovation and capacity building for expanding
energy access for the rural poor. The newness of
their business models, the poverty of the target
markets, and the slim financial rewards offer few
financial incentives for businesses to invest in being
rural energy “market leaders,” even as the need for
such leadership is clear. While SELCO India’s
successes have stemmed largely from its significant
efforts to engage third-party credit for its
consumers, having those benefits also accrue to
other companies puts SELCO at a competitive
disadvantage. In Soluz’s case, the introduction of
micro-rental had significant positive implications
for reaching lower-income customers, but also
serious effects on the Soluz enterprises’ bottom
lines, particularly given the impediments to scale.
SELCO, Soluz, and others have also absorbed the
costs of dealing with—and helping to shape—new

See Section II-F for more on PVMTI.
Williams 2005
18 It involved SELCO’s parent company and a loan to a
SELCO company in another country.

See, for example, Usher 2004.
The Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Fund
(REEF) and Solar Development Capital, respectively; see
Sections II-D and II-F.
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investment mechanisms targeting the rural energy
sector.
The backing by other
“social investors” for
SELCO and Soluz’s
innovations in rural
energy delivery has
been important, but
has remained
chronically small.
Soluz received early
support from the Rockefeller Foundation to
develop and test-market the PV micro-rental
concept. SELCO India attracted a training and
marketing grant with its PVMTI loan. The
operation also recently received cash prizes in
international competitions in recognition and
support of its innovations to reach the poor. Yet
few such sources exist to support innovation and
capacity building by “social entrepreneurs” to
expand rural energy services. That lack has left the
costs of innovation ultimately on the poor rural
customers, an inadequate funding source for the
necessary advancement.

Rural Energy SME Engagement
Understanding the conditions for achieving scale in
rural energy services requires an understanding of
the experiences of leading SMEs, but also of major
intervention approaches that have incorporated or
supported SME-based energy services. Beginning
in the mid-1990s, numerous interventions emerged
to support increased energy access through SMEs
and DCE technologies. This section describes two
main types of intervention approaches. It examines
their results and the significant lessons they offer
for accelerating the reach of SMEs in delivering
rural energy services, for understanding what these
approaches teach about scaling up SME-based rural
energy access.
Those experiences show the importance of
considering the full range of necessary elements for
achieving scale. One model includes a significant
focus on enterprise finance, but generally without
adequate consideration of other elements, and so
has consistently fallen short of targets for increasing
energy access. The other model, focusing on
enabling environments and consumer finance, has
produced some successes, but also many projects

that have scarcely improved energy access, and has
always involved cumbersome and lengthy processes
that have often disrupted the very environments
they aimed to improve. Each approach had the
potential to address consumer first-cost issues with
consumer finance, but generally succeeded only
where strong microfinance capacity already existed.
Neither of the two approaches adequately
encouraged and supported innovation for reaching
the poor, serious limiting scale potential.
Despite their shortcomings, the profiled models are
important for the extent to which they targeted
developing SME capacity. This section does not
examine the many efforts that have made little
pretense of developing the private sector. Those
programs include government programs (often
give-away programs), technology-focused efforts
often tied to a donor country’s local industry (“tied
aid”), or efforts led by non-governmental
organizations and focused on short-term
developmental benefits.
For relevant insights from another industry
similarly targeting the development of large-scale
capacity to serve the poor, this section also looks at
experiences from the field of microfinance. It
includes attention to the intervention approaches
used by development organizations and others to
establish that industry.

Intervention Approaches
Many of the interventions have emerged from one
of two categories, which could be called the
Subsidized Venture Fund (SVF) and World Banksupported Government Project (WBGP) models:
•

The SVF Model involves using funds (grants,
or grants plus equity) from development
institutions and private investors to make debt
or equity investments in promising SMEs.
• The WBGP Model involves the World Bank
supporting national governments in developing
projects for large-scale rural energization
incorporating DCE technologies (principally
PV); SMEs for market development, sales, and
on-going service; and, typically, significant
subsidies for target beneficiaries/customers.
Both the SVF and WBGP Models have appeared in
various forms since the mid 1990s.
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In the 1990s, as venture capital was enjoying
considerable success in many developed countries,
venture capital models and the promise of
entrepreneurship began to influence the
development community. Subsidized venture
funds for rural and renewable energy emerged as
new types of development interventions blending
capital for investment with subsidies for fund
managers to cover the relatively high transaction
costs and risks of making these new types of
investments in challenging markets. Such efforts
were aimed at finding and investing in promising
social enterprises that could provide social benefits
from rural energy service expansion, local and
global environmental benefits, and a return on
investment. Success in such funds was gauged by
the performance of the portfolio, the expansion of
service, and other social and environmental
impacts.

investments—debt, equity, and some grants—
and $5 million for fund management. It
launched in 1998. 22
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
Fund – REEF, also a GEF-backed IFC
venture, was to be “the first global private
equity fund devoted exclusively to tapping the
sizable opportunities in emerging markets for
renewable energy and energy efficiency.” It
was launched in 2000 with $65 million in IFC
and private investment and $25 million in GEF
funding. The GEF funding was to be directed
at small renewable energy projects, both gridconnected and beyond the grid, as they “are
often more complex, yield lower absolute
return, and are therefore less attractive to
investors.” 23
Solar Development Group – SDG was a
development and investment program aimed at
accelerating private-sector service to rural areas
with PV. It consisted of a for-profit
investment fund and a non-profit organization.
Solar Development Capital (SDC) had $29
million, chiefly for equity investments. Solar
Development Foundation (SDF) had $13.4
million for providing business development
services and softer investment (seed financing
or grants) to target enterprises, and for
covering some of SDC’s transaction costs.
SDG’s funding included a mix of private and
public investments, including World Bank
grants for SDF, and IFC and GEF investments
in SDC. SDF launched in 2000, SDC a year
later. 24
African Rural Energy Enterprise
Development – AREED, a project of the
United Nations Environment Programme
backed principally by the UNF, aimed to
support rural energy entrepreneurs in five subSaharan African countries with investment and
enterprise development services. It targeted
investing $1.75 million of $4.3 million in UNF
grants. AREED also sought to work through
local NGOs to build on-going enterpriseTPF

•

TPF

•

Examples of the SVF Model include the PV Market
Transformation Initiative, the Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency Fund, the Solar
Development Group, and the African Rural Energy
Enterprise Development project. The first three
were backed by the Global Environment Facility
(GEF), the last by the United Nations Foundation
(UNF) and others. 21
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•
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PV Market Transformation Initiative –
PVMTI, an IFC initiative, was designed to be a
strategic intervention “to accelerate the
sustainable commercialization and financial
viability of PV technology,” especially for rural
electrification, in Kenya, Morocco, and India.
PVMTI was funded with $30 million in GEF
money, including $25 million for

21 Formed in 1991, the GEF makes grants to projects in
developing countries related to biodiversity, climate
change, international waters, land degradation, the ozone
layer, and persistent organic pollutants. The GEF
typically covers the “incremental cost” of using
environmentally friendly technologies and approaches
when conventional but environmentally damaging
approaches to development might otherwise be selected
on financial grounds. The GEF has been an important
investor in rural energy, seeking to mitigate climate
change and promote sustainable development through
the use of DCE technologies to provide energy services
on a relatively large scale to unserved rural populations.
The IFC and the World Bank were two of the original
GEF “Implementing Agencies.” (For more, see
www.thegef.org.)
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GEF 2004
24 The consortium chosen to manage SDG included
Global Transition Consulting, a Soluz subsidiary, along
with the Triodos Bank Group of the Netherlands and
the non-profit Environmental Enterprises Assistance
Fund.
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support capacity in each market, engage local
financial institutions, and improve the policy
environments for rural energy SMEs.
An even more significant force than the SVF Model
for expanding rural energy access in select
developing countries has been the large-scale
government projects backed by the World Bank,
almost all involving GEF funding. In the early
1990s the World Bank was focused on centralized
power projects and had “virtually no activities in
lending for small-scale, commercially-based
alternative energy sources.” 25 The World Bank has
since backed dozens of such projects in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America incorporating DCE
technologies and SME delivery, often within larger
rural electrification or infrastructure projects.
Generally the measure of success under the WBGP
Model has been the number of people given access
to energy.
TPF
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Examples of the WBGP Model include World
Bank-supported projects in India, Indonesia, Sri
Lanka, Argentina, and China. The projects have
varied in their goals and strategies, but have
commonly featured policy development, low-cost
consumer financing through government (or
government-approved) channels, temporary
equipment subsidies, and technical assistance.
TP
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The Alternate Energy/Renewable
Resources Development Project (India,
1993) was the first World Bank renewableenergy project to use GEF funding. It targeted
service to 350,000 rural customers, with
equipment subsidies. The project included
$216 million in World Bank loans and grants
and a $26 million GEF grant for project
investments primarily in wind, solar, and small
hydro projects, managed by the government’s
Indian Renewable Energy Development
Agency (IREDA).
The Solar Home Systems Project (Indonesia,
1997) looked to expand the local market for
small PV systems dramatically, to reach 200,000
clients. Focusing exclusively on PV, it
proposed to finance solar distribution
companies for them in turn to extend credit to
their rural customers. World Bank support for
the project was $44 million plus $24 million in

•

GEF funding; the project was managed by a
team of consultants.
The Energy Services Delivery Project (Sri
Lanka, 1997) focused strongly on influencing
energy policies and on building the capacity of
rural energy delivery enterprises, through
training, technical standards, and direct persystem grants to participating companies. The
Sri Lanka project also established an
administrative unit within a local national bank
to handle financial transactions, instead of
using a government agency or consultants. The
five-year program, with $30 million from the
World Bank and $6 million from the GEF,
targeted 15,000 small PV systems plus
community-scale micro-hydro systems. It was
followed by the Renewable Energy for Rural
Economic Development Project, which
focused on income generation.
The Renewable Energy in the Rural Market
Project (Argentina, 1999), under a broader
power-sector reform effort, sought to expand
rural energy services through territorial
concessions to private electric-service
providers. It targeted service to 120,000
customers, with a range of technologies, $30
million in World Bank funding, $10 million
from the GEF, and significant cross-subsidies
within the country’s power sector.
The Renewable Energy Development
Project (China, 2002) incorporated all of the
Bank’s learning about rural renewable energy
project development up to that point in
promoting small PV system sales. 26 It did not
initially incorporate any consumer financing,
given the lack of third-party credit options,
focusing first on supporting the development
of quality products, capable delivery
enterprises, and an informed marketplace
through substantial promotion. For managing
the first-cost issue in the absence of credit, it
included a per-watt subsidy and was the first
project to allow customers and SME vendors
considerable flexibility on system sizes,
qualifying even small (10-watt) portable lighting
systems for subsidies. The overall project
design, of which the off-grid portion was about

•
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The project also included an even larger component
focused on wind-farm development.
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one-fifth, called for $135 million in World Bank
funding and a $35 million GEF grant.

Results

original due date.” The financial and
environmental performance of the PVMTI
portfolio remains to be seen. Its first
investment, to back an Indian company 28 in
developing 300 “energy stores” for selling PV
consumer products, had by 2004 led to the
establishment of only eight. The company also
had “not added solar home system products to
its inventory yet.” Another PVMTI
commitment in India was reduced from $2.3
million to $1.1 million following changes with
the company and the local market. 29
SDG’s for-profit investment fund, SDC, was
unable to make enough commercial
investments to remain viable. It projected
making 27 investments in as few as 15 PV
companies, totaling about $18 million, and
eight loans totaling $10 million to financial
institutions for consumer finance. It was
actually able to reach investment agreements
with only four companies, totaling just over
$1.4 million, and no financial institutions.
When SDC’s non-viability became clear, both
SDC and SDF were dissolved, and their
portfolios absorbed by one of the SDG
managers. 30
AREED’s program design also provided
challenges. To find suitable prospects for
investment, the project included established
urban enterprises serving urban and in some
cases rural clients. Its resulting portfolio was
half in energy efficiency and LPG distribution.
Even then, AREED’s early investments, chiefly
loans, had trouble performing. By late 2005, a
majority of its pre-2005 investments were either
in trouble or written-off. AREED also
reported difficulties with the NGO partner
structure. Working through local NGOs added
considerable cost and complexity, though the
program’s managers believed that it did
strengthen local capacity. 31
TPF

Each of the prevailing intervention models has
produced some important successes in expanding
rural energy access, and some important failures.
Numerous SMEs were able to expand their reach in
rural areas where the necessary elements came
together, many received investments, and many
rural customers received energy services, and paid
for them. In other cases, their mis-targeted
interventions stalled the development of markets or
local SMEs.

TPF

•

Within the examples of the SVF Model:
•

PVMTI invested the most. By 2004, it had
committed its target $15 million in India, 90
percent of $5 million in Kenya, and 74 percent
of its Morocco $5 million. Investee companies
have included 12 SMEs in those three
countries, including SELCO India, with its $1.1
million transaction, and Shell Solar India, which
received $4 million in loans, guarantees, and
grants.
• SDF, the non-profit side of SDG, performed
very close to expectations in its “investment”
activities, committing over $3 million for 63
projects in its four years of operations. Those
investments benefited 54 enterprises and
market development initiatives in 23 African,
Asian, and Latin American countries.
• AREED also looked set to meet its target
investment amount. Through 2005, AREED
had invested or approved investments totaling
$1.8 million in 26 companies in its five program
countries. Those investments supported
service to over 40,000 households. 27
But each fund under the SVF Model had
challenges. Each had considerable difficulty
investing its capital efficiently and effectively in the
best cases, and investing it at all in the worst cases.
TPF
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Five years after PVMTI’s launch, its managers
asked for a two-year program extension,
explaining that “project preparation and closure
has taken longer than originally anticipated, and
that companies would be unlikely to be able to
absorb and repay the committed funds by the
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Shri Shakti Alternative Technologies, Ltd.
PVMTI 2004; Hirshman 2003
30 SDC’s and SDF’s investments became part of the
Triodos Renewable Energy for Development Fund.
31 AREED 2004
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REEF was a dramatic failure. As an equity
fund, it had little flexibility and a high target
return rate, for which it did not find sufficiently
attractive investments. REEF suffered from
very optimistic projections, and the effects that
they had on investors’ willingness to settle for
lower returns. REEF made only a single equity
investment before closing in 2003.

The WBGP Model has brought more high-volume
successes than the SVF Model, and some more
spectacular failures. From 1991 to 2005 the World
Bank committed almost $2 billion in loans and
grants for over 20 government projects. World
Bank investments have led to service to several
hundred thousand rural customers around the
world. The most successful projects, in Sri Lanka,
China, and Bangladesh, has each has yielded service
to almost or well over 100,000 rural households and
enterprises through small PV systems and other
approaches. The Sri Lanka projects’
accomplishments led the World Bank to promote
their key elements in designing subsequent projects
for several other countries. Recent projects in the
Philippines and Nicaragua, for example, include the
same elements of micro-credit and pre-qualified
credit institutions, pre-qualified companies, and
subsidies, as may the design of the off-grid
component of an upcoming rural infrastructure
project in Honduras.
Other WBGP Model experiences have been much
less positive. The first such programs, in India and
Indonesia, failed to reach the rural populations with
any meaningful level of impact. IREDA in India
committed financing to nearly 1500 projects for
1720 megawatts, most for connection to the grid,
but many projects were more successful as tax
shelters than as clean generating assets. Indonesia’s
project reached only 8,000 rural households out of
its targeted 200,000, largely because of banks’
unwillingness to lend to participating companies
and the government’s five-year delay in adjusting
kerosene in the wake of the Asian financial crisis.
Despite heavy subsidies, few concessionaires in
Argentina were interested in investing enough to
manage a distributed rural utility. The Sri Lankan
model’s applicability to other markets remains to be
seen. The projects in the Philippines and Nicaragua
have taken time to ramp up, in part because of the
difficulty of engaging the necessary micro-credit,
even with the countries’ strong rural financing

infrastructure. In Honduras, the project may suffer
from the limited availability of rural finance.

Lessons Learned
The experiences under these
two prevailing intervention
models offer important
lessons about providing the
necessary elements for
accelerating rural energy
access via REDCOs and
DCE technologies.
Enabling Environments –
Enabling policy
environments for privatesector energy services in
rural areas have been
important in both the
WBGP and SVF Models,
with the former seeking to
create them and the latter
suffering in their absence.
In large-scale government
projects for rural energy,
encouraging enabling
environments has been a
significant focus of the World Bank. Given the size
of such projects relative to natural markets, to a
large extent the policies incorporated in the projects
become the policy environments for local SMEs
working with DCE technologies.
The effects of the World Bank’s focus have been
mixed. The projects under the WBGP Model have
been notable in the degree to which they have
engaged the private sector and the market, rather
than having the government directly implementing
DCE projects or ignoring DCE technologies
altogether (as has often been the case with
government-led projects for rural energy). Such
projects explicitly incorporate the private sector
through the “Participating Company” approach,
allowing pre-qualified companies to identify and
serve rural customers. An important part of the
process in each project has been promoting
appropriate conditions for REDCOs and DCE
technologies. With World Bank support, project
designs often incorporate a focus on rationalizing
import duties and regulatory environments, and on
establishing technical standards that improve the
long-term prospects for private rural energy service.
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World Bank involvement has also legitimized the
use of DCE-based rural energization as a
complement to traditional approaches.

range of options for meeting rural energy needs,
and restricts customers’ ability to select from that
range.

Other aspects of the WBGP Model are less
encouraging for scale. The project development
process is almost always lengthy, often taking five
years or more from project conception to launch,
and even longer to generate real results. Although
limited experience (in Sri Lanka, for example)
suggests that follow-on project preparation is much
quicker, the cumbersome project development
process constrains the WBGP Model’s scalability.
Moreover, while projects under the WBGP Model
are intent on improving rural energy/DCE policies,
in some cases these projects themselves can cause
major disturbances for local SMEs already active in
a market. By dampening the market’s enthusiasm
for market prices with the prospects of subsidies,
the projects can undercut existing SME marketdevelopment efforts and significantly reduce SME
sales activity and viability during the project
preparation and launch. Few customers want to
pay full price for a product that may soon (with the
significant subsidies) be available much more
cheaply.

Under the SVF Model, many efforts are frustrated
by the absence of a supportive policy environment
for their investee companies. One of SDC’s few
investments, for example, an investment in Enersol
in Bolivia linked to consumer-finance efforts, was
subsequently undermined by government projects
with significant consumer subsidies, such that only
150 customers purchased financed systems during
the first several years. PVMTI almost had to
abandon its investment efforts in Morocco when
faced with a policy environment in which PV
consumer financing appeared not to be allowed for
the proposed financial institutions. 33

Another important aspect of the WBGP Model is
the potentially negative effects of highly
prescriptive designs and their implications for the
policy environment for local REDCOs. Subsidies
in Sri Lanka for systems of certain sizes only
resulted in a sharp drop-off in the sales of the
smaller systems best suited to serving lower-income
households. The Honduras project design
proposes to support local companies—”not [to]
displace or compete with the existing private sector
projects, but rather [to] complement them” and
refers to Soluz Honduras as likely “the most
notable [renewable energy technology] experience”
in the country. 32 It nonetheless proposes to
promote micro-credit, excluding the micro-rental
for which Soluz Honduras is known and which its
experiences have shown to be valuable in reaching
poor Honduran households. The prescriptive
nature of many projects under the WBGP Model
also appears in their focus on certain technologies,
such as PV. Limiting any consumer financing and
subsidies under the project to the chosen
technologies restricts SMEs’ ability to provide a
TPF
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In some cases, implementers of projects under the
SVF Model have had a limited ability to influence
the policy environment, while in others they have
not adequately considered the situation or
effectively addressed it. The AREED program
design did explicitly include a component for
shaping enabling environments, but found its effort
too small to bring about significant changes.
AREED’s investment efforts largely focused on
areas where the framework for its type of
investment already existed. Even so, it found a
“challenging environment” for developing and
growing energy SMEs in at least one of its target
countries. 34
TPF
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Consumer Finance – Helping rural consumers
manage the first-cost issue of acquiring energy
service by engaging consumer finance was a
component of experiences under each model. The
SVF Model experience in helping REDCOs find
ways to engage consumer finance, however, were
generally negative. PVMTI, for example, looked to
encourage new linkages between microfinance
institutions (MFIs) and SMEs, but struggled to
bring those about. The PVMTI loan to SELCO
strengthened that operation’s existing linkages to the
finance sector. SDG funded some pilots involving
micro-credit and micro-rental, largely through SDF,
but found no viable opportunities approaching the

FPT

GEF 2005a
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33 Lozada 2006; Hirshman 2002. The SDC case
represents a clash of the SVF and WBGP models, as the
government projects included a World Bank-supported
effort.
34 REED Report 2005
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scale that it projected and needed to make SDC
viable, because of its “venture-capital” approach
(and the cost of its money). AREED funded little
by way of consumer finance.

on the broader availability of such high levels of
subsidy. 38
TPF

Enterprise Finance – Providing capital to SMEs
to enable growth has not been a core component of
the WBGP Model, and, while it has been a primary
focus of the SVF Model, has largely not been
viable, for the funds and for the companies they
sought to reach.

The projects under the WBGP Model were
generally more positive in helping SMEs and
customers manage the first costs of a DCE system,
but still presented challenges for scale. Sri Lanka’s
successes depended to a large extent on the
presence of one highly committed microfinance
institution with prior PV experience, which
financed almost all PV sales under the projects.
While the projects’ energy-access accomplishments
have been notable, growth in that market has been
restricted by that organization’s capacity to process
loans to customers, while success in engaging other
microfinance institutions has been limited.
Attempts to replicate the Sri Lanka model point to
the broader difficulty of engaging micro-credit for
rural energy, with the slow engagement of MFI
capacity in the Philippines and Nicaragua. The
project in Bangladesh is another important success,
involving two strong organizations with
microfinance connections, BRAC and Grameen
Shakti, an affiliate of Grameen Bank (and a member
of the REDCO Alliance). 35 Bangladesh, however,
is the most advanced country in the world with
respect to rural microfinance, and BRAC and
Grameen Bank the two largest microfinance
institutions in the world. Those factors cast doubt
on the replicability of the model in other markets. 36
TPF

The most important lessons for scale about
enterprise finance under prevailing models comes
from the SVF Model, which overall has not proven
viable, or scalable. PVMTI, while surviving, has
had significant difficulty finding appropriate
investment targets; the results from its investments
remain to be seen. While various factors
contributed to the early demise of other examples
of funds under the SVF Model (REEF and SDC),
including disagreements among project sponsors
about the nature of their businesses, the lack of
sufficient and sufficiently good investment
prospects for each fund weakened the cases for
survival. SDC’s inability to make significant
investments on commercial terms reflected
fundamental weaknesses of the financial return
potential of the PV and off-grid renewable energy
markets. The low densities of rural markets, limited
incomes of customers, and the relatively small size
of most SMEs in the sector provided particular
challenges given SDC’s equity-only mandate. 39
SDC’s management lobbied successfully to broaden
its original mandate to allow it to extend debt, but
the change was insufficient to save the fund. Even
given its relative success at placing investments,
AREED is unlikely to generate returns that would
suggest potential for scale.
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Another important component of the WBGP
Model with implications for addressing the firstcost barrier and possibly also for achieving scale has
been consumer subsidies. 37 The implications for
scale depend on the long-term effects of those
interventions, particularly as subsidies go away, and
TPF
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35 Grameen Shakti operates independently from
Grameen Bank.
36 The Renewable Energy Development Project in
China, another success, has managed the first-cost issue
not with micro-credit, given the lack of rural credit
options for the target markets, but with a focus on
smaller, more affordable systems.
37 Direct or implicit, as in the Sri Lankan case, in which
subsidies intended to support companies were actually
passed on to customers
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For each fund, the proposed budget for fund
management and other program activities have
been very high compared to project investments.
SDG’s design, for example, included using
significant SDF funding to cover excess fundmanagement costs in deploying SDC’s capital.
REEF had projected a need for $4 million to $6
million in GEF grants for excess fund management

For a full discussion of subsidy approaches, see
Lindlein and Mostert 2005.
39 Combined with a prohibition against taking majority
positions, being able to invest only equity meant that
investments in smaller SMEs would necessarily have
been very limited.
38
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costs in investing $150 million (or less). 40
AREED’s enterprise support and overhead costs
totaled $2.5 million, compared to $1.8 million
invested or approved by late 2005.
TPF

expanding energy services to the rural poor. Within
the examples of the SVF Model, PVMTI included
some grants in conjunction with its investments, as
in its support for SELCO’s market development
work. The SDG effort included small grants under
SDF’s business development support component,
usually for covering external consulting support,
rather than internal costs. REEF and AREED
offered no grants to companies. Program managers
even suggested that grants would be detrimental,
suggesting that loans help enterprises create
important track records for attracting follow-on
finance, while grants or “free [zero-interest]
financing” undercut that goal by causing banks to
see the enterprise as “a demonstration project, not a
real business worthy of commercial investment.” 42

FPT

Another important lesson from the SVF Model is
that a focus on unserved areas with rural energy
appears difficult to reconcile with acceptable
financial return targets for the fund, given
prevailing models. The IFC-GEF’s latest fund, a
REEF successor to be managed by E+Co, projects
considerably better ratios—$4.7 million in
management fees and technical assistance to invest
$14 million over five years. But its design strongly
focuses on grid-connected renewables and energy
efficiency, with the sample pipeline including well
under $2 million for investments in service to
unserved areas with off-grid or other DCE
technologies, out of over $150 million. 41
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Some examples of the WBGP Model included
direct support to companies, but only in small
amounts. The project in the Philippines, for
example, offered $2,000 to select companies for
contracting business-planning assistance. The
China project offered more, up to $20,000 to share
the costs of market research, technology
improvements, and training. Even projects that
offered companies significant grant support,
ostensibly for capacity building, based on
performance measures such as customers served,
were structured such that companies felt obliged to
pass the grants on to customers, as in the Sri Lanka
case. Indeed, World Bank project documents
themselves seem unclear about the targeting of
such subsidies; the Honduras project proposal
includes output-based aid for companies, but claims
they would “reduce the current high up-front cost
to consumers.” One lesson of the Indonesia
project was of the importance of providing
REDCOs “with some up-front, performance-linked
seed money to provide the capacity and incentive to
scale-up their activities.” 43

FPT

The grants for managing funds under the SVF
Model points to another important issue for scale.
In none of the cases were the fund managers living
off of profits from their investments. The
subsidized funding supporting the fund managers
reduced the pressure on them to deploy capital,
allowing them to pursue extra levels of scrutiny at
no serious threat to their financial well-being.
While motivated by a keen sense of the need for
fiscal responsibility, ultimately this extra scrutiny
may have produced no better results and may in
fact have hurt by weakening prospective investee
enterprises. This effect is especially pronounced
where a fund did not make an investment in an
SME after considerable due diligence, as with
Soluz’s almost-fatal REEF-investment transaction
costs. If the funds under the SVF Model were not
viable for investors, they were even less so for
many of the actual or would-be investees with
neither the funds’ diversification nor their access to
subsidies.
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None of the efforts were designed to provide
significant levels of funding to support privatesector capacity development and strategies to reach
into poor rural markets.

World Bank-supported government projects
generally have not included an explicit focus on
working capital.
Innovation and Capacity Building – Neither of
the prevailing intervention models significantly
supported innovation and capacity building for

World Bank, “Project details…”
GEF 2005b; see Section II-F for more on the new
fund.
40
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42 Usher and Wang 2002; AREED manager E+Co has
expressed the same concept in other venues.
43 GEF 2005a; GEF 2001
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The Microfinance Sector Benchmark

technologies, and build viable organizations over a
couple of decades.

Another useful intervention model to consider for
accelerating rural energy service is that used in
developing the microfinance sector. Beyond its
direct importance to rural energy in providing
consumer finance, the microfinance industry is a
model for building capacity to serve the poor. 44

The development of the microfinance sector has
notably not involved versions of the prevailing
intervention models from the rural energy sector.
While the MFI sector has recently begun to
incorporate some equity investments into their
financing mix, the core funding did not come from
The microfinance industry is a substantial, almost
equity. An SVF Model clearly would have worked
mainstream part of the finance sector. Begun as a
even less well for the microfinance sector. Also,
few pioneering experiments three decades ago, the
while the multilateral development institutions have
industry has grown to serve some 100 million
supported the microfinance sector, they have not
clients. It has attracted the interest of commercial
structured that support exclusively in the form of
banks, which have
government-led
“downscaled,” adding
microfinance projects at
microfinance to their
the country level. The
Existing Intervention Models
financing activities. The
sector has grown not
Elements targeted by prevailing models
sector has also
through project-driven
Microdeveloped sophisticated
SVF
WBGP
approaches, as under the
Element
finance
best practices and a
Model
Model
WBGP Model, but
Sector
range of solid
through market-based
Enabling
microfinance
ones with organic
Environments
institutions, such as
growth.
Consumer
Grameen Bank and
Finance
Recent developments in
BRAC in Bangladesh,
Enterprise
the sector also reflect on
Finance
and support
Innovation
the rural energy case.
organizations and
Funding
The financing needs for
networks such as
scaling up in the early
ACCION International,
1990s pushed the
Women’s World
45
industry
beyond
the
limits
presented by grants and
Banking, and FINCA International.
loans, into “upscaling” the non-profit organizations
In expanding service to the poor and building the
and creating for-profit entities. Even with largely
necessary capacity, the microfinance sector has
for-profit delivery capacity, however, the sector has
addressed all of the elements that emerge as key in
continued to attract large amounts of grants and
the rural energy delivery field. It has worked to
contracts—hundreds of millions of dollars per
create the enabling environments necessary for
year—to build capacity, including through
regulated MFIs to emerge. It has mobilized finance
innovation for reaching even poorer customers. In
for micro-credit products and other types of
many cases that support has taken advantage of
microfinance. It has worked to mobilize the
hybrid structures, with the MFIs themselves being
working capital needed for the MFIs to thrive. And
for-profit entities and their networks being supported
it has attracted a significant amount of nonby international non-profit organizations. In part, the
recoverable soft funds for innovation and capacity
softer funding is being used to try to extend the
building. Those developmental resources, directed
reach of largely urban-focused MFIs, particularly in
toward the actual practitioner organizations—the
Latin America, into rural areas.
MFIs and the MFI networks—have been key to the
The microfinance sector is not a perfect model.
industry’s successes, providing the resources
Microfinance institutions still face serious barriers
necessary to experiment, develop best practices and
in defining sustainable business models for rural
finance. Rural credit, in particular, is less suited to
44 Section II-H discusses evolution in the microfinance
the standardization that has made urban microsector.
credit work so well. Rural household income can
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be more varied and the risks less easily assessed.
The industry is also still maturing. 46
TPF
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Still, the successes in building the microfinance
industry and reaching the poor suggest the sector as
an excellent benchmark for building capacity for
rural energy delivery. It shows a model for
engaging the necessary types and amounts of
resources needed to create broad, sustainable
delivery capacity for serving the poor in challenging
environments. And it demonstrates the potential in
addressing all key elements.

46 “Microfinance is not a mature industry. The leaders
continue to innovate on products, processes and
distribution systems to reduce time and costs” (Barry
2000).
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I-C. The SME-Based Acceleration Model
The experiences of leading rural energy operations
and of leading examples of the prevailing SVF and
WBGP intervention models lead to a similar
conclusion: serious scale in service to the unserved
through SMEs demands a comprehensive and
integrated approach. Ensuring the most effective
use of scarce resources requires addressing each of
the key elements for accelerating capacity to serve
the rural poor: enabling environments, consumer
and asset finance, enterprise finance, and funding
for innovation and capacity building.

All four key elements must be addressed for
success. Without answers to the full range of
elements, efficient interventions will succeed in one
aspect only to see accomplishments reduced by
weakness in another. The effectiveness of a new
approach leading to streamlined, efficient enterprise
financing for rural energy delivery, for example, will
be severely restricted by policy environments that
do not fully support private-sector participation or
accept the role of DCE technologies. Similarly,
without mechanisms for managing consumers’ first
costs, supportive policy environments will not lead
to significant uptake of DCE in rural areas.

The SME-Based Acceleration Model proposed in
this study is based on the current state of economics
and technology, within a range of rural energy
Understanding each of the elements is key even for
business models and business types. Market-based
parties addressing fewer than all four; such
interventions depend on there being a basic level of
interventions must still be framed within larger,
ability among the rural unserved to pay for
more comprehensive efforts. In some cases,
products and
interventions can take
services, even as the
advantage of elements
1
2
reach is expanded
already in place, as
through financing
where enabling
E
r
E n nab
me
u
vir lin
and enabling
environments already
s
e
n
c
on g
Co inan
me
environments, and
exist. In others, the
F
nt
Elements
even as the ability to
solution may be
Crucial for
pay is extended
partnering with likeSMEs to
through much
minded organizations
Achieve
broader development
or funders addressing
Scale
efforts. Advances in
other elements.
En
ter
ion
t
a
rural energy
F in pr i
4
3
ov ng
an se
In all cases,
Inn undi
ce
technology costs and
F
interventions for
value are also clearly
building capacity to
important for scale;
serve the poor must
lower prices reduce
involve partnering with
the need for elements
the
REDCOs
that
form
the
core
of the capacity for
such as consumer financing or funding to fuel
serving
rural
areas
with
DCE
technologies.
innovation to reach the poor. Given the scale of
Engaging those SMEs, which, while social enterprises,
the interventions discussed here, such advances will
are also generally for-profit ventures, obligates
be much more dramatically influenced by the
particular attention to developing innovative
significant “investments”—particularly government
mechanisms to engage public support to share the
subsidies and cost-share contracts—in markets
risks and costs of that sector in accelerating service
such as Germany, Japan, and the U.S., for the range
to the unserved.
47
of technologies.
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47 Such programs will have important “trickle-down”
effects on the availability and cost of products for the
unserved. In the short term, the effects may be positive
or negative, as demonstrated by the extreme worldwide
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shortage of small PV modules in the face of escalating
demand in subsidized developed-world markets. (See
Hande 2006.)
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This section examines each of the four elements in
turn. They consider more broadly the situation and
challenges in each element based on the rural
energy SME and SME engagement experiences
introduced in Section I-B. They also present
opportunities under each element within the scope
of possible interventions and within the
comprehensive SME-Based Acceleration Model.

rural support—and votes—through targeted
programs (or promises), such as the subsidized
provision of public services like electricity.
How governments get involved in energy supply
varies by modality and market. The two main
approaches of increasing energy access in rural
areas are grid extension and fuel subsidies or price
caps. Government policy for rural energy has
traditionally included a strong focus on grid
extension, following the successful developedcountry model. 48 Governments implement their
rural energy policies directly through governmentowned electric utilities or delegate their
responsibilities through concessions. Privatization
of electric utilities, including rural distribution
components, has engaged the private sector much
more fully in rural electrification, particularly over
the last 15 years. Delegated responsibility for
electrification in some markets falls to rural electric
cooperatives, in imitation of the U.S. model.
Government policy also comes strongly into play
with distributed fossil fuels. Products such as
kerosene, diesel, and propane often come through
private-sector sales networks, but governments use
price caps and subsidies to improve their
affordability. Governments also get involved in
DCE solutions, generally through direct capital
subsidies for consumers.
TPF

1. Enabling Environments
Scaling up energy service to the rural poor beyond
the reach of conventional strategies requires
stability, clarity, and government commitment to
private-sector, DCE-based approaches. Enabling
environments for rural energy services from SMEs
are a key element of the SME-Based Acceleration
Model for achieving scale.

As a platform for scale in rural energy, each of
those modalities has serious limitations. Grid
extension is limited by the high costs and low
revenues in extending service to dispersed
consumers with low energy demands, through
public or privatized distribution. Substantial
investments in grid extension over recent decades
kept pace with population growth—the number of
unconnected people was virtually the same in 2000
as in 1970—but did not gain ground; the remainder
are harder to serve. Cooperatives have been viable
for electrification in some markets; in Bangladesh,
dozens of cooperatives serve 1.6 million rural
people and achieve high collection rates despite
having higher prices than in urban areas. They have
been less successful in other markets; two-thirds of

Understanding what constitutes an enabling
environment, and what is possible, depends on
understanding how and why government
interventions in rural energy happens, and on how
DCE technologies fit in.
Governments have a clear, strong interest in
expanding the availability of energy in rural areas.
One driver for them is poverty. Rural incomes are
usually much lower and, where tied to agricultural
yields and prices, more unstable than urban ones.
Governments intervene to increase the availability
of various services to improve the rural quality of
life and income-generating capacity; given the
strong correlation between income and access to
energy, these interventions often address energy
needs. Another driver is politics; politicians seek

FPT

48 Countries such as the U.S., Canada, and France
expanded rural coverage dramatically beginning in the
1930s with combinations of subsidized grid extensions,
the establishment of rural electric cooperatives, and longterm, low-cost financing. (See Annex D.)
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electric cooperatives in the Philippines recently
ranked as nonviable or marginally viable. 49
TPF
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Grid extension can and will continue to be the best
option for reaching many despite those limitations,
but has important implications for SMEs offering
DCE-based alternatives for household-level
electrification. Where rural electrification is not
consistent or predictable, REDCOs can have
significant difficulties in recovering investments in
market development and in establishing local sales
and service capability; the arrival of the grid
generally does away with that market and those
investments. That formula can strongly discourage
potential investors. Even a suggestion that the grid
may be arriving can be enough to destroy a market.
Intentional ambiguity or disingenuous promises of
forthcoming service may be effective at winning
votes, but can wreak havoc on businesses working
to attract investment and serve those markets.
Distributed fossil fuels present their own
challenges, even beyond safety and environmental
considerations. 50 Subsidies and prices caps, while
aimed at reducing costs for poorer consumers,
distort consumer choice and discourage service to
rural markets. Kerosene subsidies, for example,
reduce the competitiveness of cleaner alternatives
such as LPG, while diesel subsidies encourage the
use of generators, even where they are not
otherwise appropriate for low rural energy needs.
LPG is a natural complement to rural SMEs selling
small renewable energy systems. Price caps on
LPG, however, can stall its use and, particularly,
efforts to “downscale” to reach the poor, by
making it unprofitable to serve customers outside
of urban centers. RAPS in South Africa is able to
sell LPG for cooking in addition to its PV products
because of government policies that allowed for
market-based pricing. Soluz Honduras, however, in
looking to add LPG through its PV infrastructure
through small, affordable canisters, was stymied by
government caps on margins that did not
differentiate between urban and rural markets.
TPF
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49 Lallement and Barnes 2005; Goldemberg, et al. 2000;
World Bank 2003. China’s efforts are a notable
exception; rural access to electricity increased from 40
percent in 1970 to 80 percent in 1990, representing
service to an additional 365 million people (WEC 1999).
50 with, for example, the effects of kerosene lamps on
indoor-air quality, household safety (fire danger), and
greenhouse-gas emissions
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Prevailing environments often offer other
challenges to SME-based rural energy delivery.
Legal issues such as prohibitions on private sales of
electricity limit multi-customer approaches, which
in turn limits the use of technologies with
significant economies of scale, such as wind-diesel
hybrid systems supplying energy through minigrids. Another issue is attitudes toward profit.
Governments, and NGOs filling a similar niche,
sometimes view profit orientation as undesirable,
allegedly because it must result in higher costs for
customers, and perhaps even exploitative. 52
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The lack of enabling environments even given the
limitations of conventional approaches such as grid
extension seriously restricts SMEs’ ability to fulfill
their potential to harness DCE technologies for
accelerating energy access.
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Heavily subsidized government interventions to
provide DCE technologies to rural consumers for
energy are often counter-productive. As the World
Bank has found, programs involving direct giveaways or high direct subsidies “are typically
equipment-oriented, short-lived, and undermine the
private sector,… lower[ing] the value consumers
place on a product or service, and extinguish[ing]
the incentives for local entrepreneurs.” 51
Significant capital subsidies in Nepal for PV and
other technologies dominate the market and
threaten the post-subsidy viability of the local
companies such as Lotus Energy. Smaller efforts,
such as the government give-away programs in the
Dominican Republic, still seriously undermine
willingness to pay in unserved areas. Even largescale purchases of equipment for cost reductions,
not give-aways, undermine market development by
undercutting the private capacity needed for ongoing importation, distribution, sales, and
maintenance. Subsidies are often also poorly
targeted, with the majority of benefits accruing to
people who could afford to pay full cost—”free
riders.”
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Barnes, Jechoutek, and Young 1998
One Dominican government official, on comparing
Soluz Dominicana’s full-cost-recovery offerings with the
government’s own give-away program, publicly declared
the former “an abuse.”
51
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Opportunities

plans, particularly with regard to grid extension.
Transparency and coordination—even simply
private-sector access to current government
planning—allow the private sector to complement,
not compete with sincere government attempts to
reach the unserved.

Environments can be made more enabling through
careful, targeted interventions. Clearly, broadly reshaping environments is beyond the scope of most
rural energy interveners and interventions, with the
possible exception of large donors and their
backing of large-scale government projects.
Generating higher standards of living on a
significant scale, for example, and with them higher
ability to pay for energy, is outside of the reach of
near-term rural energy access efforts. Equally
clearly, most governments will be involved in rural
energy, including through DCE, and will often
bring substantial resources to bear. The
opportunities lie in interventions aimed at triggering
policy changes that, while more modest, have
strong implications for achieving scale.
Remove or reduce barriers. Some changes
involve removing barriers to fair rural energy
competition. While experiences in many countries
show that removing subsidies and price caps on
products such as kerosene and LPG can be
politically difficult, even dangerous, any reductions
will cut consumer interest in less developmentally
and environmentally desirable technologies.
Restrictions on selling electricity can be eased to
allow low levels of service under certain
circumstances, as through mini-grids. For private
electrification in rural areas, the World Bank
advocates that regulations in general be “light
handed and simplified,” given that “[u]nnecessary
regulation can easily destroy… commercial
viability.” 53
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Support positive policies. Other changes involve
developing positive policies and attitudes, in
addition to creating good legal and commercial
conditions for SMEs, such as limited bureaucratic
interference and fair tax treatment. One factor is
government acceptance of the role of DCE
technologies and market-oriented, SMEimplemented solutions, and a sensitivity, in
developing rural energy projects, to on-going
commercial activity and market-development
efforts. The World Bank has been a strong
proponent of such changes. Another factor is
transparency—not just freedom from corruption (a
relevant, but much larger issue), but also broad
openness and sincerity about rural energization
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Use “smart” subsidies. Where governments feel
compelled to make consumer subsidies part of the
policy environment, they should be smart subsidies.
Consumer subsidies should be consistent, at levels
low enough to be sustainable, rather than sized
such that they quickly deplete available funds. They
should be targeted at the poor, by offering them
only for smaller systems or for very basic levels of
service. They should be transparent, to minimize
long-term distortions. Direct government subsidies
as a component of enabling environments may be
even “smarter”—with longer-term effects—if they
directly support capacity building, as discussed
below. 54
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Engage existing capacity. To be enabling,
environments should include governments not just
taking into account existing capacity for rural
energy service and finance, but actively engaging
that capacity. Appropriate interventions can
support the public sector in engaging REDCOs and
MFIs, taking advantage of the abilities and
strengths of each, in projects that respond to the
rural market’s product and financial needs,
minimize distortions, and improve sustainability.
Interest-rate subsidies under UNEP’s Indian Solar
Loan Programme 55 reduced costs for consumers
slightly but, more importantly, encouraged
commercial banks to build scale in their DCE
lending, while fully engaging private suppliers.
With the close of the project, financiers could be
confident in the market opportunity and well
positioned to continue to serve it, even without the
subsidy.
TPF

FPT

An “indoor-outdoor” structure is another possible
approach for engaging existing capacity and
applying subsidies well. Targeting subsidies to the
indoor—such as wiring and lighting—reduces their

Subsidies can be an important tool for reducing the
first-cost barrier for customers when applied correctly.
This document discusses subsidies more in the context
of building the necessary SME capacity for accelerating
energy access. See note 38.
55 See next section.
54
TP

PT

TP

PT
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distorting effects while increasing affordability, and
leaves selection of the outdoor—the power
components or energy supply (from a mini-grid, for
example)—to the market. Customers, suppliers,
and financiers can jointly select technologies and
financial offerings that best suit them all. Soluz has
proposed such a structure in its markets. 56
TPF

FPT

Enabling environments can also include support for
rural MFI expansion, to make rural energy service
more affordable, and support for local assembly or
manufacturing of DCE components, to improve
costs and capture more value locally. 57
TPF

FPT

Rural energy policy environments can severely limit
the growth of energy service to the poor, or can
help to substantially accelerate that growth.
Targeted efforts for creating enabling
environments, as a part of the comprehensive
SME-Based Acceleration Model, can help reduce of
barriers, introduce positive policies, and encourage
strong SME participation in accelerating rural
energy access.

2. Consumer Finance
Accelerating energy access will require even more
serious attention and streamlined solutions to the
first-cost issue, in ways that support SME service
and, where feasible, engage existing microfinance
capability. DCE systems can cost many times what
a potential rural customer earns in a month. As the
profiled experiences show, reaching the poor with
See “An ‘Indoor-Outdoor’ Approach” in Annex D.
Some technologies, particularly mechanical ones such
as hydro, will be more conducive to local manufacture.
56
TP

PT

TP

57

PT

DCE-based energy services generally requires
managing consumers’ first costs.
Micro-credit from third parties has been an obvious
answer to first costs, and a successful one in some
cases. SELCO India’s service to over 50,000
customers, almost entirely without capital subsidies,
has come from its strong focus on cultivating
consumer financing from more than a dozen
financial institutions. Where possible, the Soluz
operations have also drawn on third-party microcredit.
Rural energy micro-credit can, however, present
challenges for financiers and customers, particularly
for home systems. Energy lending must face an
MFI’s standard focus, targets, and products. Rural
markets offer much lower customer densities and
access than the urban ones that are often the
primary geographic focus of many MFIs. The
attractiveness of income generation, for poverty
reduction or simply for loan repayment, makes
microenterprise a much clearer MFI target than
home energy. The terms and sizes of conventional
loan products may also not match the needs of
poor consumers for acquiring energy service.
Financiers’ unfamiliarity with DCE technologies,
their value, and their viability may be another
challenge.
Micro-credit presents other barriers in reaching
many of the unserved. Credit demands
creditworthiness, but poor rural customers may lack
legal standing, land title, substantial assets, and
credit histories. Credit can require high down
payments to manage financier risk; even a low 10 to
15 percent up-front payment may still be too high,
even for customers who could afford monthly
payments. Credit means commitment; if a purchase
is affordable only with multi-year credit, that may
be beyond the scope of a customer’s ability to plan
and commit. Seasonality of income, particularly
tied to harvests, is a related concern. Given credit’s
need for collection (and repossession for nonpayment), a dispersed customer base poses
significant logistical challenges, particularly where
repossession is a lengthy process requiring multiple
visits. And, while all credit implies risk, rural energy
credit faces the same issues as other lending, such
as devaluation or other broad economic crises, and
many others. It presents additional risks given the
political nature of energy supply and competition
from other programs involving subsidies or give-
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aways, as in the cases of Enersol in Bolivia and
Soluz and various financiers in the Dominican
Republic. Mechanisms exist for managing some of
these issues, such as peer lending to increase
creditworthiness, but generally not at the levels
called for in energy-system finance.

case. More broadly in South Asia, micro-credit for
the poor, while available to a majority of potential
borrowers in Bangladesh, reaches under five
percent of India’s poor. 59
TPF

An SME actually successful in cultivating thirdparty microfinance risks paving the way for
competitors. An MFI newly convinced about rural
energy opportunities may finance not just that
REDCO’s customers. Competitors may tap into
the rural energy financing for their consumers
without having incurred the costs of setting up that
financing. Their entrance may expand rural energy
service in the short term, but discourage further
REDCO efforts to cultivate microfinance. In some
cases, the financier itself becomes a competitor,
offering the financing and the DCE systems;
development-oriented financiers may justify that
type of direct involvement in the interest of
lowering costs for their target populations, even
where the “savings” are actually only from their
willingness to subsidize the transactions.

SELCO overcame some of those barriers in the
South India context through strong investments in
cultivating a variety of financing partners.
Rural Microfinance Across Regions
Asia
Rural

Urban

Africa
Urban

Companies can provide their own micro-credit, but
that option also can have limits. The early World
Bank-GEF project design for Indonesia, calling for
PV dealers to finance their customers, achieved
only limited success, in part because of the costs
and risks for dealers. The Soluz operations have
had more success—Soluz Honduras alone has
financed over 1,300 systems—but face constraints
of capital and risk. Few REDCOs will have the
access to capital or the management ability to offer
more than very short-term credit.

Rural

Latin America
Urban

FPT

Rural

Opportunities
The opportunities in scaling up rural energy
consumer finance lie in embracing novel strategies
for managing the shortcomings of traditional
approaches.

Sources: IDB/CGAP Survey of 176 MFIs in 17 Latin American
countries, in Ramirez 2004; Barry 2004.

Differences in the availability of rural finance across
or within regions are strong and important. In
Latin America, rural customers account for under
10 percent of MFI individual customer loans, with
even that portion likely overwhelmingly in areas
with better energy access. 58 The uniqueness of
South India has already been noted in the SELCO
TPF

FPT

58 Ramirez 2004. “Rural” in Mexico, for example,
according to the government, connotes everything
outside the capital; in Paraguay, cities with populations
of under 100,000 count as rural (ACCION 2004a).
TP

Mitigate financier risks. Interventions that
reduce the risks for potential financiers will help
them engage in consumer finance for rural energy.
Some DCE technologies offer strong potential for
using the equipment itself as the only or principal
collateral, for service to poor consumers.
Longevity and high residual values create ready
opportunities for the development of markets for
used rental or repossessed equipment. That

PT

TP

59
PT

“Helping themselves” 2005
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potential is most apparent in PV modules’ 25-year
warranties and broad applicability, but may also
exist in other DCE technologies, including small
wind turbines and micro- or pico-hydro systems.
The Soluz operations have sold excess PV assets
for a high fraction of their original costs even after
five or more years of rental use. The “indooroutdoor” approach introduced in the previous
section focuses the financing strongly on the power
components as the most attractive targets. SMEs
may also agree to accept re-sale responsibility
through buy-back arrangements, an approach
SELCO India has used in engaging new financiers.
Another approach is guarantees for a financier’s
rural energy lending. SELCO has found that even a
partial guarantee will help draw in a financier, and
that the guarantee can be removed over time as the
financier’s comfort level rises.
UNEP’s Indian Solar Loan Programme’s used an
interest-rate subsidy and very small per-transaction
grants to reduce the risks for commercial banks to
ramp up their consumer-lending activities for small
PV systems in South India.
Address the first costs in micro-credit. While
the first-cost barrier is substantially reduced with
financing, the down payment issue remains. Just as

creative mechanisms in the developed world have
allowed lower-income families to buy houses with
very small down payments, reducing or financing
that first-cost barrier in rural energy micro-credit
can, under the right conditions, benefit the
customer, the financier, and the REDCO. SELCO
has used this approach with various of its financial
institution partners.
Go beyond micro-credit. While originally
focused on lending, microfinance has broadened to
include a variety of tools and products, including
micro-leasing and micro-rental. Critics of rental
strategies for rural energy point to the importance
of ownership by customers. They fail to properly
account for the significant hurdles and costs
ownership implies, however: stricter requirements
with regard to creditworthiness, higher monthly
payments, greater risk for the financier, and more
commitment for customers, including in the face of
expected or hoped-for grid connection, for
electrification technologies. The fact that the
financier (the company or third party) remains the
owner indefinitely or for the term of a lease helps
manage the security issue; credit programs can
demand collateral of two to three times the value of
the loan, while for leasing, the equipment itself
suffices. The Soluz operations have never faced
problems removing rented PV systems. The

Indian Solar Loan Programme
The Indian Solar Loan Programme was an innovative and successful effort to accelerate consumer financing of solar home
systems in the states of Karnataka and Kerala. The program used interest-rate subsidies, building off similar SELCO-led
efforts with PV systems and the Government of India’s program for promoting solar thermal systems. The UNEPadministered program engaged two Indian banks, Syndicate and Canara, and nine of their rural bank affiliates, some of
which SELCO had been working with since the mid-1990s. The program provided the banks a combination of vendor
qualification, marketing support, and interest-rate subsidies, which in turn were fully passed onto the consumer. Funding
from the UN Foundation and Shell Foundation covered $900,000 in interest-rate subsidies plus $100,000 in grants to cover
their “marketing” costs. The banks in turn committed to providing over $5 million in consumer financing for the customers
of approved vendors.
The program was very successful at scaling up domestic bank involvement in PV consumer financing. At the launch of the
program in March 2003, some 15,000 systems had been financed and 600 branches of the banks and their affiliates were
active in PV financing. By March 2006 the program had achieved 80 percent of its four-year target of 20,000 loans,
financing customers of five approved vendors (SELCO, Shell Solar India, Tata BP, Kotak Urja, and Omega Electronics).
The number of bank branches active in the program had grown to over 2000. Other banks also became involved, even
without the interest-rate subsidy, which by 2005 was being phased out. Despite the global shortage of PV modules in 2005,
which caused a downturn in the PV market in India, the mainstreaming of PV consumer financing across the banking sector
continued, with the number of banks involved in PV financing increasing to over 20.
UNEP credits the groundwork laid by SELCO in the region, in developing the markets and in engaging local banks, as a
foundation for the program’s success. This program, UNEP believes, demonstrates the importance of its method of
working closely with pioneering market-based enterprises when designing programs.
Sources: UNEP 2005a; UNEP 2005b; Usher 2006a; SELCO 1998
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stronger security position also generally allows
smaller down payments. Leasing can also offer tax
benefits. 60
TPF

Improve the economics. Rural energy consumer
finance initiatives can benefit from interventions in
support of new mechanisms and opportunities to
improve the economics, through carbon finance,
for example. Greenhouse-gas-reduction trading
provides a significant opportunity to help finance
certain rural energy activities. Fueled by the Kyoto
Protocol on climate change and the European
Union’s Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), the
international carbon market is now large and
growing rapidly. While few projects registered to
date under Kyoto’s Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) have involved rural energy supply, several
rural renewable energy projects are working their
way through the CDM process. Most CDM
activities help to finance discrete projects, but
recent guidance from the parties to the Kyoto
Protocol should make participation possible for a
wider range of activities that help remove barriers
to clean energy technologies, including for rural
consumer finance. In addition to the Kyoto
Protocol and EU ETS, the international carbonreduction market also encompasses other
mandatory greenhouse-gas control programs and a
market for voluntary reductions that can support
SME activities. SELCO’s parent company attracted
funding in the late 1990s by selling projected
carbon offsets from India and elsewhere to a U.S.
power plant project under a state-level emissions
offset requirement. 62

FPT

Embrace a range of applications. Rural energy
financing can be most effective in covering a variety
of applications. Financing for income generation is
a natural fit with most MFI lending, so loans for
productive-use systems may be appropriate
entrance points for rural energy lending. Larger
loans for larger systems can help cover the costs of
serving dispersed customers. From the customer
perspective, generating income from a system
makes the energy access more viable. Systems for
home use, however, also have their place. They are
more broadly applicable (including for re-sale),
allow customers to displace other energy expenses,
and in many cases also help generate income, given
the prevalence of home-based businesses. 61
TPF

TPF

The element of consumer finance is not
independent of the need for enabling
environments. Engaging consumer finance will be
easier with environments that remove risks like
those from government-sponsored give-away
programs.
Broad access to consumer financing is key to
accelerating rural energy access. Strategies for
scaling up must work to engage existing
microfinance capability while managing the
substantial variations in finance availability across
markets and the financial challenges of expanding
service to increasingly poorer and dispersed
customers.

FPT

For a discussion of rural leasing, see Nair,
Kloeppinger-Todd, Mulder 2004. The IFC’s Operations
Evaluation Group has found that leasing companies’
portfolios generally performed better than those of
lending institutions, because of factors such as easy asset
recovery. The study reported new leasing companies
concentrating on equipment “that is clearly identifiable,
removable, unlikely to become rapidly obsolescent, and
able to be leased again in the event of repossession”
(OEG 1993).
61 Financing for small rural PV systems has likely been
hurt by their designation as “solar home systems” or
“SHS,” beginning in the early 1990s, which, in failing to
60
TP
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capture their broad use for income generation in the
home, discouraged MFI involvement.
62 See Annex C for more on the potential for carbon
finance for DCE technologies.
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thin margins in pioneering strategies for serving
largely poor, dispersed customers constrain the
speed and scale of financial returns. Another
challenge has been equity investors’ limited exit
options. Rural energy SMEs have few prospects
for going public (becoming listed). Acquisitions
based on significant players’ new-found interest in
DCE sales and service failed to materialize. 63
Forced stock buy-backs by the company (“puts”)
have not generally been viable, and are not even
legal in some markets. 64
TPF

TPF
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3. Enterprise Finance
Accelerating rural energy access requires
widespread, appropriate, and efficient mechanisms
to address another key element for SMEs:
enterprise finance.
Rural energy SMEs, like any small businesses, must
focus on cash flow must be a key consideration at
all stages. Ideally, such businesses would grow
based on actual cash, and have sufficient resources
in hand to see operations through periods of
growth to higher cash-flow-positive levels. The
alternative, ramping up capacity and marketing
based on expected capital flows, can be hazardous.
On the cutting edge of rural energy innovation,
however, a company may need to prove the
concept at a level far below break-even to attract
additional investment for scale-up.
Where capital from friends and family, trade credit,
bank loans, or partnerships with larger corporations
have been insufficient or unavailable, rural energy
SMEs using DCE technologies have often turned
to specialized financiers or financial intermediaries,
particularly ones that emerged beginning in the
1990s.
A significant challenge in that type of enterprise
finance has been the limited applicability of a
modified venture-capital approach to rural energy
enterprise finance, despite important variances
from conventional investment situations. The SVF
Model is based on the expectation that investee
enterprises will follow a standard “valley of death”
pattern—after launching a new venture, covering
shortfalls with loans and equity, then rewarding
equity investors from eventual cash, profits, or the
investors’ sale of stock (an “exit”). In the rural
energy case, however, while profitability is possible,

Subsidized venture fund designs also proved
counter-productive. Grants allowed fund managers
much more extensive analysis of prospective
investments than would otherwise have been
possible or justifiable. They also allowed for
oddities in deal structuring, with terms in some
cases based less on assessing risks than on “pushing
the envelope,” requiring tougher terms to
demonstrate the long-term potential of such
investing. 65 Expensive transactions were a
justification for the fund subsidies, but also an
outcome. Slim margins resulted in concerns about
financial prospects, prompting additional scrutiny
and driving up transactions costs for the funds and
the prospective investee enterprises (and thereby
reducing margins further). The results were deeper
valleys from the additional transaction costs, wider
valleys from longer transaction times, and much
larger “fill-in” tasks for the anticipated surpluses.
TPF
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63 Shell did buy a local PV company as an entrance point
into the Sri Lankan market, but set up new companies in
the few other rural energy/DCE markets it entered.
64 Investment transactions for Soluz Honduras, for
example, had to accommodate Honduran legal
prohibitions against “puts.”
65 As in the case of one prospective SVF investor who,
on asked about the terms, told Soluz, “We’ll see what
you need.”
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Valley of Death and Transaction Costs

Showing the effects of longer transaction times, higher transaction costs,
limited profitability

Profit/
Surplus

“Conventional”

Time

Loss/
Shortfall

the better. Creating realistic expectations about the
process timeline helps enterprises better plan their
operations during that term, and even decide
whether a particular investor is worth pursuing.
Likewise with the cost of the money: if the
products being offered are not a good fit with the
needs of the operation, figuring that out earlier is
better for all concerned.

Rural energy
with subsidized
venture funds

Even the funds’ multiple bottom lines, financial,
social, and environmental, used to justify fund
subsidies, have presented challenges. The primary
financial metric, portfolio performance, does not
measure the effects on the companies or the
effectiveness in building delivery capacity.
Committed but struggling companies may repay
loans by cannibalizing their operations, seriously
reducing the non-financial effects. The multiple
bottom lines also cause problems where such
drivers conflict. One ostensibly multiple-bottomline Soluz Honduras investor urged the operation
to add PV billboard lighting to its products to
improve its financial performance, even at the risk
of weakening it rural social and environmental
impacts in diverting attention and resources from
this core focus.
Another issue in rural energy enterprise finance is
currency. The scarcity of interventions for
engaging local sources of enterprise finance has led
to significant disconnection between foreigncurrency loans and local-currency revenues. The
Soluz operations attracted purely dollardenominated loans and found that adjusting prices
and rental fees for devaluation, rather than local
inflation, was difficult.

Opportunities
The opportunities to dramatically improve access to
enterprise finance stem from recognizing and
overcoming deficiencies in prevailing models, and
using existing capacity and mechanisms where
possible.
Push for clarity. The more specific parties can be
from the beginning about the investment
transaction process, expectations, and likely terms,

A related issue is standardizing transactions, to help
both investor and investee. While some flexibility
is appropriate, such standardization would help to
control expectations and streamline processes. It
may be made possible by separating out the
components peculiar to rural energy—the “project”
or asset finance—from the working capital that will
be much more familiar in SME investing/lending.
A strong consumer and asset finance element can
help.
Create conditions for appropriate capital. An
alternative approach could reduce the need for new
examples of the SVF Model. Approaches that
engage existing capital sources, rather than creating
new ones such as the subsidized venture funds, may
scale up much more readily or be more catalytic.
Just as guarantees have helped engage local MFIs in
consumer finance, targeted guarantee mechanisms
could engage local sources, banks or other, in rural
energy enterprise finance, particularly loans. Local
finance can also help address currency issues.
Enabling environments and good access to
consumer and asset finance can also create more
attractive conditions for efficient private investors,
particularly international ones with a social or
environmental orientation. For more conservative
or higher-level investors, such approaches are likely
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to be more helpful than new funds (SVFs) until the
sector matures and can involve larger capital deals
appropriate to their styles of operation.
Reward efficiency, risk-taking, and success. To
the degree that proponents of the SVF Model are
successful in developing new examples, such funds
should be very sensitive to the position of
enterprises, and the damaging effects of lengthy and
expensive transactions. They should also be willing
to take risks in ways that match the spirit of their
soft funding. Fund managers’ actions could be
better aligned with the primary goal of the funds—
investing—by tying their compensation strongly to
disbursements. Financial performance must also be
a metric, but must include not just portfolio
performance, but also investee growth (revenues
and profits). Managers should also be judged by
the value added, as perceived by the investee
enterprises.
Accelerating rural energy access will require
appropriately targeted and priced capital for the
SMEs that must lead the challenge, from a range of
investors attuned to the demands of poor rural
markets.

4. Innovation Funding
Dramatically increasing
energy access for the rural
poor will require more than
enabling policy
environments, accessible
consumer finance, and
streamlined enterprise
finance. It will require
significant innovation and
capacity building for rural
sales, service, and financing,
and funding to help bring
about those pieces. That
funding must include
targeted resources to
accelerate the development
of new, scalable approaches
within a range of business models and the capacity
to deliver the energy services on an on-going basis.
The need for innovation and the costs of not
having it are clearly visible in many of the
communities not reached by DCE or conventional
approaches.

The need and potential are also evident in leading
experiences such as those of SELCO, Soluz, and
other members of the REDCO Alliance. Their
business strategies involving innovative financial
offerings or technical approaches, for example,
have radically improved affordability and
accessibility for a range of clients and applications.
SELCO’s and Soluz’s drive to engage consumer
finance—micro-credit or micro-rental—have been
key to broadening rural markets considerably.
The costs of that innovation and capacity building
are equally clear. They are perhaps most visible in
the tenuous financial position of many rural energy
operations. The leaders included in the REDCO
Alliance show profit margins that do not justify the
risks, with over 80 percent showing negative or
marginal profitability in one or more recent years.
While financial losses themselves are not necessarily
due solely to innovation and capacity building,
those REDCOs’ successes in expanding energy
access through innovation do suggest a correlation.
The losses also suggest that such rural energy
leaders are not in a position to fund, out of profits,
the necessary innovation or capacity building for
achieving significant scale.
A key question for accelerating rural energy access
is how to cover the costs of capacity building and
trailblazing for the necessary innovations. In most
business spaces, the costs of innovation are justified
by the likely rewards. Companies fund research and
development with equity or debt, then look to
recover their investment with adequate profit
margins as the product sales volume grows, often
sustained by patents or trade secrets. In the clean
energy space, technology developers/manufacturers
also benefit from significant support—grants or
“cost share” contracts—from governments and
others based on the expected public environmental,
job creation, and national security benefits. For
rural energy, specialized investment intermediaries
have received support under the SVF Model, to
cover the costs of servicing, as in SDF’s case, “a
number of relatively complex and interrelated
transactions, and due diligence… [that] is generally
lengthy and time-consuming.” 66
TPF
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For rural energy delivery companies, however, few
resources appropriate for innovation have been
available. Loans and equity have proven to not be
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viable instruments. Loans must be paid back in
full, with interest, so that even ones with submarket interest rates, as through subsidized venture
funds, represent a 100-percent-plus financial
burden (principal plus interest). Contingent loans,
one possible response, still weaken SMEs’ balance
sheets until paid back or removed. 67 Equity would
be more appropriate for innovation given the
elevated levels of risk, except for the thin margins
in rural energy delivery for rewarding the equity.
Either instrument carries significant potential for
downside from innovations and investments that
do not lead to revenues. The alternatives available
to others in the clean energy space—grants or
contract support—exist in only very limited
amounts for SMEs for accelerating service capacity
development, even though enterprises are the
crucial final link to the unserved.
TPF

partnerships with innovator-supporting
institutions. 68
TPF
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Learn from the MFI example. The development
of the microfinance capacity to provide financial
services to the poor offers a strong benchmark for
creating similar capacity for energy services. The
MFI sector developed methods, operations, and,
ultimately, best practices through experimentation,
leading to substantial capacity and services to
millions of people not reached by conventional
banking. The existing capacity is a result of the
commitment of MFI industry pioneers, continued
development over three decades, and hundreds of
millions of grant dollars.

FPT

Part of the challenge in funding the necessary
innovation and capacity building is overcoming
resistance to giving grants to SMEs, as shown in the
examples of the SVF Model.

Opportunities
The opportunities in fueling SME innovation and
capacity building for energy access lie in
recognizing invalid assumptions, building on
positive funding experiences to date, and
identifying appropriate mechanisms.
Understand the value of supporting innovation
through SMEs. The first opportunity for this
element is to recognize its value, and the
disconnection—the counter-productive nature—of
opposition to such support for SMEs, from within
other energy access efforts. Just as has been
intended in providing subsidies for venture funds
and others in rural energy, benefits in such support
for SME-based energy access will accrue to the
public, notably the rural poor. SMEs made
stronger by blending such support with other
investment and revenues, meanwhile, will be more
financially attractive, not less. Banks and other
prospective lenders value lending track records, but
value even more solid balance sheets, strong
revenues, good business prospects, and

TP
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Even “reimbursable grants” are effectively loans.

Build on funding experience. Significant
examples exist for supporting the necessary
innovation, mechanisms requiring only redirection
or ramp-up to play a significant role in expanding
energy access. Some examples show support for
rural energy access, but with a bias toward
supporting NGOs, which would need to be
broadened to include for-profit SMEs to improve
results. Other mechanisms show the kind of
support for SMEs at a small scale that is needed at
much larger levels. Even the prevailing
intervention models have produced examples, the
SVF Model in PVMTI’s training and marketing
grant to complement its loan to SELCO India and
The issue of encouraging innovation in developing
countries is not unique to the rural energy sector. The
returns on innovation “cannot be fully appropriated by
the entrepreneur who makes the initial innovation...
[T]he discoverer can appropriate only a small part of that
value.” Innovators “find themselves in a situation
parallel to that of leading-edge innovators in advanced
countries,” but without the protections afforded by
intellectual property rights. “[P]olicy might consider
how to support first-mover innovators in developing
countries” (Stern, Dethier, and Rogers 2005).
TP
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Innovation Funding for the Private Sector
Though limited, some existing or proposed mechanisms support the notion of rural energy SME innovation and capacity
building with non-recoverable funding for for-profit companies. The awards have typically been small, but important at
showing a viable mechanism and producing results. Along with Solar Development Foundation, examples include:
• Development Marketplace (World Bank) – The World Bank’s Development Marketplace has funded SMEs in
implementing new approaches to rural energy, with grants of up to $200,000. It has very limited money, however, to
meet the needs of a variety of players (SMEs are a small subset of the total pool) in a number of different fields. The
2006 competition provided $5 million, to 30 projects. Still, the mechanism shows how the World Bank has positioned
itself to support innovation.
• OBA trust fund (World Bank) – An even stronger example for the case of rural energy access via SMEs is the World
Bank’s use of output-based aid, or OBA. The OBA mechanism is a performance-based approach to providing the
additional funding needed to meet critical service needs efficiently through the private sector. The Global Partnership for
Output Based Aid, established in 2003 and managed by the World Bank, explains OBA as “a strategy for using explicit
performance-based subsidies to support the delivery of basic services where policy concerns would justify public funding
to complement or replace user-fees.” The approach focuses on “the contracting out of service delivery to a third party,
usually a private firm, where payment of public funds is tied to the actual delivery of these services.”
• Rural finance (IDB) – For rural finance in particular, the Inter-American Development Bank, a key regional
microfinance funder, has advocated “a competitive grant fund to assist private-sector intermediaries.” That support
would be aimed at helping them “learn and adopt new lending technologies” and train staff for expanding rural lending,
and would include “support to rural finance innovators.” Such strategies could easily be extended to rural energy finance.
Other relevant examples of innovation and capacity building for energy access come from the NGO sector, but could be
expanded to encompass for-profit efforts:
• GEF – SGP – The GEF Small Grants Programme (SGP), begun in 1992, could be very appropriate for SME-based
energy expansion. The SGP supports local solutions to global environmental problems through project grants of up to
$50,000, and potentially up to $150,000. From 1992 to 2004 the GEF provided $175 million to support almost 5,000
projects, 20 percent in the climate change area. The subsequent phase targeted grants totaling $172 million over three
years. The disadvantages of supporting only NGOs became clear to the GEF. One review noted that “most attempts to
launch commercial ventures with SGP grants lack marketing studies or business plans, and the commercial management
capacity of the implementers is often uncertain… [T]he long-term prospects of many… seem uncertain at best.” A later
evaluation noted progress on the issue of sustainability, but observed that it “continues to pose a severe challenge to all
organizations trying to promote international development.”
• Bilateral aid – USAID has provide support for rural energy in particular cases, usually through non-profit organizations.
One prominent example is the over $5 million in grants for energy access through Grameen Shakti, the only non-profit
member of the REDCO Alliance and the only one with any substantial access to grant-based funding. Such support for
other rural energy SMEs could fuel similar increases in capacity and innovation.
Sources: World Bank 2006; www.gpoba.org; Wenner 2003; Wells, et al. 2003

the WBGP Model in the small market-development
and business-planning grants to select SMEs for
engaging consultants. Some relevant examples of
innovation and capacity building for the private
sector, or for NGOs that could be applied to the
private sector, are shown below.
SELCO and Soluz have secured innovation support
in some special cases. Soluz attracted grants from
the Rockefeller Foundation in the early 1990s to
develop and test-market the micro-rental concept.
SELCO India received Ashden Trust and Tech
Museum awards in 2005, in recognition and
support of its pioneering work to serve the poor,
and the PVMTI grant funding.

Get beyond grants. Support for SMEs for
innovation and capacity building need not involve
grants. Targeted contracts, with disbursements based
on performance and milestones, can engage SMEs
in the development of the necessary energy services
with less risk to the funders. The MFI sector
recognized the importance and innovation of
“results-based performance benchmarks” in
microfinance when CGAP, a major microfinance
group began using them in place of straight grants
to MFIs, and led other donors to adopt them.
Funding under this study project allowed an
innovation contract with SELCO India to work
with SEWA Bank on street-vendor light rental as a
way to reach otherwise unserved populations. In
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that case, a small amount of funding enabled
SELCO’s involvement with new applications and
new markets, and led to significant additional
funding for SEWA Bank, with SELCO
involvement. 69
TPF

The mechanisms for such funding will vary by
market and by funder. Funders with an ability to
contract rural energy SMEs directly can do so to
streamline costs. Other funders can provide grants
to specialized intermediaries for contracting such
SMEs, selecting those intermediaries for efficiency
and commitment to energy access. In general,
while investors may help broker such support for
their investee enterprises, the source of the grants
or contracts should not be the investors, to keep
the investor’s role clear.

FPT

Keep balance. Non-reimbursable support (grants
or contracts) should be in balance with other
aspects of SMEs’ finances. Debt and equity must
continue to be the principal pieces of each SME’s
investment, and customers themselves the primary
source of revenues. One way to keep balance is to
provide contract funding as matches for REDCO
spending from its own resources, like the “cost
shares” often used in funding clean energy
manufacturers.

Appropriate funding for innovation and capacity
building, however it is structured, is vital for
accelerating the experimentation and adaptations
needed to expand energy access through SMEs
using DCE technologies. 70
TPF

FPT

Focus on transformation and replication. The
uses of funding for innovation and capacity
building will depend on local circumstances.
Funding could cover costs of assessing a new,
remote geographical market, or first-time costs for
developing a new approach to reaching those
customers. It could support training—of bank staff
in rural energy issues and applications, to facilitate
consumer finance, or of company staff, to help in
identifying viable customers and linking them with
appropriate products and services. It could share
costs in transactions to engage asset finance to
make micro-rental possible. Some contracts will
fuel radical innovation; others will back incremental
improvements in rural capacity. In all cases, the
funding should catalyze expanded energy access in
ways that invite replication, within and across
markets.

For more on SMEs and innovation, see, for example,
Stern, Dethier, and Rogers 2005.
70
TP

TP

69
PT

Bresnyan 2004; see Section II-A.
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I-D. Conclusions and Recommendations: Going to Scale
This study has examined the importance of
innovation for accelerating rural energy access
through small and medium enterprises using
distributed clean energy technologies. For more
than a decade, leading enterprises have developed
and implemented innovative business models to
overcome significant challenges in rural energy
affordability and accessibility. Leading efforts have
tried to engage those REDCOs and others in
expanding energy access through particular
interventions. Those experiences have shown the
need for innovation also in the creation of an
effective intervention model covering all necessary
elements. One of those elements, the experiences
show, must be support for the SME innovation and
capacity building for achieving significant scale.
The challenge of energy access requires that each
form of innovation lead to satisfying the multiple
dimensions of scale-up. They must lead to serving
people over a wider area, but also to reaching
increasingly poorer people within a given market,
and to satisfying a broadening array of rural energy
needs for homes, businesses, and communities.

Leading rural energy SMEs offer important lessons
for innovation and scale. SELCO India’s
experiences show the power of “door-step” service
and finance where third-party consumer lending
can be engaged for rural energy. The Soluz
operations demonstrate a business model for
establishing rural sales and service and reaching the
poor even where micro-credit and government
support are scarce. Other members of the
REDCO Alliance illustrate the effects of different
business strategies in response to diverse market
conditions, from highly structured to laissez faire.

Prevailing intervention models with enterprisesupport components also offer important lessons
about necessary innovations. The Subsidized
Venture Fund Model has produced efforts that
have largely fallen far short of their design targets
(and timelines), sometimes significantly damaging
the enterprises they sought to serve with enterprise
finance. Even successes have been marked by
inefficiencies in the funds and transactions. The
World Bank-backed Government Project Model
has produced important successes, but also notable
failures; country-project development has been
cumbersome, and integration with existing
commercial capacity spotty.
Those experiences to date clearly show the need for
an innovative approach for acceleration
incorporating all key elements in a single,
comprehensive intervention model for building the
necessary capacity—the SME-Based Acceleration
Model. Enabling environments are necessary to
create frameworks for private-sector leadership in
reaching large portions of unserved communities.
Prospective household and enterprise customers
need appropriate and accessible consumer and asset
finance to overcome first-cost barriers often
associated with DCE technologies. REDCOs need
streamlined enterprise finance for working capital,
and ample non-reimbursable funding to fuel added
innovation and capacity building to serve the poor.
The lack of any one of these elements within an
intervention model opens up SMEs to unnecessary
and unproductive risks, and severely limits the
effectiveness of interventions.

Next Steps: Targeting Interventions
While understanding the elements necessary for
acceleration is important, using that understanding
for real acceleration through targeted interventions
is vital. Interventions in support of SME-based
energy access can involve a range of targets and
funding levels, from multi-million-dollar
interventions led by governments and multilateral
partners and integrated into national energy
programs, for example, to targeted funding from a
foundation or group of foundations to support
REDCO innovation in specific markets. In each
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case, interventions must take place within the
integrated SME-Based Acceleration Model covering
each of the necessary elements. Some sample
interventions:

NGOs and Governments – Interventions could
specifically address the need for enabling
environments, where consumer, enterprise, and
innovation funding are in place. Grants to
advocacy NGOs such as Winrock International
could fund them specifically to inform
policymakers about DCE technologies and the
private-sector potential, and help them shape
supportive policies. Larger interventions with
grants to governments directly could fund their
analysis and policy modifications to create the
conditions for DCE, rural energy SMEs, and rural
microfinance. Such interventions should focus
strongly on supporting private-sector solutions.
They should also be very targeted, as attempts to
improve policy environments can consume
significant budgets with few results.
Microfinance Capacity – Intervention targets
could include MFI clusters or support
organizations, such as ACCION International or
Women’s World Banking, or MFIs themselves,
such as SEWA Bank. At the cluster level, grant
funding could capitalize bridge funds; where the
other elements are already in place, the bridge fund
could engage MFIs through loan guarantees to
cover some of the risks of large-scale financing of
consumers or products. This type of intervention
would represent a scaling-up and broadening of the
innovations of SELCO, the Indian Solar Loan
Programme, and others. A narrower intervention
could target similar effects with a particular MFI
and market. Interventions at the MFI cluster level
could also include grants or contracts for them to
work to improve policies for microfinance lending
in rural areas.

REDCO Capacity – Interventions could target the
SMEs themselves in expanding energy access, to
build capacity to serve the poor much as the
microfinance sector has. Contracts could also
engage those enterprises in adding other DCE
technologies for meeting broader rural energy
needs. Other contracts could back REDCOs in
engaging the government in pilot public-private
projects with good replication potential across
markets, demonstrating enabling policy
environments.
Specialized Intermediaries – Interventions could
target specialized intermediaries, such as new
organizations working directly with clusters of
REDCOs. They could capitalize bridge funds for
engaging consumer finance through local finance
institutions in conjunction with leading enterprises,
or fund contracts for innovation and capacity
building for extending each enterprise’s reach into
rural areas or within particular populations.
Channeling sufficient resources to build up SME
delivery capacity could involve hybrid nonprofit/for-profit structures, such as those used very
successfully in the microfinance sector. For
enterprise finance, interventions could fund
initiatives or mechanisms to engage in-country
capital sources to build on existing capacity and
eliminate many of the start-up delays and costs
associated with new financing mechanisms.
Each intervention would target significant increases
in capacity for reaching the rural unserved over
“business-as-usual” scenarios.

Building the Necessary Capacity for
Acceleration
Providing modern energy services to millions of
unserved homes, businesses, and community
facilities through SMEs over 10 years will require
significant support for each of the four elements:
•

The largest financial piece will be the consumer
and enterprise finance needs. To reach 10
million customers, SMEs and their customers
would need to mobilize $2 billion to $5 billion
in customer payments and financing—largely
consumer and asset financing through local
financial institutions, and the necessary
enterprise finance. Interventions through loan
guarantees and targeted investments could play
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a strong role at the level of $200 million to
$400 million.
• Meaningful involvement from international
development organizations for the key element
of rural energy innovation and capacity building
would be on the order of $200 million in grants
or contracts to leading private-sector efforts
over that decade. That amount approximates
GEF allocations to World Bank projects from
1991 to 2000, GEF funding of NGO
innovation through the UNDP Small Grants
Program over three years, and bilateral and
multilateral funding agency support for the
microfinance industry over less than a year to
build MFI capacity. Such resources could
support innovations through 20 to 40 SME
leaders and replication by hundreds of
additional SMEs, operating independently or
collaborating through networks similar to those
in the microfinance sector. Each network
could involve tens of REDCO affiliates sharing
methodologies, developing best practices, and
building capacity to collectively serve one to
two million customers. 71
• Additional resources of $50 million could
support creating the necessary enabling
environments in several dozen markets
worldwide.
Serving 10 million additional customers, itself a
major accomplishment, more importantly would lay
the groundwork for substantial further energyservice expansion. The capacity and mechanisms
developed to reach 10 percent of the 100 to 150
million customers targeted under the SME-Based
Acceleration Model could enable services to
another 50 percent in the following decade. Such
growth would parallel that of microfinance
institutions in their service to tens of millions over
three decades.
TPF

FPT

Martinot, Ramankutty, and Rittner 2000; Welds, et al.
2003. From 2002 to 2004, the GEF allocated an average
of $100 million per year for World Bank, UNDP,
UNEP, and other projects (REN21 2005). USAID
alone budgets $200 million per year in support for the
microfinance sector (ACCION 2004b).

TP

71

PT

Serving the Rural Poor
The business-as-usual scenario, in the absence of
comprehensive intervention models to support
acceleration of energy access through SMEs, is not
the end of growth and innovation. Talented and
committed individuals such as the entrepreneurinnovators whose work is profiled in this study will
continue to find ways to reach more people—
reaching out, deep, and across. Like entrepreneurs
in any sector, they will manage many challenges
with experience, perseverance, and ingenuity.

The global challenge of accelerating service to the
rural poor, however, requires much more than
business-as-usual. Given the widespread need for
accelerating energy access and the resources already
being committed to the issue, such entrepreneurs
need not—should not—be under-equipped to face
challenges by a failure to address all key elements.
Rather than leaving them hamstrung by poorly
designed government attempts to reach the
unserved without embracing private-sector avenues,
tactical interventions by funders can shape the way
the governments engage REDCO capacity, to
create enabling environments. Rather than limiting
rural consumers’ access to product and asset
financing, strategic interventions can help REDCOs
create the necessary microfinance linkages and
mechanisms to meet the market’s need for consumer
finance. Rather than letting their enterprises be
unnecessarily weakened by excessive transaction
costs in bringing in capital, calculated interventions
can stimulate efficient, well-focused sources of
enterprise finance. Rather than constraining their
innovation and capacity building to the limits of
their capital and the few supportive sources
available, targeted interventions can fuel the
necessary progress in developing products, services,
and capacity to serve the poorest with innovation
funding.
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The innovation and energy-access issues in this
document are not academic, but have real
consequences for engaging SMEs in serving the
rural poor. SELCO India is strong and growing,
but hardly immune to the effects of missing any of
the four elements, as seen with the effects of
PVMTI’s delays in disbursing enterprise finance.
Soluz Honduras is progressing well, but potentially
faces significant disruption from a narrow,
prescriptive design of the pending World Banksupported government project. Soluz
Dominicana’s future is less certain, largely because
of the government’s failure to embrace marketbased solutions to the country’s significant rural
energy needs. Other REDCO Alliance members
face challenges in policy environments with a heavy
dependence on subsidies, in a dearth of appropriate
local consumer or enterprise finance, and more.
Most also bear the costs and risks of innovation
and capacity building without appropriate support.
Clearly, the key elements identified in this
document also have consequences for the
prevailing intervention models and the challenges
they have faced.
These issues have even stronger implications for
the unserved rural people themselves.
Conventional modalities and technologies clearly
will not reach the majority in remote, marginalized
communities. DCE technologies offer technical
solutions, and opportunities to take advantage of
entrepreneurial drive and the creativity of SMEs in
market-oriented approaches. Prevailing
intervention models for increasing SME-based
energy access, addressing less than the full range of
necessary elements, will not achieve scale quickly
enough, or at all.
Targeted interventions within the comprehensive
SME-Based Acceleration Model, supporting a range
of locally appropriate business models and drawing
on innovation in many ways, have a strong chance
of enabling modern energy service to tens of
millions of unserved people in the near term and
hundreds of millions soon after. Accelerating
energy access for the rural poor demands nothing
less.
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PART II – Case Studies in Rural Energy Delivery

II-A. SELCO INDIA
II-B. SOLUZ
II-C. THE REDCO ALLIANCE
II-D. THE SVF MODEL: SOLAR DEVELOPMENT
GROUP
II-E. THE SVF MODEL: AREED
II-F. THE SVF MODEL: PVMTI AND REEF
II-G. THE WBGP MODEL: LESSONS FROM WORLD
BANK PROJECTS
II-H. THE MICROFINANCE SECTOR: LESSONS IN
CAPACITY-BUILDING
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II-A. SELCO India
Authors: H. Harish Hande and John Rogers

The experiences of SELCO Solar Light (“SELCO
India” or “SELCO”) show the effectiveness of
rural energy consumer finance for reaching markets
through a business with both financial viability and
solid social impact. SELCO India is a world leader
in engaging third-party microfinance capability and
combining it with a strong sales and service
infrastructure to meet rural energy needs. “Doorstep” financing and
service—making both
broadly available and
affordable in rural areas—
have been the major
thrusts of SELCO’s
business model.
This section examines the
context for SELCO
India’s development, the business model, the
operation’s progress and obstacles, lessons from its
first decade, and its future.

Context
SELCO India operates in a country with a huge
potential market for rural energy, having the highest
concentration of the world’s unserved. Over half
of India’s population—almost 600 million people—
has no access to electricity grids, while a similar
number, in 100 million households, lack modern
energy sources for cooking. South India alone has
10 million unelectrified houses (with some 60
million people), and many more poorly served
because of severe power shortages and intermittent
grid service.
Those figures reflect India’s huge population and
tremendous poverty—with a per-capita GDP of
well under $1000, it is poorer than three-quarters of
the world’s countries—but also the policies it has
pursued that have affected the energy sector. The
liberalization of the economy has helped attract
capital and improve operational efficiencies,
including in the energy sector, but has been
underway for just over a decade.

SELCO based its business model on the belief that
the market potential and liberalization, combined
with a significant country focus on renewable
energy, created an opportunity for market-oriented
approaches to serving rural populations using
distributed clean energy technologies.

The Business Model
SELCO India was launched in 1995 to address a
portion of India’s energy challenge through sales
and service of solar-electric lighting systems in rural
areas. Its founders were Dr. Harish Hande, a
graduate of the Indian Institute of Technology and
the University of Massachusetts-Lowell, and Neville
Williams, founder and head of a U.S.-based nonprofit organization, SELF (the Solar Electric Light
Fund), and, later, its for-profit spin-off. In 1997
SELCO India became a majority-owned subsidiary
of that company, Solar Electric Light Company,
USA (SELCO-USA), which also established
operations in Sri Lanka and Viet Nam. 72 SELCOUSA, now virtually defunct, served mainly to attract
capital, including investments for the Indian
operation.
TPF

FPT

Government Linkage
SELCO’s business model assumed a largely free
market for service to unserved areas of South India.
India’s liberalization beginning in the early 1990s
created many of the necessary conditions for an

72 SELCO-USA owns 90 percent of SELCO India; the
remaining shares are held by E+Co and local directors
(five percent each).
TP
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operation like SELCO. The country’s openness to
foreign investment and foreign ownership allowed
SELCO to attract the necessary capital. The
company could also count on being able to source
components locally; the government’s strong
interest in renewable energy supported the
emergence of a solid Indian manufacturing base of
PV system components. 73
TPF

FPT

The government is directly involved in the energy
sector in various other ways, with mixed
consequences. Various national programs have
promoted solar and other renewable energy
installations, often with high levels of market
distortion. PV water-pumping systems sold under
national programs, for example, were subsidized up
to 80 percent. 74 In various markets, the local or
national governments subsidize other energy
sources, including DCE technologies such as PV
systems. In the state of Karnataka, where SELCO
is based, the electric utility is government-owned,
and in poor shape, with frequent brownouts and
blackouts. For off-grid energy services, the state
has been relatively open for business approaches,
largely avoiding disruptive subsidies for the
products that SELCO offers. Those policies,
however, are subject to frequent changes.
TPF

FPT

Customers Targeted
Unlike many developing-country operations in its
sector, SELCO from the beginning focused on
sales to rural customers, not the government.
SELCO primarily targets rural households and
small businesses, unelectrified or grid-connected in
areas with frequent power shortages, chiefly in the
state of Karnataka and in parts of the neighboring
states of Kerala and Andhra Pradesh. In the
absence of reliable electricity, households and small
businesses use sources of lighting and electricity
such as kerosene for wick lamps, dry-cell batteries
for flashlights and radios, car batteries for lighting
and television, and, at the higher end, diesel or
gasoline generator sets. Typical monthly energy
expenses for these conventional sources, which
small PV systems can displace, are $7 to $10. For
cooking, most unserved households in the region
use firewood and kerosene, spending on average
approximately $6 monthly. SELCO also serves
public, private, and institutional clients such as
schools in need of larger systems.

SELCO Coverage

SELCO India headquarters and approximate retail area

SELCO India’s early growth targets were
aggressive, rooted in the wildly ambitious plans of
SELCO-USA, which looked to install five million
systems in four countries over five years.

Map source: www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/in.html

India has become the world’s fifth largest
manufacturer of PV modules, for example (“India draws
up…” 2006).
74 The programs have included those of the Ministry of
Non-Conventional Energy Services and the Indian
Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA).
73
TP

PT
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Products – SELCO’s primary products are basic
PV systems for domestic use. Each system typically
consists of a PV module (under 100W), a deepcycle battery, a controller, lights, and connections to
small appliances. Virtually all components are
locally manufactured. Bangalore, where SELCO is
headquartered, is home to three leading PV
manufacturers; other components come from
SELCO’s sister electronics company based in
western Karnataka.
From an initial focus on a single application and a
single technology, SELCO Solar Light grew to
include a range of products and targets. Even the
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basic systems power radios, televisions, and other
loads in addition to lights. By the late 1990s the
company was also focusing extensively on incomegenerating applications. Those applications involve
productive uses of the lighting, as in rural stores, or
of the energy directly, for sewing machines and
soldering irons, for example. SELCO added solar
water-heating systems supplying up to 1,000 liters
per day, largely for institutional clients. The
enterprise also designs, installs, and services PV
systems for off-grid power up to 20 kilowatts, larger
grid-connected systems, street lights,
telecommunication repeater stations, waterpumping systems for up to 120,000 liters per day,
and electric fencing.

company’s head office, in Bangalore, houses top
management, support staff, and special-projects
personnel. Regional offices strategically located
throughout SELCO’s service territories manage five
to 10 company-owned service centers each. The
service centers around Karnataka, Kerala, and
Andhra Pradesh house retail showrooms, inventory,
and sales and service personnel. SELCO’s sales
force also includes agents/dealers who work on a
commission basis.

Payment Plans – Financing is a key part of
SELCO’s business strategy. For its basic systems
and the customers they target, financing is a must,
with purchase prices often equal to three to twelve
months’ salary. While SELCO does not provide
credit directly, clients benefit from a range of
payment options that the company has arranged.
SELCO connects customers with various thirdparty micro-credit options from financial
institutions with rural credit infrastructure it has
engaged. SELCO also arranges micro-rental
options for reaching even poorer clients for whom
credit is unaffordable or unavailable. Local
entrepreneurs purchase systems with third-party
credit, then rent out service from the systems. 75

In addition to the
system sales,
installations, user
education, and
maintenance are done
by SELCO employees.
Before closing a sale, an
installation technician
visits the customer to
match products and
needs. A technician
team then visits to
install the system and
orient the customer on
the system’s proper use
and care. Service
technicians visit
periodically after
installation to check on
the system performance. They service systems for
free during the one-year system warranties, 76
including during planned quarterly visits, then
under annual maintenance contracts or on a fee
basis for needs outside of warranties.

TPF

TPF

Financial Structure
Consumer Finance – Typical financing scenarios
involve monthly payments close to the level of
prior energy expenditures.
Collection varies by financing organization. In
some cases, customers pay at branch offices. In
others, agents of the organization collect at the
workplace or home. SELCO’s involvement is
limited to removing and repurchasing systems in
case of non-payment where it has provided buyback guarantees.

FPT

Delivery Capacity
SELCO operates through a multi-tiered
infrastructure serving a range of customers. The

75 One example of this type of arrangement is streetvendor light rentals through SELCO’s partnership with
SEWA Bank, an affiliate of the Self-Employed Women’s
Association (see box below).
TP
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Some particular components have longer warranties.
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Enterprise Finance – SELCO has fueled its
growth with a mixture of equity, debt, and thirdparty credit. While engaging third-party finance for
its customers, SELCO drew on equity from
SELCO-USA. It later attracted significant debt to
expand its operations.
Innovation Funding – SELCO’s original business
plan did not require SELCO to look for funding
outside the enterprise finance, though the
challenges later made the need for such support
apparent.

Results
SELCO India has grown in its first decade into a
profitable, multi-million-dollar medium-sized
enterprise providing energy services to tens of
thousands of rural households and other customers.

Customers Served
One measure of SELCO’s success relative to other
efforts worldwide has been the numbers of
customers it has served, particularly with PV. The
operation has sold some 55,000 PV systems,
serving an estimated 300,000 people in three states,
principally in Karnataka, in unelectrified and gridconnected areas. 77
TPF

FPT

SELCO Customer Growth

Because of its success in brokering a range of
payment plans and financial offerings, SELCO’s
customer base ranges from the middle class and the
lower middle class to people well below the poverty
line. 78
TPF

SELCO has served a wide
range of clients beyond the
mostly residential customers
of its basic PV systems, with
lighting or direct application
of the power for productive
uses. Enterprise customers
have included grocery
shops, tailoring shops,
poultry farms and cattle
sheds, sericulture (silkworm) farms, saw and rice
mills, electronics repair shops, and public calling
centers.
Customers have also included institutional clients.
Reliable back-up lighting systems for bank branches
early in SELCO’s market development helped
convince those institutions of the technology’s
value and engage them in financing. Clients for the
company’s PV and solar water heating products
also include school dormitories, financial
institutions, wildlife parks and remote recreations
centers, and seminaries and religious complexes
(including the Dalai Lama’s complex in the Tibetan
settlement of Mundgod in Karnataka).

Cumulative customer numbers, 1995 to 2005

Financial Performance

50,000

SELCO’s revenue growth and move toward
profitability have been strong. Its revenues grew an
average of 60 percent annually, from 1995 revenues
of Rs 1.3 million, to Rs 29 million in 2000 to Rs 130
million—$3 million—in 2005. After significant
investment in building the capacity and scale of its
operations, SELCO broke even in 2000, and has
been profitable in most subsequent years. While
SELCO India still has negative retained earnings
from its early years ($250,000), its trajectory of
growth and improved profitability from recent
years suggests that it will have positive retained
earnings within two and a half years.

Customers
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Note: Includes conventional PV system activity only; does not include
special projects or other sales, which add 10,000 customers

77 By comparison, SELCO’s well-funded competitor,
Shell Solar, had by 2005 served 100,000 customers, but
across operations in five countries (Shell Solar 2005).
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78 Almost one quarter of clients in a survey of one of
SELCO’s service areas was “low” or “lower middle”
income (Mehta 2005).
TP
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SELCO’s growth has been financed by a variety of
funding sources. Its debt has all been in local
currency although predominately from international
sources. It includes a Rs 5.5 million ($150,000)
conditional loan from Winrock India (USAID
funding) in 1996/97 and letters of credit totaling Rs
2.9 million from the World Bank- and GEFfinanced IREDA from 1996 to 1999. SELCO’s
largest loan was from the IFC-backed PVMTI,
which approved $1 million in 2003, for working
capital for inventory and expansion, and as
guarantees to back an expansion of PV consumer
finance through the Indian banking system.
PVMTI disbursed the final third of the loan in 2005
and SELCO’s two-year loan repayment period
begins in 2006.
SELCO Revenue and Profit
in millions of rupees

networks to stimulate loans to SELCO’s customers
based on a standard set of financing terms.
SELCO also brokers consumer financing from
other regular financial institutions, microfinance
institutions, cooperatives, and self-help groups—
over 30 rural banking networks in all.
The SELCO-brokered micro-credit options have
broadened affordability of DCE systems
considerably and are widely attractive for potential
consumers. Over 90 percent of its sales of small
PV systems involve third-party micro-credit. The
company has mobilized an estimated $10 million
from its financing partners on behalf of its
customers.
Very few of SELCO’s sales have involved capital
subsidies, direct subsidies to customers to lower
initial system costs.
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SELCO’s equity has been almost exclusively from
its U.S. affiliate. After attracting start-up capital
from Rockefeller Foundation (grants converted into
E+Co shares), SELCO received $850,000 in equity
from SELCO-USA between 1997 and 2000.
The largest source of capital for SELCO’s growth
has been not its enterprise finance, but the thirdparty consumer finance it has been able to offer
customers through local financing institutions. The
company initiated India’s first solar consumer loan
programs in 1996/97 with Malaprabha Grameen
Bank, a regional rural bank, a subsidiary of the
commercial, state-owned Syndicate Bank.
Financing for other SELCO customers followed
from Syndicate Bank directly, then from other
banks and their subsidiaries. SELCO has since
partnered with more than a dozen local financial
institutions, working with commercial, retail, and
rural development banks with large rural branch

Direct financial support for SELCO to help cover
pathbreaking and non-recoverable costs in meeting
broader energy demands of poorer populations has
been important, but very limited. For going beyond
the limits of its debt and equity financing and
customer revenues for innovation and capacity
building, SELCO attracted a $100,000 grant for
training and marketing with its PVMTI loan. It has
also received cash prizes in international
competitions in 2005 in recognition and support of
its innovations to reach the poor. A contract under
this study project allowed SELCO to work with
SEWA Bank on piloting strategies to reach much
poorer clients in the state of Gujarat. 79
TPF
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See “SELCO-SEWA Bank…” below.
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Lessons Learned
SELCO India’s experiences over more than a
decade offer significant lessons about important
issues for scale.
Coordination – The policy environment for
SELCO’s DCE market development has been
mixed. India has had a significant government
focus on supporting DCE manufacturing.
Karnataka has been largely free of intermittent and
distorting capital subsidies for products such as
SELCO’s. The operation’s primary markets have
been largely unaffected by the various government
programs, including the large World Banksupported IREDA project in the 1990s. Where
short-term capital subsidies have come into play,
however, they have affected SELCO’s business
even when the projects have been more hype than
substance. While SELCO sold 3,000 systems in
Karnataka using subsidies under a national PV
program, it found that the program otherwise
severely limited market-based activity in nearby
areas. Coordinating with grid-extension efforts has
been less of an issue for SELCO than for similar
companies in other markets because of the
lamentable situation of the state utility.
T

T

Customers – The company moved to diversify its
products and targets early in its operation, driven by
business considerations and an interest in increasing
the social impact, and has been very successful on
both counts. Income-generating applications
account for over 20 percent of SELCO’s systems.
Water heater sales account for 15 to 18 percent of
the operation’s revenues.

One of the company’s largest markets, customers
connected to the electricity grid, highlights the
value of the perceived reliability of the technologies
and SELCO’s service. While unpredictable grid
extension threaten PV sales and service in other

markets, as in Soluz’s, the poor state of Karnataka’s
utility actually created a space for SELCO’s
development of a substantial base of customers
with grid connections, to complement its off-grid
PV business well. Such customers looked to the
company’s PV offerings for managing the frequent
power outages. In part, SELCO’s success in
attracting those customers has depended on
technical causes—the length of power cuts, voltage
fluctuations, and poor-quality inverter-charger
back-up systems—and on the availability of microcredit for the PV system purchases. But SELCO
India also succeeded in creating an opportunity
through strong marketing of its systems, including
as products dedicated to lighting for education, a high
priority within its target customer base. Customers
with grid service account for almost half of the
operation’s sales of home-based PV systems.

Capacity Building – SELCO’s success has
depended strongly on its solid human resources.
SELCO’s accomplishments include establishing a
substantial infrastructure for marketing, sales, and
service. SELCO’s staff of over 150 includes 120
based in over 25 service centers. SELCO has
found hiring local people to serve as its field staff to
be very effective, drawing on their knowledge of
the area and the local market. It also has found it
useful to develop its employees’ ability to be multifaceted, managing a range of tasks such as customer
needs assessments, technical issues, and financing
issues.
SELCO believes its strong focus on quality service
and human resource development has been a key
part of its success, with word of mouth from
satisfied customers being its best marketing tool in
rural areas.
The operation’s capacity also includes a strong,
committed management team, including top
managers. Harish Hande is Managing Director.
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Executive Director M.R. Pai joined SELCO in 1997
as General Manager for Operations, having
previously worked in India as a dealer for a multinational PV company. Vice President Thomas
Pullenkav, who likewise had worked in solar before
joining SELCO in 1996, heads the operation’s
special projects. K. Revathi, Assistant General
Manager for Finance and Accounts since 2004, is a
top-ranked Chartered Accountant and Cost
Accountant. Part of SELCO’s success has been its
ability to attract high caliber people at costs
substantially below their market value because of
their commitment to SELCO’s social mission.

risks. But SELCO has also had to confront the
hidden transaction costs associated with obtaining
funding that is nominally below-market-rate, from
subsidized venture funds or government projects.
SELCO’s significant attempts to attract funding
from the $55 million IREDA project ultimately
yielded only $50,000 in refinancing despite, the
World Bank asserts, SELCO being “exactly the type
of project the loan had been established to
support,” and “the only rural PV enterprise to
approach IREDA.” The enterprise also invested
significantly in closing its PVMTI loan, a
transaction that, SELCO-USA claimed, “nearly
killed SELCO and SELCO-India.” SELCO,
though again a leading local prospect during the
development of the fund, was originally disqualified
because of the perceived non-viability of its PVMTI
proposal. 80 Investment finally flowed five years
after SELCO’s proposal submission. Even in that
case, PVMTI’s delays in disbursing the final tranche
of its $1 million loan (because of an issue unrelated
to SELCO India) caused a working-capital crunch
that led to a 50-percent drop in SELCO’s revenues
during the delay and severely disrupted its
operations. 81
TPF
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The SELCO experiences point strongly to the need
to fund innovation and capacity building for
expanding service to the rural poor. SELCO’s
efforts to engage third-party credit for its
consumers, which have cost it an estimated
$100,000 to $125,000, have been largely responsible
for the operation’s successes. 82 While those efforts
have helped it grow and reach poorer customers,
the benefits have also accrued to other companies
who have not invested in bringing about the
financing, putting SELCO at a competitive
disadvantage. SELCO also absorbed the costs of
dealing with—and helping to shape—new
investment mechanisms targeting their sector.
Even UNEP’s successful solar credit project drew
on SELCO.

Capital – SELCO’s engagement of capital has been
successful, but not easy. Its efforts to engage
consumer financing were helped by South India’s
rural banking infrastructure, uniquely well
developed even by the high standards of India and
South Asia. Even in South India’s fertile financing
environment, however, engaging rural energy
micro-credit required significant SELCO efforts,
time, and investment. The investment has included
guarantee mechanisms from the company and buyback agreements to increase the comfort of
financiers. SELCO has also arranged interest-rate
subsidies, which have been very important for
financiers and the customers, and have provided
good leveraging for growth.
For enterprise finance, SELCO’s early funding was
almost exclusively equity, which had positive and
negative effects. Without the need to service debt
early in the company’s operation, more of the initial
capital stayed in the business. Such early equity can
require significant profits in later years, however, to
provide reasonable returns.
When SELCO did borrow, the experiences were
mixed. It has been fortunate to attract rupeedenominated loans, which mitigated its currency

FPT

TPF

FPT

Although UNEP later used a very similar strategy in its
successful Indian Solar Loan Programme
81 IFC 1998; Williams 2005. PVMTI’s concerns involved
SELCO’s parent company and an IFC loan to a SELCO
company in another country.
82 SELCO estimates that the costs of other innovations
have been on the same order.
80
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to expand its impacts. The operation’s successes
have been desirable from broader social and
environmental perspectives, with impacts far
beyond its own operations. Expanding SELCO’s
reach even farther, beyond the limitations of its
debt and equity and revenues, depends on its access
to appropriate funding for innovation and capacity
building.

The Future
SELCO’s target for the next three years is 100,000
systems—approximately half a million people—
through expanded service and financing. It plans to
increase its sale and service network throughout its
existing markets and one additional state, to fund
the establishment of new service centers, to finance
the expanded production of components, and to
strengthen its advertising and marketing. The
company is also working to engage new finance
partners in its areas of operation.
Along with enabling environments and the
consumer finance it has worked hard to engage, to
fuel its growth SELCO plans to attract more
enterprise capital to complement the third-party
financing. Its capital raising has been hampered by
the uncertain status of its shareholding—the
SELCO-USA issue—which will need to be resolved
soon.

SELCO will continue to base its activities on the
belief that, in rural energy delivery, technology is
easy. The true challenge it works to overcome,
SELCO believes, lies in linking products and
financing to markets in ways that improve
prospects for customers, the company, and partner
financing institutions, and in meeting broader
objectives by ensuring that all links in the
development chain are financially and socially
sound.

In its growth, SELCO is actively looking at
opportunities for meeting a broader range of energy
needs by integrating other technologies, and
leveraging its infrastructure, business approaches,
and financial innovations to serve other needs in its
existing markets. In many cases, those efforts will
bolster existing activities; SELCO sees the
promotion of efficient cook stoves, for example, as
a way to free customer resources to buy the
company’s PV products. In early 2006 it quickly
sold 800 such stoves through its partnership with
SEWA Bank. Such efforts may also enhance the
viability of its sales and service infrastructure.
The likely risks and financial rewards of such efforts
alone would not justify SELCO’s continued efforts
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SELCO-SEWA Bank Street Vendor Light-Rental Program
SELCO India’s partnering with SEWA Bank demonstrates the potential of linking REDCOs, microfinance, and innovation
funding in developing novel solutions to energy services to the working poor.
The SELCO-SEWA collaboration targeted improved energy services for street-vendor affiliates of SEWA Bank. SEWA
Bank, a regulated banking spin-off of SEWA, the Self-Employed Women’s Association, founded in 1974, is a cooperative
financial institution in the western Indian state of Gujarat providing financial services to “poor women workers engaged in
the unorganized sector.” Those services include loans, but also savings, insurance, and other services. The targeted
vendors, all women, sold fruit and vegetables at night with light from kerosene lamps or PetroMax lanterns (pressurized
versions), their own or rented ones.
SEWA Bank approached SELCO in early 2005 about improving energy service for their clientele, including the street
vendors. Their clients, especially the vendors, were concerned about high or fluctuating fuel costs, lamp maintenance, the
health effects of the fumes and safety issues, and the attractiveness of their products, given the smoky odor the lamps
imparted to the produce.
SELCO attracted innovation funding from the Innovation study project to work with them on developing and piloting
approaches to the vendor issue. The funding covered SELCO’s purchase of demonstration equipment for educating SEWA
personnel, staff and consultant time, and related expenses.
SELCO and SEWA Bank’s collaboration focused on designing an appropriate model technical-financial package based on
the vendors’ expressed concerns. SEWA Bank focused on helping vendors in selected markets to serve their fellow vendors
with solar-based light rental services. In each pilot, SEWA financed the selected entrepreneur’s purchase of SELCO
equipment, with three-year loans, 10 to 15 percent down payments, daily quotas, and their standard lending terms. Each
light-rental set consists of one to two PV modules, a controller, batteries, lights, and light fixtures. Each vendor end-client
borrows a light and a fixture, then rents a full battery each evening from the PV entrepreneur, uses it for four to five hours,
and returns it for PV recharging the next day.
The results have been positive for each of the parties involved. For the vendors, the Rs. 12 ($0.28) light rental is cheaper
than buying kerosene (Rs. 15-18) or renting a PetroMax (Rs. 20 with fuel). The PV-powered lights also make for more
attractive products and selling environments. For the financed entrepreneurs, the rental collections cover the daily loan
installments, operating costs, and profit. SEWA Bank, through its linkage with SELCO, can offer additional services to its
clients, and has new loan targets in the DCE systems. For SELCO, it represents a stronger linkage with a leading
microfinance institution in a new geographical market and with a new type of clientele. The vendor light rental is serving as
a basis for additional SELCO-SEWA collaborations and consideration of a variety of technologies for lighting, cooking,
drying, and irrigation.
The innovation funding played a key role. It allowed SELCO to focus on SEWA Bank’s clients’ needs to a degree that the
prospect of sales alone would not have, given other demands on SELCO’s staff time and limited resources. It transformed
the SELCO-SEWA Bank relationship to the benefit of SEWA Bank’s target population, with potential for a range of
technologies for high socio-economic impact. And it was catalytic: SEWA Bank recently received a significant grant—many
times the original innovation funding—from a well-known U.S.-based foundation to pursue, with SELCO, the development
of “one-stop energy shops” for expanding income-generation options for poor women in Gujarat.
Source: SEWA 2006
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II-B. Soluz
Authors: John Rogers and Richard Hansen

The Soluz operations in Central America and the
Caribbean show the potential of a broader
microfinance approach to expand the reach of
DCE technologies largely in the absence of thirdparty rural micro-credit and enabling government
frameworks. Soluz Dominicana and Soluz
Honduras are the leading experiences with the
introduction of unsubsidized PV micro-rental as a
complement to cash and credit sales. This section
describes Soluz’s
experiences in
the development
of two rural
energy SMEs
incorporating PV micro-rental offerings, those
operations’ experiences since the mid-1990s, and
the key lessons learned.

SOLUZ

Context
The countries where Soluz established its
operations have had appreciable but shrinking
unelectrified areas. In the Dominican Republic,
which has a population of over eight million, the
portion without access to the grid have shrunk
from some 440,000 households (over two million
people) in the early 1990s to an estimated 235,000
to 313,000 households. In 1998 Honduras’s
population of six million included three million
people (almost 600,000 households) unconnected
to the national electric grid. But the country has
made substantial progress in recent years. Soluz
Honduras’s early operations coincided with a
period of significant investment in expanding
national grid coverage from 45 percent in 1995 to
65 percent in 2004. The lack of transparency in the
national electrification planning meant that Soluz
was unable to determine when and where the grid
extension was going to happen, or even the extent
of that expansion, and made it challenging for Soluz
to invest strategically in its operations. 83
TPF

FPT

The uncertainty about the number of unserved
Dominican households is indicative of the general

TP

83
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state of the electric power sector in that country.
The national electric company has consistently been
poorly run, and electrification highly politicized.
Only half the energy generated is paid for, because
of technical losses, theft, or house connections
without meters (done by the government in some
cases). As a result, the country has suffered from
serious power outages for much of the last 15 years.
Attempts to privatize electricity distribution largely
failed; after several years of dealing with nonsupportive government policies, the owner of two
of the three distribution companies relinquished
those concessions.
Honduras’s government-owned utility has been
considerably better run. Even in achieving
appreciable growth in coverage, the utility has
largely kept up with the rising demand and
expanded service in rural areas. Extensive power
outages occurred only in the mid-1990s, when the
country’s predominantly hydroelectric generation
capacity was affected by drought.

Honduras and the Dominican Republic have each
offered many of the basic business conditions for
Soluz’s work, allowing foreign investment, keeping
import duties low, and until recently focusing
government rural electrification efforts on the
electricity grids and grid extensions, leaving off-grid
areas to the free market.

World Bank 2001; NRECA 2002; ENEE 2006
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More broadly, the two countries present notably
different characteristics for a market-oriented
endeavor in rural areas. Honduras is consistently
rated the third or fourth poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere, with almost half its
population living on incomes under $2 per day. It
is also much less densely populated than many
other countries in the region, averaging 63 people
per square kilometer in its 112,000 square
kilometers. The Dominican Republic has under
one fifth of its population living under $2 per day,
and a higher population density—an average of 180
people in each of its 49,000 square kilometers. 84
TPF

experiences had shown the limits of rural finance in
those countries: Most NGOs with a rural presence
had limited finance capacity, while commercial
finance institutions had little interest in rural
markets. A 2005 survey of 13 local MFIs found
only nine had PV financing experience, and only
two of those had financed more than 200
customers, despite two decades of rural PV activity
and thousands of installations. 87
TPF

Traditional Energy Expenditures

FPT

Outlays for kerosene, dry cells, candles, and automotive batteries,
Dominican Republic and Honduras; percentage of respondents above each
expenditure level ($)
Respondents spending above given level

The Business Model
The Soluz business model was built on serving rural
markets through a range of unsubsidized offerings,
with a strong emphasis on micro-rental for reaching
poorer households who could not afford cash
purchases or commit to, afford, or qualify for credit
purchases.
Soluz, Inc., a U.S. company launched in 1993 to
implement new strategies for commercializing PV
in rural areas, developed REDCOs in two markets
to pilot its approaches. Soluz Dominicana,
launched in 1995, was Soluz’s first endeavor. Soluz
launched Soluz Honduras in 1998 to further
develop its business model in another, poorer
market with a different set of challenges.
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Sample sizes: 270 (Dominican Republic) and 400 (Honduras)
Source: Soluz surveys 1993/94, 1997/98

Along with drawing on prior experiences, Soluz
assessed the potential rural market in select areas of
each country by analyzing the amount of money
currently spent on energy sources displaceable with
PV. In assessing the market in the northern
Dominican Republic in 1993/94, Soluz found
median expenditures of $6 per month, with 30
percent of the population spending over $10.
Soluz’s study of northwestern Honduras in
1997/98 showed only slightly lower figures. Such
figures suggested an opportunity for financed PV
offerings with comparable monthly payments.

Customers Targeted

FPT

World Energy Outlook 2002; World Bank, “Key
development data…”
85 Industria Eléctrica Bella Vista
86 Soluz’s founder, Richard Hansen, also founded the
non-profit Enersol Associates, which pioneered solar
micro-credit through activities in the Dominican
Republic beginning in 1984. Soluz co-founder John
Rogers had promoted rural PV in Honduras as a U.S.
Peace Corps Volunteer in the early 1990s.
PT
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The needs of Soluz’s target customer base for
affordable payment plans even in the absence of
third-party credit options led it to pioneer microrental offerings to complement cash and microcredit sales. Soluz developed the range of offerings
to expand commercial energy service within largely

84
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For both Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras,
Soluz drew on prior market development and
exploration activities. Soluz’s management had
begun PV sales and service in the mid-1980s in the
Dominican Republic, even establishing a local
microenterprise, 85 and wholesaled PV components
in Honduras beginning in the early 1990s. Through
parallel non-profit activities in each country, Soluz’s
management also had considerable experience in
trying to engage consumer financing from local
non-governmental organizations. 86 Those
TPF
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Parkerson 2005
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Strategies for Penetrating the Rural Pyramid

poor rural areas and to reach a substantial portion
of those households and home-based businesses.
On its launch in 1995, Soluz Dominicana offered a
set of unsubsidized PV micro-rental options with
monthly rental fees as low as $5 to accommodate a
range of household and business income levels.
Soluz Honduras offered a similar mix when it
began. Those monthly fees, while still beyond the
reach of many, were half those required under
credit purchases, required no down payment, and
offered a financial mechanism where rural credit
was unavailable.

PV market penetration based on financial offerings
Cash (2-3%)
Cash and micro-credit (5-20%)

Cash, micro-credit, and micro-rental
(20-50%)

Source: Soluz estimates

Products – The Soluz operations offer primarily
small single-customer PV systems for use without
connection to the electricity grid. The standard
systems include PV modules of 20 watts to 100 watts
providing two to 12 kilowatt-hours of energy per
month to power lights, radios, small televisions,
cellular telephones, and other small appliances.
Modules mounted on poles or on roofs charge
batteries in the home or business to provide power
day or night.

Soluz Coverage

Soluz headquarters and approximate retail areas in the Dominican
Republic (top) and Honduras (bottom)

Sosua

Sample Soluz System
PV
module
Lighting (high efficiency)
Radio/tape player
Controller
Television (B&W)
Other loads (cellular
telephone, etc.)
Storage battery

Payment Plans – While the Soluz operations also
offer systems for cash or credit purchase, the focus of
the Soluz offerings has been micro-rental. Customers
pay monthly to rent a complete PV system or PV
module alone, while the companies maintain
responsibility for servicing the rented components. 88
Monthly rental fees were initially $5 to 10. 89 The
TPF
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Map sources: www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/dr.html,
www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ho.html

The Soluz operations’ targeted up to half of the
population in certain off-grid markets through a
range of financial offerings and a range of PV
system sizes.

88 Soluz excluded the battery from the “deluxe rental”
offerings—made customers responsible for supplying
their own—around 2000, then introduced a “basic
rental” (covering the module only) in 2002.
89 In response to interest in the rental option from
customers with greater energy needs and ability to pay,
the operations began also renting larger systems, with
fees up to $30.
TP
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Sample Soluz Rental Offerings
Soluz Dominicana

System
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Nominal PV
Module Power
(Watts)
20
30
40
50
60
100

Lights
Included (in
Deluxe)
1
2
3
4
5
7

Radio
Connection

B&W TV
Connection

Color TV
Connection

☼
☼
☼
☼
☼
☼

(☼)
☼
☼
☼
☼

☼

Monthly Fee
(Deluxe/Basic)
($)
10.00/5.00
12.50/7.50
15.00/10.00
17.50/12.50
20.00/15.00
30.00/25.00

☼ = Permitted

rental agreements have no fixed term, allowing
customers to terminate the service at any point when
service is no longer needed (as when the grid arrives)
or no longer affordable. Customers’ seasonal income
and the threat of unexpected financial hardships
make attractive product offerings that allow
customers considerable flexibility with little penalty.
The Soluz operations adjusted the rental fees to try to
keep pace with devaluation.
With its products and financial offerings, Soluz
targeted 5,000 PV rental customers for each
operation, with additional sales and service activity.
It believed an operation of that size would provide
a basic, profitable business building block. It also
believed such a level would be unlikely to be
threatening to each government’s monopoly and
the government-owned utilities, but position each
for scaling up with the right partner—one with
“capital and clout,” for attracting the necessary
investment and managing government
relationships. To find the expected 5,000
customers, each operation targeted only a portion
of the national market for its retail activities,
concentrating on select provinces with sufficient
potential. While successive business plans varied, a
year 2000 Soluz plan proposed to reach 5,000 rental
customers in each operation over three years.

Delivery Capacity
Each operation’s infrastructure was designed to
provide good access to customers for promotion,
installation, servicing, and collecting. While the
organizational structure has evolved in each
country, it has consistently included a national
office and strategically placed service centers
designed to serve up to 500 to 1000 rental

customers each. Zone Supervisors, Soluz
employees reporting to a service center, are
responsible for PV system maintenance and
collection management for 250-750 customers and
supervise a network of Soluz Microcenters. The
Microcenters are essentially Soluz franchisees,
independent rural micro-enterprises—typically a
local general store—contracted by the operation.
They serve 20 to 100 Soluz rental customers each,
handling service requests, collecting payments, and
receiving incentive payments based on timely
collections. The national office houses additional
Soluz technicians responsible for installing new
systems and repossessing systems for non-payment,
and promotion staff, plus the operation’s
management and administration. Each operation
has had up to 15 employees at one time, plus 60 to
100 people or families contracted as Microcenters.

Along with local general managers, administrators,
or financial managers, a key component of the
management of each operation has been the
services provided to each of the country operations
by Soluz, Inc. Soluz has been responsible for
raising the capital and interacting with investors on
an on-going basis and for managing equipment
procurement from international suppliers
(particularly U.S. PV module manufacturers). It
also directed high-level strategy for the enterprises
and backed many of the day-to-day activities. The
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Soluz operations paid commissions to Soluz, Inc.
based on capital raising and equipment sourcing,
plus a royalty on rental revenues and a fixed
monthly business development services fee.
Soluz Operational Structure

Sample operational structure for a Soluz REDCO
National Office

Service Center

MicroCenter

Customer

Service Center

Service Center

Zone Manager

Zone Manager

MicroCenter

MicroCenter...

Customer

Customer

Customer...

Financial Structure
Enterprise Finance – For each operation and
5,000 rental customers, Soluz projected capital
requirements of around $2.5 million. It assumed a
40/60 mix of equity and debt, with equity targeting
returns of 15 to 20 percent and 10-year, 10-percent
debt (dollar-denominated).
In addition to the $5 million required to finance the
operations, Soluz projected a need for $1 million in
equity and debt for itself as the developer of the
operations.
Soluz expected that investment could come from
specialized financial organizations targeting energy
and the environment in developing countries.
Several funds—examples of the SVF Model—were
under development as Soluz launched its
operations.
Consumer Finance – Given Soluz’s management
team’s experiences with third-party micro-credit in
both the Dominican Republic and Honduras (and
understanding of its limitations), the Soluz business
plans assumed that all consumer finance would
have to come from the operations themselves,
principally as micro-rental offerings. Soluz did
hope that, based on successful early operations, it
could attract capital for the energy assets directly
(from some to-be-identified source), for financing
off of each operation’s balance sheet for growth
after the “proof of concept.”

Innovation Funding – Soluz, while anticipating
the operations growing solely with debt and equity
investments, recognized early on the need to cover
its own costs in developing the innovative business
model for reaching beyond cash and credit sales.
Revenues from rural customers through its
subsidiaries, while sufficient to support those
operations, clearly would not alone support the
international management and the first-time costs
of the necessary business and financial engineering.
Soluz projected a need for $1 million in innovation
funding to complement the $6 million in debt and
equity for its operations and itself. The broader
demand for a business approach such as Soluz’s—
and the public good inherent in such a model—was
evident in the significant interest globally in its
potential to reach low-income rural markets
commercially. Soluz anticipated that interest
translating into the necessary support for its model
development, particularly given the significant soft
funding (from the GEF and others) then being
allocated to catalyzing rural PV.

Results
Soluz’s execution of the business model through its
operations has lived up to expectations in many
respects. Soluz has made considerable progress in
developing the world’s first and most accomplished
rural energy operations providing unsubsidized PV
rental offers. It attracted several million dollars in
investment to build those operations. It found
thousands of customers who valued the services
sufficiently to make hundreds of thousands of
monthly payments and generate millions of dollars
in revenues. And it developed its business model
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while serving those customers, despite having very
limited financial resources to cover the costs of a
team of international professionals for this effort.

backed efforts to date with PV in the region,
beginning in the mid-1990s. 90 Another benchmark
for the Soluz accomplishments is the target number
of customers under an upcoming World Banksupported project in Honduras. That project
proposes to use subsidies and micro-credit from
microfinance institutions to extend PV service
through local enterprises to 5,000 customers—the
same level that Soluz Honduras has already reached
with its unsubsidized offerings. 91
TPF

FPT

TPF

FPT

Soluz Customer Growth

Soluz Dominicana (top) and Soluz Honduras (bottom) cumulative PV
sales and pre-electrification with PV rental, plus year-end rental customer
base.
6,000

Other aspects of the experiences have been less
heartening. Soluz did not succeed in raising the
necessary capital to expand each operation to 5,000
rental customers. It also has not attracted the
innovation funding needed to support its U.S.based team’s full involvement or to fuel further
innovation for scaling up (going out, deep, and
across) its rural energy services. The operations
have also been hurt by local, national, and global
challenges, natural and manmade—hurricanes,
devaluation and other economic crises,
unpredictable grid extension, and government giveaway programs. All of those factors have made
gross margins even thinner and have not allowed
sufficient return on Soluz’s investments in
developing the necessary innovations and guiding
the early operations.
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Still, in building its operations Soluz has
contributed significantly to the knowledge base for
rural energy delivery with approaches that reflect
the realities of Latin America, particularly with
regard to consumer finance, and has established
important benchmarks for global DCE activity.
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Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras have
combined served some 10,000 households and
small businesses in select off-grid areas, largely
through the sale of PV systems and components.
That figure compares very favorably with the best
market- and cost-recovery-oriented efforts with
DCE technologies in Latin America; indeed, it
exceeds the combined results of all World Bank-
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The Soluz operations’ rental activities make them
leaders with that approach as well. Each has served
several thousand customers with micro-rental
offerings, with up to 1,500 to 1,900 micro-rental
customers at one time and many more reached with

90 Including World Bank projects in Argentina, Bolivia,
and Nicaragua.
91 The World Bank-supported PV project in neighboring
Nicaragua targeted only 6,000 initially, then cut the target
to 3,000.
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service before the arrival of the electric grid. The
enterprises have combined collected over 210,000
monthly rental payments. Although not as broadly
as hoped, the rental offerings have allowed the
operations to serve up to half of the households in
certain communities by increasing affordability.

emerged, including as a result of concerted
company efforts, have included cell phones for
offering calling services, refrigerators in rural stores,
and computers for lottery ticket sales.
Soluz Customer Satisfaction

Customers surveyed about their Soluz systems or service

Soluz Rental Service Growth
Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras
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Soluz Honduras

Company-financed purchases of PV systems have
also contributed to each enterprise’s reach. Soluz
Honduras in particular has used that approach,
having served 1,300 customers through microcredit sales, including through conversion of rental
agreements to financed sales. Loan terms have
been short, generally only a few months, to reduce
the risk and the amount of capital tied up in loans
to its rural clients. Soluz Honduras extended credit
over 18 months in very select cases, to customers in
clusters. Interest rates of three percent per month,
while high by developed-country standards,
conformed to local norms and the financial risk.
Each operation has reached additional customers
through dealers, who buy components from the
Soluz company and sell complete systems to rural
customers.
A 2002 survey of Soluz customers in Honduras
found them generally very satisfied with their
systems based on a range of attributes, including
safety, convenience, and reliability.
As projected in their business plans, the bulk of the
enterprises’ activities have involved small PV
systems for lighting, entertainment, and
communication in rural households, communal
facilities such as churches, and small businesses
such as rural stores, pool halls, and restaurants.
Other income-generating applications that have

The operations have also faced significant
challenges from national and global issues. In the
Dominican Republic, the problems were largely
man-made, based on the “non-enabling” policy
environment. As Soluz Dominicana was operating
with nearly 2,000 PV rental units financed by
various international funds under private-sector
support efforts, in 2003 the Dominican
government’s Secretary of Industry and Commerce
established a project to electrify 2,000 households
nationwide using free 75- to 100-watt PV systems.
Some of these units were allocated to the northern
region where Soluz Dominicana operated. Despite
hundreds of thousands of unserved households, the
government program targeted some of the very
households paying Soluz for rented 30- to 50-watt
PV systems and services. Also in 2003, a banking
scandal with government linkages led to a 60percent drop in the country’s currency, with
substantial effects on the national economy. The
combination of the PV give-away programs and the
country’s economic troubles led to Soluz’s
removing almost all of its rental systems for nonpayment. While the operation was able to
warehouse all of the removed assets to preserve the
capital investment, the financial effects on the
operation were severe.
Another challenge for each Soluz operation has
been unpredictable grid extension. Both countries
made progress after the mid-1990s, including
Honduras’s 20-point increase in the electrification
rate. The privatization of the distribution
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TPF

makes the Soluz operations the most accomplished
micro-financiers of rural energy systems in their
respective countries, and the largest collectors of
unsubsidized PV micro-rental payments in the world. The
rental-revenue figures reflect in part Soluz’s strong
attention to on-time collections, which have
consistently averaged above 90 percent. 94
Revenues from all offerings have totaled $2.7
million (Soluz Dominicana) and $2.6 million (Soluz
Honduras).
TPF

Soluz Revenues

400
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FPT

For Soluz Honduras, significant challenges for
finding and keeping customers also arose from
factors larger than the country itself. Hurricane
Mitch, which hit Honduras just after Soluz’s 1998
launch there, seriously affected the economy and
the capacity to pay of rural customers for several
years. The country has also faced a deteriorating
security situation since then, which Soluz Honduras
has felt in losses of money and customers to rural
banditry. The country and the operation also
suffered significantly when international coffee
prices fell to a 70-year low; Soluz Honduras’s early
customer base included many in coffee-growing
regions in the country’s northwest. 93
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component of the Dominican Electricity
Corporation in 1999 freed the government to
increase its focus on rural electrification.
Significant politically motivated grid extension to
rural areas occurred even though the extensions—
without any customer metering and billing—
exacerbated already difficult situations for the new
private owners of the distribution companies. The
challenge of the Dominican energy scene is evident
in the decision of the owner of two of the three
concessions to return the distribution companies to
the government after several years of struggling for
viability. Soluz Honduras also had to deal with the
national utility’s significant advances in grid
coverage. Because Soluz’s flexible micro-rental
offerings were attractive to people in communities
with near-term prospects for receiving grid service,
the effects were disproportionately severe for the
operations. 92

FPT
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Financial Performance
0

The financial performance of the Soluz operations
has had both positive and negative aspects. The
revenue stream from the micro-rental offerings—
over $2.8 million—is significant with regard to
providing PV service for broad rural penetration
with serious attention to cost recovery from the end
user. Their levels of payment collections likely
92 Sixty-one percent of respondents in the 2002 survey in
Honduras thought the grid would arrive within three
years; only 15 percent believed it would never arrive
(Cabot 2002).
93 A leading microfinance institution in the Dominican
Republic, ADEMI, also reported significant collection
problems in their PV system financing based on the
coffee crisis (Parkerson 2005).
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Of the two operations, Soluz Honduras has had a
much steadier financial performance. Fueled
initially by micro-rental payments, the operation’s
revenues have grown an average of 50 percent
annually since 1998, even as the mix of customers
and offerings evolved. The company became
profitable in 2005.

94 with either the payment or the system collected by the
end of the month, and the remaining 10 percent
addressed soon after
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Sample Soluz Investments
Soluz Honduras

Date*
P

Investor/
Lender
P

Debt/
Equity
($’000s)

Interest
Rate**
P

P

Terms
(and
Grace)
(Years)**
P

Oct 97

Soluz, Inc.

0/50

Jan 98

EEAF/CFA

50/0

Jun 98

SunLight
Power

0/250

Jun 98
Jun 99

E+Co

Jul 00

IFC/SME

12.5%

6

0/100
0/100

7.0%

6 (1)

400/ 100

8.0%

Notes

P

2 disbursements
funding from Heinz Endowment, IDB/MIF***
3 disbursements (2000-2002)
15% “put” on equity***
3 disbursements (2000-2002)
18.3% “put” on equity***
3 disbursements (2000-2002)
18.3% “put” on equity***
P

10 (2)

P

P

Oct 00

CFA

Nov 00

125/ 125

SIF (Triodos)

12.0%

125/ 125

5.5 (2)

9.0%

6 (2)

P

P

P

P

P

*Of

investment agreement or disbursement
**Original terms
***Joint security sharing, under Nov. 2000 agreement, of all company assets plus Soluz, Inc. majority ownership.
P

P

Soluz Valley of Death
Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras cumulative losses, in $’000s
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Despite the operations’ successes in reaching
customers relative to many other efforts in the
region, and in generating revenues from rural
energy microfinance, they have both fallen far short
of their goals of 5,000 rental customers each, and
even short of the break-even point with the rental
offerings. Both operations’ financial statements
bear the effects of the significant costs of
developing the business model, particularly the
innovative micro-rental offerings, attracting capital,
and operating below profitability. By late 2005,

Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras had
negative retained earnings (accumulated losses)
totaling $1.2 million and $900,000, respectively.
Soluz Dominicana has also been unable to recover
from economic and political events around 2003; its
2005 revenues were more than 60 percent below its
high in 2002.
The investment picture was a key part of the
operations’ growth and a major constraint. Soluz
attracted around $1.5 million in investment for each
operation. Those totals resulted mostly from
numerous small transactions. The median value in
Soluz Dominicana’s case was $150,000, though
Soluz Honduras brought in capital in larger pieces
in part because Soluz Dominicana was already
demonstrating the proposed business approach. In
both cases most transactions were also very
complicated and expensive because of the staff time
(particularly Soluz’s) required to reach agreement
and the small investment amounts.
The operations attracted a range of investors with
differing measures of social, environmental, and
financial drivers. Some investors/lenders were
non-profit organizations, including E+Co and
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Environmental Enterprises Assistance Fund
(EEAF). 95 Other investments came from for-profit
funds, such as the Calvert Group’s; EEAF’s Central
American environmental fund, CFA; and the Solar
Investment Fund of Triodos, a Dutch social bank. 96
The World Bank Group’s IFC was the largest
investor in Soluz Honduras,
through its GEF-funded SME
Fund.
TPF

After attracting initial support from the Rockefeller
Foundation to develop and pilot the micro-rental
offerings, Soluz had very limited success in reaching
its target for innovation funding, despite significant
attempts. Soluz applied for $400,000 to $1 million
from several potential funders with the resources
and strong interests in renewable or rural energy,
but was denied in each case. 97 Soluz’s innovation
funding was instead limited to several $5,000 to
$30,000 contracts with USAID funding via
Winrock International for developing particular
aspects of the business model, and one $50,000
grant from CFA to explore development of a
stronger public services component in Honduras. 98
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The largest investor in the
Soluz operations was a
potential “capital and clout”
partner for attracting
investment to reach viability
and grow far beyond, but one
whose potential was not
realized. SunLight Power, an
international company that
emerged in 1996, drew on developed-country utility
experience and Soluz’s micro-rental offerings in
proposing to reach one million customers in seven
countries through a private “PV utility model.”
SunLight Power’s management included a wellknown and accomplished U.S. utility executive with
strong PV credentials. The company proved its
ability to raise capital when it quickly attracted two
equity investors of $2 million or more each—far
more than Soluz had managed to attract in equity
and debt, and far more easily. Some of that
investment flowed into Soluz’s operations. Some
of the remainder launched a Moroccan company
that is still in operation. Poor management of the
remaining funding and the company’s inability to
attract more led to SunLight Power’s collapse and
closure in 2000.
Soluz also invested considerably in investor
prospects that did not bear fruit, most notably
REEF, a prime example of the SVF model. Soluz
spent five years as part of the fund’s sample
investment pipeline, then invested heavily in a
transaction that the investment officer was
confident would close. The fund’s ultimately shutdown left Soluz with over $100,000 in transaction
expenses and no resulting capital increases.

EEAF folded in 2004.
Calvert’s World Values International Equity Fund
invested in Soluz Dominicana (debt) and Soluz, Inc.
(equity).
95
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One effect of the various challenges and shortfalls
in executing the plans has been the operations’
inability to service loans on schedule, though the
operations have repaid the majority of their loans.
Soluz Dominicana’s debt restructuring in 20042005 included agreements to liquidate certain rental
assets pledged under certain loans. When Soluz
Honduras’s loans needed restructuring in 2003,
Soluz had largely not collected its fees for 18
months. 99 As it was not in a position to enter into
restructuring negotiations that it predicted would be
lengthy and expensive, Soluz offered the
operation’s lenders outright its majority holding in
Soluz Honduras (which guaranteed the loans). The
lenders eventually refused to accept them, but did
negotiate directly with Soluz Honduras, in a process
that, as Soluz had feared, took almost two years to
generate even a “Memorandum of Understanding.”
The MOU obligated Soluz Honduras to liquidate all
rental assets and pass the proceeds to the lenders, a
process expected to finish in 2006. Under current
agreements, external lenders to Soluz and its
TPF

FPT

97 Targets included the IFC, the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID), and the U.S.
Department of Energy
98 The public services were to be in conjunction with
AES Honduras, a subsidiary of the large U.S. utility,
which had proposed building a 650-megawatt power
plant and related transmission line in northern
Honduras. AES proposed contracting Soluz to serve
communities that were going to be affected (but not
served) by the transmission line. AES’s project did not
come to fruition.
99 Under the terms of the year-2000 investments in Soluz
Honduras, Soluz, Inc. could not collect its fees if
particular operating ratios for the Honduran operation
fell below certain targets.
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operations will have been repaid close to 80 percent
of their loans.

services to rural customers, and allow for profit and
growth.

Lessons Learned
The experiences of Soluz Dominicana and Soluz
Honduras since the mid-1990s offer important
insights into using a range of microfinance offerings
in working for scale in market-based rural energy
services.
Coordination – Some lessons from the Soluz
experiences show the importance of enabling
environments for REDCOs. One lesson is that
grid extension continues despite the doubtful
economics for the utilities or the scarcity of power
for serving new customers. Soluz had difficulty
getting reliable information about near-term
electrification plans.
The experiences also demonstrated that a private
rural energy enterprise cannot count on a
supportive government. Government agencies may
be willing to actually compete directly with the
private sector to play an increasing role in the
emerging rural renewable energy sector. The
market-dampening effects of the free or heavily
subsidized PV systems from the Dominican
government, coupled with the drop in the economy
and the currency, leading to the sharp drop in Soluz
Dominicana’s rental customer base, left it in a poor
financial position.
A purely private, commercial approach to delivering
energy services to the rural poor in Latin America is
an institutional approach, that, Soluz’s experiences
suggest, in practice is not viable. The challenges of
Soluz Dominicana in particular suggest that some
form of public-private collaboration is necessary to
ensure that delivery services can be established
within a reasonable policy and support framework.
At the very least, a public-private planning linkage is
critical to avoid overlap and working at cross
purposes. Government interests in direct customer
subsidies (for developmental or political reasons),
Soluz learned, call for strategies for directing those
subsidies toward increasing sustainability and
supporting, rather than undermining, private-sector
participation in rural energy delivery. The Soluz
experiences suggest that some governments do not
understand that private-service providers will not
remain involved in rural energy if they are not able
to earn revenues that reflect the full value of

Customers – Soluz found PV micro-rental the
easiest offer for capturing new customers. The
Soluz experiences show that micro-rental offerings
can play an important part in rural energy delivery
efforts with technologies presenting first-cost
barriers, particularly where rural micro-credit
infrastructure does not exist, as in much of Latin
America. They have shown the attractiveness of
rental for customers unwilling or unable to commit
to cash or credit purchases. The Soluz rental
offerings have had significant impacts through high
market-penetration rates in many areas.

Soluz’s experiences have shown that PV rental is
particularly advantageous for customers as preelectrification, where customers hope for and expect
grid extension. The PV assets can be readily
redeployed if/when the grid arrives. Soluz believes
this flexibility can be of significant value in helping
to meet and build demand for electricity before the
grid is extended, and that it instills in customers a
monthly payment discipline that can be valuable for
grid service. The Soluz operations, however, were
unable to capture rewards for those values.
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Soluz Customer Disconnections

Number of rental-service disconnections per month, sample period, showing
effects of privatization, government give-away, and currency crisis
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Customer turnover and the need for a diversified
customer base pushed the operations to expand
their geographical scopes. While Soluz’s earliest
plans had it finding 5,000 rental customers in a
single province of the Dominican Republic, in
reality each operation covered substantially more
ground in looking for customers and diversifying.
After six years of serving customers in the north of
the country (eventually three provinces), Soluz
Dominicana established a second service center in
the country’s center in 2000 to open up a new
market. Soluz Honduras moved much more
strongly into areas dominated by industries other
than coffee, including fishing and other agriculture,
to attract customers with diverse income sources.
Geographic expansion reduced each operation’s
risk from local disruptions (political or economic),
but increased transportation costs and operational
complexity.

Soluz Rental Customers and Revenues
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Showing effects of government give-away and currency crisis; year-end
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Customers

Another lesson from the Soluz experiences is that,
while PV rental has been good for acquiring
customers, under the conditions that have prevailed
in the Soluz countries it has not always been good
for retaining them. Despite high levels of customer
satisfaction, the Soluz operations have each faced
much greater challenges in attracting and retaining
customers than Soluz originally forecast. In
addition to grid extension, the main cause of
customer turnover for both operations has been the
customers’ inability to conform consistently to each
operation’s strict on-time payment policy. High
turnover has slowed growth, at times significantly,
given that it has added to the number of new
customers needed for growing at a given pace.
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Customer turnover also led Soluz to develop microrental offerings with lower on-going payments and
fewer company assets to redeploy in the case of
grid extension. Under Soluz Dominicana’s “basic
rental” offerings introduced in 2002, customers
rented the modules and mounts alone, supplying
their own batteries and any lights they needed and
could afford. That strategy better accommodated
customers who were interested in a certain level of
energy—for television viewing, for example—but
needed fewer lights than included in Soluz’s
packaged systems. For the customers, those
options meant lower monthly costs. For Soluz
Dominicana, they helped control turnover and
maintenance costs. Almost all customers chose the
basic rental over the “deluxe” (full-system) rental.
Another aspect of Soluz’s interactions with
customers involved the offerings it most strongly
promoted. Prior to introducing its micro-rental
offerings, Soluz had had significant experience with
PV system sales in the Dominican Republic and a
profitable microenterprise affiliate. It sold small
systems to rural households and small businesses,
larger, back-up systems for grid customers, upscale
systems to high-end off-grid customers, and
components to dealers around the country. With
the introduction of the rental options, Soluz and its
operations focused largely on those offerings, often
to the detriment of sales opportunities. The focus
on rental reduced cash and short-term credit sales,
which, while limited, would have brought more
near-term profits. Other distributors stepped in to
meet dealers’ continued interest in purchase
options, resulting in Soluz losing its position in its
wholesale activity. The strong push of the rental
option, driven by targets set with investors, led the
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operations to get customers to rent when buying
would have better fit their needs and ability to pay.
Beginning in 2002, the Soluz operations returned to
a more balanced approach to ensure adequate
attention to cash, credit, and rental offerings.
Soluz also did not actively pursue or position itself
for institutional and government sales, the mainstay
of many companies offering PV and other
technologies in developing countries. It looked
instead to push its advantage in rural areas, while
others were focused on erratic and often political
sales. Still, such sales can be lucrative, and could
have served as important complements to the Soluz
operations’ rural sales and service.
Capacity Building – Soluz attracted well qualified
and committed people to its operations, often from
the rural markets the companies were serving. For
the field work, each operation needed to attract and
train the staff necessary to provide high quality
services, while being sensitive to costs. Particularly
important was the need to identify and train
competent and responsible zone supervisors, who
are key links between company and customers.
Those zone supervisors had to be willing and
motivated to reach and serve poor rural areas on a
daily basis, even during rainy seasons that made
travel much more difficult. Given the remote and
dispersed customer base, they also had to be able to
operate with little direct supervision.
Employees were motivated in part by compensation
that fit with the needs of the company and the
customer base. The Soluz operations used a
combination of base salary and incentives, with the
incentives focused on factors such as collections,
collection rates, new rental installations, and sales.

Their experiences show that those incentives must
be balanced, that imbalances introduce distortions
into the local market such as:

•

Forcing removal of a system for non-payment
when a negotiated settlement could have
helped the operation retain a valued customer
(driven by high collection-rate targets)
• Compelling a customer toward the rental
offering when a purchase would have been
more appropriate (driven by incentives tied to
rental customer figures)
• Leading a customer toward a larger (or smaller)
system than suited his/her needs and ability to
pay (driven by local product availability)
Such distortions hurt profitability and reduce
goodwill.

While each operation’s infrastructure built on PV
offerings provides technical and financial capacity
for marketing other technologies to the same or
complementary customer bases, Soluz attempts at
introducing other products have had limited results
under the prevailing circumstances. Soluz
Dominicana test-marketed small wind systems in
the late 1990s, but found the wind resource too
inconsistent to provide reliable, year-round service.
Soluz Honduras proposed to pilot selling bottled
gas (LPG) in its existing markets in 2002, reaching
poorer customers by offering it in small quantities,
but found itself stymied by government price caps
on LPG that made it not viable to scale down the
product offerings to meet its customers’ needs.
More promisingly, Soluz Honduras has recently
begun offering solar water heaters.
Capital – Soluz’s experiences offer a range of
lessons about the capital needs of rural energy
SMEs. They suggest that REDCOs requiring
significant investments in consumer financing or
rental assets, in the absence of third-party credit
options, cannot be financed on enterprise finance
alone under prevailing models. The high
transaction costs, long transaction times, and high
opportunity costs of dealing with examples of the
SVF Model, in particular, significantly impeded the
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progress of the operations, even though they
generally resulted in much-needed investments.
The experiences also suggest a need for two types
of capital: working capital for the enterprise (threeto five-year) and asset finance (six- to 10-year for
the energy products) to compensate for the lack of
third-party consumer finance. For PV rental Soluz
was able to structure several small ($100,000$150,000) special debt transactions in US dollars
with the PV systems as collateral. No source of
standardized, low-cost, and long-term (10- to 15year) financing emerged for PV rental assets,
however.

decapitalize, to reduce employment by 60 percent,
as staff and Microcenters became “redundant,” and
to shift toward a predominantly cash market, away
from lower-income customers.
The Soluz experiences also show the risk in
accepting dollar-denominated loans for local
currency-generating operations, as the operations
struggled to adjust pricing to match devaluation.

Soluz found that the most complicated area of
financing for a developer of innovative business
approaches and operations for addressing rural
energy was likely the contract funding to cover
innovation and capacity building for serving
increasingly poorer customers in difficult
environments. The cash flow from the rural poor
was inadequate to fund the necessary
developmental aspects of its efforts to reach much
poorer populations, but Soluz found it very difficult
to attract development funds as a for-profit
company. The SVF Model did not support the
notion of appreciable levels of innovation funding
flowing to the companies themselves.

The Future
The Soluz operations, while far from unqualified
financial successes, have served as strong examples
of the potential for broadening markets for rural
DCE technologies with a range of microfinance
approaches and a strong focus on the market.

Soluz itself provided fuel for the SVF Model under
which it sought investment. It promoted—and still
promotes—the commercial nature of such
operations, and the profit potential for investors,
while arguing against large equipment subsidies for
rural energy systems. But it identified early on the
need for the $1 million in cost-share funding
specifically to support model development and
innovation, leveraging the proposed $5 million in
equity and debt investments. Even when unable to
secure those funds, however, Soluz continued. It
also bent to the desire of investors to see a more
“purely commercial” success story in providing
DCE services in rural areas, accepting private
investment with expected annual U.S.-dollar returns
of up to more than 20 percent.
For Soluz Honduras, in dealing with lenders who
used a “triple bottom line”—financial, social, and
environmental—the predominance of the financial
focus became evident in the 2005 restructuring
agreement. In forcing a liquidation of the
operation’s rental assets to recover their money, the
lenders caused the company to substantially

Soluz Dominicana’s future depends in part on the
actions of the national government and in part on
the global PV module supply situation. The
government in 2005 announced a 10,000-household
PV project with little or no cost recovery. While
that project does not seem to be advancing rapidly
and has become the subject of a corruption
investigation, it remains an important force in the
market, hindering Soluz’s sales and rentals. 100 The
operation is maintaining its rental portfolio at 600
customers and selling off surplus rental assets. Its
continued sales activity will depend on being able to
procure new PV modules at reasonable prices even
given the global module shortage.
TPF
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100 While the rental offerings might seem attractive given
the uncertainty of the government project, some
customers fear being excluded from the subsidized
offerings if they already have service from Soluz.
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Soluz Honduras’s position is much stronger. Its
2005 revenues were 80 percent above those of the
prior year. While revenues (and profits) have been
boosted by the sales of the PV rental assets under
the restructuring agreement with its lenders, the
operation has also sold significant amounts of new
equipment as available. Much of the operation’s
growth and success stems from the strength of its
management, particularly its dynamic General
Manager, Loyda Alonso. With the restructuring
and liquidation of the rental assets nearly complete,
Soluz Honduras’s continued prosperity will depend
on the availability of products and on the
conditions of the environment.

PV markets that the operation has spent years
developing.
Soluz has proposed an indoor-outdoor structure for
helping the government to engage existing capacity
(including Soluz’s) and apply subsidies well. Such a
structure would target government subsidies to
system components such as wiring and lighting to
reduce the distorting effects of those subsidies
while increasing affordability. It would leave
selection of the power components or energy
supply (from a mini-grid, for example) to the
market, with customers, suppliers, and financiers
jointly selecting technologies and financial
offerings. 101
TPF
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Overall, Soluz Dominicana and Soluz Honduras
have provided strong proof of the ability of rural
energy micro-rental in conjunction with cash and
credit sales to expand the reach of commercial,
market-based efforts largely in the absence of rural
micro-credit. The significant rental experiences
reveal the willingness of people to pay for such
services, the ability of an operation to collect
payment, and the ability to remove and re-deploy
systems under such offerings, particularly where
they have served as pre-electrification. The
experiences of the Soluz operations also point to
the importance of the full range of elements,
including enabling environments, of access to
appropriate enterprise finance, and of funding for
innovation and capacity building.
The largest factor in the near-term policy
environment for Soluz Honduras is the World
Bank-backed rural infrastructure project slated to
begin in 2006. The operation is well positioned to
participate in that project, though less well
positioned than when it had the more substantial
retail infrastructure associated with its rental
offerings. The government’s involvement may
reduce risks for Soluz Honduras through the public
support of SME-led DCE-based energy service, the
consumer subsidies may increase affordability, and
the focus on MFIs may dramatically increase thirdparty PV consumer microfinance. The program
may also allow the operation to again reach lowerincome markets. The program may also, however,
limit Soluz Honduras’s service offerings, given the
project design’s likely focus on micro-credit,
involve high sales costs or transaction times for
getting access to the subsidies, and distort the rural
101
TP
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II-C. The REDCO Alliance
Author: John Rogers

The experiences of REDCO Alliance members
with a range of markets and business models offer
important additional insights into rural energy scaleup. The Alliance, a network of independent rural
energy delivery companies, emerged in mid-2005 in
conjunction with this study’s research into the state
of rural energy delivery through the private sector.
The initial members included a dozen enterprises
from Africa, Asia, and Latin America working with
a broad array of business approaches in a wide
variety of market environments and ranging from
recent but well-positioned enterprises to REDCOs
with over two decades of rural energy delivery
experience.
This section includes information to provide
context for references in Section I to the
experiences of different REDCO Alliance
members, and context for some of the study’s
conclusions. It includes brief profiles of the SMEs
in the Alliance, information on the history of the
group and its impacts, and results from a 2005
survey on a range of issues involving rural energy
SMEs.
REDCO Alliance Founding Members

common statement, presented at the Village Power
Conference in Washington, D.C. that month,
discussed the costs of capital-raising and
innovation, and risk-sharing. It also presented the
idea that such a grouping of companies could
“present an experienced and credible voice, given
our past and current contributions to rural energy
service delivery,” for enhancing energy delivery in
rural areas. 102
TPF
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The 2005 meeting, the “South-South REDCO
Exchange” in June in Karnataka, India, looked to
engage more companies more deeply in the types of
discussions begun in the year-2000 meeting, to
explore those issues and to consider options for
collective action. Organized by Soluz and SELCO
and hosted by SELCO, the meeting brought
together representatives of 12 companies from
three continents to discuss private-sector rural
energy delivery. 103 The participants exchanged
experiences and explored strategies for supporting
rural energy efforts, including addressing key
barriers of financing for the companies and their
clients, and supporting innovations to serve the
rural poor. The Exchange also included
participation by representatives of microfinance
institutions and an Indian manufacturer of DCE
technologies.
TPF

SELCO
India

Soluz Dominicana
Dominican Republic

Lotus Energy
Nepal
Grameen Shakti
Bangladesh

AFRISOL
Morocco

Soluz Honduras
Honduras
TECNOSOL
Nicaragua

INCAFEX
Uganda

ENERSOL
Bolivia

Solar Electric
Philippines
Zara Solar
Tanzania

RAPS
South Africa

After several days of interaction, the attendees
elected to join formally in a “REDCO Alliance,”
for mutual support and joint rural energy initiatives.
By the 2005 meeting, the 12 companies represented
in the Exchange combined had been responsible
for installations, primarily PV, in over 160,000
households and small businesses, and service to

History and Impacts
The REDCO Alliance emerged from a meeting
convened in 2005 as part of the Innovation in Rural
Energy Delivery study project, based on an earlier,
smaller gathering of rural energy SMEs. In
December 2000, four companies—Soluz, SELCO,
RAPS, and Grameen Shakti—met to talk about
common issues and challenges. The group’s

FPT

Barua, et al. 2000
Participants were chosen by the Soluz and SELCO
members of the Innovation study team.
102
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over 1,000,000 beneficiaries, while providing
employment for over 1,700 people. At the
REDCO Exchange, the enterprises agreed on
targeting a primary goal of reaching a combined
750,000 rural customers with energy services by
2010, and on supporting a range of initiatives to
broaden access to energy.

to SELCO India, Soluz Dominicana, and Soluz
Honduras, the SMEs in the Alliance include: 104
TPF

Afrisol (Morocco) – Afrisol S.A. is a Moroccan
company established in 1988 by German Jürgen
Gehr. Afrisol originally targeted higher-income
markets, and became the first company in Africa to
sell AC PV systems on a large scale, installing
thousands of systems beginning in the late 1980s.
The company soon expanded its focus to cover a
range of clients, including lower-income rural
customers. By the mid-1990s, Afrisol was the
largest distributor of PV modules from Solarex,
itself at the time the world’s second largest PV
manufacturer. The company has also been
involved in energy systems for applications such as
rural telephony, telecommunications, and health
posts, and has installed over 25,000 systems. More
recently, Afrisol has faced a policy environment for
rural DCE technologies dominated by large tenders
from Morocco’s government-owned electric utility
for PV systems, service, and maintenance based on
long-term financing. To better position itself for
such tenders, Afrisol attracted a local investor (the
Groupe Benjelloun) in 1999 and an international
investor/partner (REC holding) in 2002. Afrisol
also developed technical approaches, such as a fully
integrated “plug-and-play” PV system with
prepayment and data collection, for large-scale rural
electrification service. In 2002, Afrisol also
attracted PVMTI’s first project in Morocco, a $1
million loan to a local bank affiliate to finance
Afrisol’s PV customers. Still, the winner-take-all
structure of the tenders has been very detrimental
to the continued rational development of the
Moroccan rural energy market. The majority of the
bids, covering over 100,000 households, have gone
to international companies offering prices below
costs (including Afrisol’s), mostly due to
underestimating those costs. 105 Afrisol has
responded in part by diversifying into other
technologies and other regional markets and
offering engineering services. 106

REDCO Alliance Customers

Accomplishments and target, in ‘000s of households/enterprises

2005 Actual

2010 Target

0

250,000

500,000

750,000

Customers

Source: REDCO Alliance

For the necessary acceleration in reaching the
unserved, the members chose several initial areas of
focus. The most prominent of those was
innovation funding, followed by company finance,
customer finance, and enabling environments, plus
business development services/advice between
members.
REDCO Alliance Focus Areas
REDCO Alliance member votes for each area as a possible focus of
Alliance efforts
12

Member votes

1 Innovation funding
2 Enterprise finance
3 Internal bus. development services
4 Consumer finance
5 Enabling environments
6 Other

TPF
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Profiles
The members of the REDCO Alliance were chosen
based on their histories, their accomplishments,
their commitment and innovative approaches to
rural markets, and geographic diversity. In addition

104 This section draws extensively on presentations by
each entrepreneur during the June 2005 REDCO
Exchange.
105 BP Solar, which won a tender, has since largely
withdrawn from the country (Brand 2006).
106 Afrisol now offers an “active house” integrating PV
and solar thermal technologies and targeting southern
Mediterranean countries.
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Enersol
(Bolivia) –
Since its
launch in the
early 1980s
by local
entrepreneur
Eduardo
Lozada,
Enersol, S.A.
has sold approximately 20,000 PV systems, making
it one of the most accomplished PV SMEs in Latin
America. Many of those systems have been
through cash sales, including cash-and-carry, selfinstall PV kits for reaching more dispersed
customers; others have involved credit from thirdparty financing sources. The company has also
served government institutions. In recent years
Enersol’s rural markets have been damaged by
donated systems and subsidized projects.
Prominent in the rural energy scene now is a World
Bank-backed project, launched in 2005, initially
targeting 15,000 systems in select areas of the
country with a combination of subsidies and
consumer financing. After fueling its growth
primarily with bank debt and retained earnings,
Enersol in 2003 attracted one of Solar
Development Capital’s few investments, $200,000
in equity. Even so, it was severely limited in its
ability to bid on the “medium-term service
contracts” proposed by the World Bank-supported
project because of the equity requirements imposed
by the project ($200 per system for bids). For
greater stability for the company and its
independent distributors, particularly in the face of
unpredictable PV markets, the company has
diversified in recent years. It has added various
additional product lines related to energy or energy
usage—solar water heaters, electrical materials,
parabolic antennas, and radio communication
equipment—and even consumer products such as
household paper goods.
Grameen Shakti (Bangladesh) – Grameen Shakti
is the sole non-profit organization in the REDCO
Alliance, under the leadership of Managing Director
Dipal Barua, a long-time manager of the
organization’s famous microfinance affiliate, the
Grameen Bank. Bangladesh has one of the world’s
largest unserved populations, with more than 100
million people without grid power and tens of
millions of households cooking with traditional
fuels. The main technology focus of Grameen

Shakti,
established in
1996 has been
small PV
systems and
householdlevel biogas
plants; it has
also installed
wind-diesel
hybrid systems. The organization sells PV systems
for cash or with multi-year financing, with down
payments of 15 to 25 percent. For reaching even
poorer customers, Grameen Shakti also offers
financing for replacement batteries and a “microutility” option, where an entrepreneur buys a
system with only 10 percent down and pays off the
balance (through interest-free weekly installments
over 42 months) by selling power to neighboring
shops. The organization promotes a range of
productive applications, including home-based
businesses such as cellular-based telephone services
through local women entrepreneurs. Grameen
Shakti operates through a network of over 150 field
offices around the country. The operation has been
funded by a low-interest loan of $750,000 from the
IFC’s GEF-funded Small and Medium Enterprise
program in 1998 and other significant funding it
has been able to attract as a non-profit
organization, including USAID grants. 107 With that
funding and its own resources, the organization had
reached 55,000 rural households by early 2006,
serving 300,000 people, and was installing over
1,700 PV systems monthly. Grameen Shakti has
been responsible for over 60 percent of systems
installed with consumer financing under a World
Bank-supported project launched in 2003. The
organization is looking to apply similar financing
mechanisms to biogas system sales; it had built over
200 biogas plants in less than a year under a pilot
program, and was targeting 200,000 plants by 2010.
TPF
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Incafex Solar Systems Ltd. (Uganda) – ISSL
began around 1990 in response to the need for
energy in Ugandan cattle ranches for vaccine
refrigeration and other equipment. Uganda has a
substantial unserved population, with only five
percent of rural Uganda electrified by the national
grid. Under Managing Director Henry Nganwa, the

USAID granted the organization a total of $5.2
million in 2000 and 2005 (USAID 2005).
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focus of the enterprise is on the sale of PV systems
to end-user customers, non-governmental
organizations, and government agencies. In
addition to cash sales, ISSL has in some cases sold
systems on credit, with down payments of 50
percent and the balance paid in three monthly
installments. It also has experience with longerterm consumer financing, with two-year financing
from local savings and credit cooperatives. In total,
the company has installed some 6,000 systems.
ISSL is now participating in a World Banksupported project that targets 9,000 PV installations
through equipment subsidies, enabling policies, and
some pilot consumer finance efforts.
Lotus Energy (Nepal) – Lotus Energy was
launched in 1992 by two Americans, Adam
Friedensohn and J.R. (Jeevan) Goff, to bring
distributed clean energy technologies to Nepal,
where less than one quarter is connected to electric
grids. The company manufactures, sells, and
installs systems based on a variety of technologies,
with a focus on PV, and serves a range of
applications, including lighting, refrigeration, and
water pumping and purification. Customers include
lower-income rural clients, other private clients,
non-governmental organizations, government
agencies, and other PV companies, who buy system
components. Lotus Energy has over 100
employees in five regional offices, which serve a
network of franchise offices. It has the largest
market share among companies offering PV
systems in Nepal, having served some 20,000
customers. The local rural energy market for PV
and micro-hydro systems has been strongly shaped
since the late 1990s by heavy government subsidies,
mainly using Danish government funding. 108
Those small-PV-system subsidies have expanded
Lotus Energy’s reach in rural areas, but have also
created opportunities for over a dozen competitors
following the company’s example and have
distorted the market, making small PV system sales
heavily dependent on the subsidies, which are
erratic due to budget lapses. 109 The company also
faces an unstable political climate, with a recent
TPF
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Other countries such as Norway and Japan are
interested in assisting the solar subsidy program, while
the European Union is developing a subsidy program for
larger community-based solar systems.
109 Only two of the company’s competitors have, like
Lotus, received the Nepal government’s highest
certification for quality service and products.
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coup by the king, significant rebel activity, and large
popular protests. Lotus Energy has responded by
adapting its product lines to be competitive in the
evolving marketplace. The company has attracted
some $750,000 in equity from more than 20 private
investors from the U.S. and Europe, including
E+Co, and a $250,000 loan from the Triodos
Renewable Energy for Development Fund. 110
Lotus Energy was recently awarded ISO9001:2000
certification. It is also meeting the growing demand
for PV backup systems in response to electric-grid
outages. Its rural sales are also returning with the
recent stabilization of the political climate.
TPF
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RAPS (South Africa) – With considerable
experience in a largely free South African market,
and sales of over 5,000 systems, many of them
financed by the company, brothers Jurie and Marius
Willemse launched RAPS in 1998 in anticipation of
the government’s expected awarding of 50,000household concessions for PV-based service. 111
RAPS won one of the concessions in 1999 in a joint
venture with the Dutch utility NUON called NuRa.
NuRa built a rural sales and service capacity based
on company-owned service centers, called Energy
Stores, and a staff of 60. Through its eight Energy
Stores, the company offers PV systems for lighting
and other applications and bottled gas (LPG) for
cooking and refrigeration. The concession process
has been very rocky, however, because of the
government’s fluctuating commitment and
subsidies, which have also affected collections.
Despite the challenges in the implementation of the
concessions and subsidy scheme, however, NuRa is
serving over 12,000 customers, and is the most
TPF
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110 which includes the remnants of the Solar
Development Group (see Section II-D)
111 The prior sales were under the company name Sun
Electricity. (Barua, et al, 2000)
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successful of the concessions; it is also the largest
provider in the world of PV on a fee-for-service
basis. RAPS also has developed proprietary
technologies, particularly systems for PV
prepayment and monitoring used by NuRa and
other concessionaires. RAPS attracted support
from Solar Development Foundation to
commercialize some of that technology. It also
attracted several hundred thousand dollars in debt
and equity from E+Co.
Solar Electric Company (Philippines) – Solar
Electric Company Inc. is the oldest renewableenergy company in the Philippines, founded in
1976 by Filipino
Robert Lopez
Puckett. The
company has faced a
challenging market
environment in many
regards. The
geography of the
Philippines, with the
population spread
over thousands of
islands, presents
opportunities given
the difficulty of
serving markets with
conventional
approaches such as
grid extension, but
also challenges for rural energy delivery based on
DCE technologies. The county’s rural areas have
also been the target of many programs with low
levels of cost recovery, often backed by
international donors, which have made marketoriented business development very challenging.
Still, the company has reached some 3,000
customers, including through field offices
established in strategic locations in the country. A
World Bank-supported rural power project
targeting the installation of several thousand PV
systems with a combination of customer subsidies,
company subsidies, and third-party finance may
provide a framework for Solar Electric’s growth,
though the government has been slow to
implement that project. The company has targeted
a range of customer types, including high-end
customers, government projects, and donor-led
projects.

Tecnosol (Nicaragua) – Tecnosol was founded in
1995 by Vladimir Delagneau, an electrical engineer
who at the time worked for the national power
company. While primarily focused on PV sales,
Tecnosol also offers small wind and hydro systems.
The company operates from the capital and reaches
rural markets through six branch offices and 10
independent distributors around the country.
Tecnosol built its sales and service infrastructure
and provided short-term financing to its
distributors to expand their business with E+Co
loans totaling $300,000 in 2003 and 2004. The
company has sold some 7,000 systems to individual
clients and through donor projects. It is now
participating in a World Bank-supported project
launched in 2005, which targets the installation of
several thousand PV systems over five years in
isolated areas of the country with subsidies and
third-party consumer finance. The project is taking
time to ramp up. Tecnosol, however, was the first
company to qualify as a supplier under the project,
and has installed the vast majority of the systems to
date. It has also recently attracted a $700,000 loan
and grant package from the Inter-American
Development Bank to install 900 PV systems for
low-income clients with payment plans of up to 10
years.
Zara Solar Ltd. (Tanzania) – Zara Solar is a
recent spin-off of PV business activity begun in
2000 within an electrical/electronics supply
company, both founded by an established local
entrepreneur, Mohamedrafik Parpia. Zara Solar,
serving northern Tanzania, has operated in a market
largely free of distortions, in part because of the
tremendous national need, as in the Ugandan case
(only one percent of the rural population is
connected to the national grid). The company has
focused on marketing very small PV systems in the
absence of third-party consumer financing options
for its rural customers, and has managed to sell
over 1,000 systems with that approach. It is the
fourth or fifth largest PV company in the
country. 112 Zara Solar expects its market to expand
with financing for customers from local savings and
credit societies under a UNDP-supported
“Transformation of Rural PV Market” project,
which will also promote awareness of renewable
energy options and promote constructive policies.
The company has fueled its growth with $150,000
TPF
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in enterprise financing (loans) from E+Co,
including through the E+Co-operated AREED
program.

REDCO Alliance Financing Approaches

REDCO Alliance member mix of customer-financing approaches, by
enterprise
100%

Survey Results
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Rural Energy Activity – The members of the
REDCO Alliance are deeply involved in rural
energy, often to the exclusion of other activities.
Each of them has more than half of its revenues
coming from rural energy activities, over 80 percent
have more than 80 percent rural energy revenues,
and more than 60 percent are purely rural energy.
REDCO Alliance Rural Energy Activity

Portion of REDCO Alliance in each range for portion of revenues from
rural energy activities

50-79% rural

80-99% rural

Revenues

75%

Data from a survey of the SMEs done as part of
this study provided additional insight into various
aspects of the experiences of those enterprises: 113
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Technical Offerings – The technical offerings
have been less varied than the financial ones, but
have incorporated other technologies. While each
of the REDCOs has primarily served markets with
PV, several of them have used other technologies,
with small wind systems, hydro, solar thermal, or
other technologies representing 10 to 30 percent of
their systems.
Revenues – While all small and medium
enterprises, the companies represent a range of
revenue levels, from under $500,000 per year to
over $3 million.
REDCO Alliance Revenues

100% rural

Portion of REDCO Alliance in each range for total company revenues

Financial Offerings – Within that focus on rural
energy, the companies have used a wide variety of
financial offerings. They include pure cash
approaches, models based almost entirely on thirdparty credit, others using rental or fee-for-service,
and some involving consumer financing from the
company itself.

2005 survey; 100-percent survey response rate, with
less on some questions
TP

113

>$3M

$0.1-0.5M

$1-2M
$0.5-1M

Profitability – The experiences also vary in terms
of the company profitability, though few had profit
margins to match the risks of rural energy delivery.
While the data from the most recent year exhibited
some increase in the number of solidly profitable
companies, over 80 percent of the companies were

PT
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not profitable or only marginally profitable for one
or more of the years.
REDCO Alliance Profitability

Portion of REDCO Alliance in each range for profitability

2002
>10%
< 0%

5-10%
0-5%

2003
>10%
< 0%

projects, involving bilateral development agencies,
United Nations entities, or the World Bank. The
perceptions of those experiences varied by
company and over time, with some reporting
largely favorable initial experiences but later
problems. On the whole, they rated more
experiences as having had “negative” or “very
negative” effects on their companies than
“positive,” and none as having been “very
positive.”
Transaction Costs and Times – The reported
transaction times and costs in engaging enterprise
finance, generally from subsidized venture funds,
were significant in most cases. Two-thirds of the
companies reported transactions taking over two
years, and a similar number reported transactions
costing 10 to 20 percent of the investment (where
investment resulted).

5-10%
0-5%

REDCO Alliance Transaction Costs

Portion of REDCO Alliance reporting particular transaction times (top)
and costs (bottom, as percentage of investment amount)

2004

Transaction Times
< 0%

>10%

5-10%

>3 yrs

<1 yr
1-2 yrs

0-5%

2-3 yrs

Challenges – The enterprises found significant
common issues in terms of the challenges they
faced, but ranked them differently in terms of
importance.

Transaction Costs
<5%
5-10%

REDCO Alliance Challenges

Portion of REDCO Alliance ranking each challenge as no. 1 or 2

Equipment
supply
Innovation
funding

Consumer/
asset finance

Policy

Enterprise
finance

Large-Scale Projects – Three quarters of the
SMEs reported experiences with large-scale

10-20%

Subsidy Interventions – Given the widespread
experience with large-scale projects, and
disappointment with the results, the survey also
asked the REDCOs what subsidy interventions
they would have believed most useful under such
projects. The largest block supported subsidies
channeled to the companies, though others favored
subsidies on the equipment or the interest rates for
consumer financing. In the case of company
subsidies, the enterprises supported a range of
applications, with support for training and capacity
building as the largest.
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REDCO Alliance Proposed Subsidy
Interventions
Portion of REDCO Alliance ranking as most useful possible subsidy
interventions (top) or applications of company subsidies (bottom)
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II-D. The SVF Model: Solar Development Group
Author: Philip Covell

The experiences of the Solar Development Group
show the relative successes of two different
approaches to investing in accelerating DCE-based
services to rural areas of developing countries.
SDG was a leading effort for supporting the scaleup of rural energy services in developing countries
by focusing on local rural energy SMEs. SDG
provided business services and financing to
accelerate the development of PV and other
renewable energy enterprises for rural areas in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America from 1999 to 2004.

Research for SDG’s founding investors, led by the
World Bank Group, concluded in 1997 that PV
could plausibly serve approximately 10 percent of
the unelectrified population of nine major
developing nations in the medium term. 114
TPF

If an investment fund focused on expanding energy
access through solar energy could yield positive
returns for investors, SDG’s proponents believed,
more investment would flow to the sector, enabling
a significant portion of the world’s population to
obtain modern electrical services in an
environmentally friendly manner.

This section examines SDG’s efforts, its successes,
and its failures, and offers a clearer understanding
of how far the “rural electrification” segment of the
PV market can be pushed on commercial or quasicommercial terms under the SVF Model.

Structure
SDG consisted of two related entities working
toward a common goal under the same
management team. Solar Development Capital was
a 10-year private equity fund. SDC attracted nearly
$29 million in private and public capital and offered
an overall target return to shareholders of nine
percent. It began operations in 2001.

Background
In the mid-1990s, several rural energy SMEs, such
as Grameen Shakti, RAPS, SELCO, and Soluz,
were growing with private investment and
innovative consumer-financing arrangements,
satisfying pent-up demand for electricity in rural
areas. They appeared to have significant growth
potential given the sheer size of the unelectrified
populations, and seemed likely to benefit from
more favorable energy policies given public
pressures to electrify rural areas and lower carbon
emissions. In addition, large industry players such
as Shell and BP made public their intentions to
expand their activities in this sector.

A separate but related non-profit organization,
Solar Development Foundation, provided technical
assistance and soft seed capital to PV companies. It
also defrayed some of SDC’s investment
transaction costs with grants for the fund’s
management, in response to the perceived costs of
investing in enterprises providing rural energy
services with high social value. SDF had $13.4
million in grants from several major donors,
including the World Bank, the Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and the
Swiss Secretariat of Economic Affairs. 115 It was
launched in 2000.
TPF

Because these and other companies offered PV
systems on financial terms that rural people could
afford, it appeared that a transformation in the
industry was on the horizon. The key was to
achieve scale. Financing PV systems for even a
small fraction of the world’s unelectrified
population would require massive investment—
more than governments could ultimately provide.
The idea emerged of using scarce public and
charitable funding to leverage the power of private
capital markets to finance the delivery of rural
energy services.

FPT

FPT

To manage both parts of SDG, the founding
investors and donors selected a consortium
consisting of the Triodos Bank Group,
Environmental Enterprises Assistance Fund, and

Coopers and Lybrand 1997
The other donors included the Joyce Mertz-Gilmore
Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, Cordaid,
Stichting Triodos Fonds, and the MacArthur Foundation
(through a grant to one of SDG’s non-profit managers
for investment in SDC).
114
TP

PT
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•

Global Transition Consulting (a subsidiary of Soluz,
Inc.).

Few industry norms for quality operations,
service, technical specifications, or business
approaches 118
Though cognizant of these barriers, proponents of
SDG believed the renewable energy markets in
remote communities were poised for a transition.
Three observations supported this assertion:
TPF

Guiding Assumptions
The SDG concept was built on a number of
assumptions that shaped its approach to the energy
access issue. SDG estimated (correctly) that there
were at least 400 PV enterprises in its target
markets, and (optimistically) that at least 15 of
them, plus eight local financial institutions, would
be capable of absorbing multiples of $1 million in
commercial capital over five years. 116
TPF

•

Several companies were developing business
strategies to scale up PV sales with innovative
consumer-financing approaches.
• Several national efforts were underway to
create an enabling environment for distributed
clean energy services.
• Several multinational corporations such as Shell,
BP, and Electricité de France were seeking to
increase their presence in rural PV markets.
SDG believed that it could help companies achieve
greater volume by offering three basic products:

FPT

However, SDG’s founders recognized that stiff
challenges awaited anyone seeking to significantly
expand PV operations in developing countries. In
its pre-launch program description, SDF stated that:
Profits in the overall PV industry, if any, are
typically thin at the manufacturing and
distribution levels, and most retail volumes are
small. This highly developmental market is
comprised of a group of determined and
capable entrepreneurs, some of whom require
only a small amount of outside expertise or
capital in order to reach break-even or
profitability in their operations. Still more
companies exist in a less advanced stage. This
group of companies represents a sector that is
generally still in a pre-investment phase. 117
TPF

•

FPT

Know-how supplied by consultants with
experience in rural energy products and
services
• Soft loans and grants to assist with market studies,
pilot projects, and similar efforts by companies
to generate their own know-how
• Capital, mainly in the form of equity from SDC,
but also through commercial loans where
appropriate
SDG started with the premise that the rural energy
sector could be jump-started by accelerating the
pace and reducing the costs of learning by local
enterprises. With sharper marketing and focused
investment in proven distribution and consumer
finance techniques, companies would achieve
greater volume while maintaining a low cost
structure. SDG’s client companies would therefore
become attractive acquisition targets for the
multinationals. Then, as part of larger firms, they
would have additional financial and political clout
to further transform the market. It was a bold plan.

SDG viewed the barriers to PV expansion primarily
as “market failures” that could be corrected
through investment and technical assistance—
resources that SDG proposed to offer. In 1999,
SDG described the barriers as:
•

Poor understanding or awareness of PV
technology by entrepreneurs and consumers
Lack of credit infrastructure at banks and small
businesses to manage up-front costs for the
target (low-income) consumers
Poor rural servicing and maintenance capacity
Weak rural distribution networks

•
•
•

FPT

Results

The original design for SDG, then called the Solar
Development Corporation, developed by E+Co, even
more optimistically proposed $953 million in
investments, targeting up to 17 percent rates of return
(E+Co 1997)
117 Triodos PV Partners 1999
116

One part of the SDG’s bold plan bore fruit, while
the other languished.
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SDF Experience

SDF Investee Enterprises

SDF managed to place a significant portion of the
resources it had targeted for enterprises. In its four
years of operations, SDF committed $3.5 million
for 63 projects. These benefited a total of 54
companies and market development initiatives in 24
African, Asian, and Latin American countries.

Other

Finance

NGO

Typical SDF funding packages combined:
Manufacturer

•

Loans – up to 4 years at interest rates of zero
to 12 percent (in U.S. dollars or local currency).
Loans were sometimes conditional, with
repayment tied to the company’s success at
attracting scale-up capital, or convertible to
equity.
• Loan Guarantees – occasionally provided,
rather than direct loans, to facilitate local bank
lending.
• Grants
SDF’s support for companies also included projectoriented analysis, technical assistance and advisory
services provided by SDG staff, which amounted to
another $3.7 million.

Not all loans and grants were disbursed as cash. As
part of its cost recovery strategy, SDF attempted to
charge for some of the advisory services provided
by consultants to its clients by building the cost of
those services into the value of the loans. 119
TPF

Contigency

Enabling Environments – A very small portion
of SDF resources—about $230,000—went to
projects that facilitated enabling environments. The
reasons for this small contribution were that SDG
believed that other organizations such as the World
Bank were in a much stronger position to focus on
this element, and SDG did not have sufficient
resources to do it justice. Projects with enabling
environment components included a fee-for-service
enterprise that recognized a need for political buyin and policy coordination for the concept and
several projects intended to assist PV and solar
thermal enterprises.

Grants

Consumer Finance – Nearly 40 percent of SDF
projects, with total SDF funding of about $1.4
million, supported consumer-finance activities.
Five projects totaling about $500,000 directly
involved microfinance institutions. SDF’s support
to MFIs was intended to leverage additional
financing through guarantee facilities and capacity
building. The remaining consumer-finance efforts
were undertaken by the enterprises themselves in
the absence of finance institutions with suitable
products for remote rural energy clients.

Loans

SDF followed a strategy of investing primarily in
retail distribution, believing:
•

•
•

FPT

SDF supported efforts involving each of the four
elements identified in this study:

SDF Investment Instruments

Loan
Guarantees

Distributor

The challenges related to retail marketing and
consumer financing are more difficult to
overcome than those of manufacturing and
wholesale distribution,
Retail operations more directly transmit the
benefits of electrical service to rural people, and
Stimulating demand at the retail level would
benefit the entire industry.

119
TP
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This strategy was generally not successful.
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Sample SDF Projects

•

Village Energia Ambiental, Brazil – An SDF loan allowed this renewable energy company to buy and sell eight PVpowered irrigation systems to small farmers in 2003 to boost production of crops such as corn and cassava, payable
over several harvests. Access to credit reduced the up-front financial hurdle of purchasing the system.
Klaxon, Kenya – A loan from SDF allowed this hire-purchase retailer to sell complete, appropriately sized,
preconfigured solar kits on credit. Before that loan, the equipment purchased by consumers was usually not correctly
sized, as cost was a major consideration. That led consumers to have a poor experience with solar energy.
Groupement Serma, Senegal – SDF co-financed SERMA in 2002 to study household needs for energy products in
the Casamance region, and to evaluate their ability to pay. The company focused its pilot market on two medium to
large solar home systems and identified potential buyers of larger solar pumping systems to provide drinking water in
remote areas.
Khmer Solar, Cambodia – Khmer Solar had a strong customer base in the NGO community and telecom sector in
Cambodia, having installed over 500 PV systems of varied size all over Cambodia. A loan from SDF allowed the
company to start operations and offer credit in rural areas of the country.
Bank Rakyat Indonesia and PT Mambruk Energy International, Indonesia – SDF supported the implementation
of a guarantee scheme with Bank Rakyat Indonesia (“BRI”), the largest and perhaps the most successful MFI in the
world, to initiate a program of consumer loans for small PV systems.

•
•

•
•

Enterprise Finance – SDF did not originally
anticipate financing the working capital needs of
many companies, reasoning that working capital
requirements could be met by SDC. However,
because many clients were too small to absorb
SDC’s minimum loan size of $100,000 or had
insufficient track record to qualify for SDC
financing, SDF routinely provided working-capital
loans. Working capital figured prominently in
relationships with 32 enterprises that received total
commitments of over $2.7 million from SDF.
Frequently, working capital complemented or was a
needed ingredient for other interventions, such as
to pilot a new rural product or service, or to open
branch offices. SDF was prepared to share project
risks that no commercial lender would accept, with
forgiveness clauses were written into loan contracts
that called for the debt to be written off if project
interventions were not successful. Recovery rates
on SDF assistance to enterprises were about what
SDF originally projected – around 50 percent.
Innovation Funding – SDF’s support for
innovation and capacity building was its best
contribution to the sector. As one of SDF’s main
goals was to prepare clients for investment by SDC,
nearly every client relationship was built on the
notion of capacity building. Examples of
innovation and capacity building financed by SDF
included:
•

Technical training

•
•

Market research (for small wind as well as PV)
Pilots or pilot marketing of smaller PV systems
to reach poorer customers, controllers and
system-monitoring equipment, battery charging
stations, solar ovens
• Viability assessments for milk refrigeration and
poultry incubators
• Small-scale roll-outs of consumer-financing
schemes, featuring term credit, hire-purchase,
fee-for-service, and other modalities
• Technical evaluations
• Development of new branch offices
• High-level coordination between MFIs and
renewable energy equipment suppliers
Rather than simply waiting for funding proposals,
SDG investment officers worked diligently with
prospective clients to help them prepare solid
financing proposals. In many cases, SDG actively
sought out and encouraged promising enterprises to
enter the rural PV market.
SDF developed a consumer-financing handbook
with several assessment and modeling tools for use
by SDG clients. One user of these tools, Sunlabob,
subsequently won one of the World Bank’s
prestigious Development Marketplace awards for
its PV fee-for-service operation in Laos.
While SDF’s goal of preparing projects for SDC
investment helped keep its efforts focused on
activities that had commercial value, it occasionally
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had the unfortunate side effect of limiting support
for some otherwise meritorious projects. For
example, some promising enterprises (such as
village micro-hydro developers) were passed over
for SDF consideration because they would not
qualify for investment from SDC, with its exclusive
focus on PV.

•

considered SDF’s intervention to have hurt
profitability in the short run, but expected
positive long-term impact.
Ninety-four percent reported improvements in
operations, service, and/or quality, with 83
percent considering SDG helpful.
Seventy-two percent reported improvements in
their own management capacity, with 83
percent crediting SDG with at least some of
that improvement.

•

SDC’s Failure
Despite SDF’s success in supporting a range of
enterprises, few of them “graduated” to SDC
investment. SDC aimed to make about 27
investments of $350,000 to $2 million in PV
companies and local financial institutions during an
initial five-year investment period. In the end,
however, SDC was able to approve only four
investments: two in Indonesia, one in Kenya, and
one in Bolivia. Of the $1.4 million in
commitments, it disbursed only $650,000 before
ceasing operations late in 2003. It was formally
dissolved early in 2004.

SDG Enterprise-Client Perspectives

Portion of companies reporting improvements in each area during the course
of their relationships with SDG (top) and as a result of their SDF-funded
projects (bottom)
Revenues
Profits
Access to Financing
Ops./Service/Quality
Management
0%

Positive Impacts
Despite SDC’s lack of traction, SDG registered
measurable impact in at least four critical areas,
mainly due to the success of SDF:

50%

Do not know

75%

100%

75%

100%

No

Revenues
Profits
Access to Financing

•

The market for off-grid energy products and
services in developing countries,
• The amount or kinds of capital available to
companies and end users in this sector,
• Greenhouse-gas emissions, and
• The net economic welfare of disadvantaged
people in areas served by SDG’s client
companies.
The experiences with the first two of these areas
bear most strongly on the question of scaling up
energy access:
Changes in the Market – Companies generally
rated their experience with SDG quite favorably: 120
TPF

•

Ops./Service/Quality
Management
0%

120
PT

SDG survey; results from 18 responses, 2004

25%

Helpful

50%

Unimportant

Harmful

Source: SDF survey, 2004

When asked about the overall impact of their SDFfunded project, 94 percent said it was positive or
very positive; none said it was negative.
Because SDG intended to measure its impact in
terms of the financial growth and performance of
its client companies, it did not set out originally to
determine its impact on the number of PV systems
installed in developing countries. However, data
collected in 2003 showed that eight SDG clients
sold or financed about 17,600 PV systems in
2002. 121

FPT

Eighty-three percent reported improvements in
revenue, with 94 percent rating SDG’s
involvement as positive.
Fifty percent reported improvements in
profitability, with 61 percent considered SDG’s
interventions to have helped; six percent

•

TP

25%

Yes

TPF

FPT

Changes in Capital Availability – Of SDG clients
surveyed, 44 percent reported improvements in

TP

121
PT

averaging about 45 watts each
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players with some economies of scale try to
price new companies out of the market. This
price competition makes margins thin. 122

access to capital, with 56 percent crediting SDG for
progress on that measure. While that is positive,
SDG projects obtained less co-investment than
originally expected, and the prospects for exit of
equity investments through trade sales to larger
companies were not high. For many clients, SDG
represented one of the only potential sources of capital
available. Two out of SDC’s three disbursed
investments were structured to self-liquidate
(provide the capital and returns) out of cash flow
generated by the projects themselves, as opposed to
cash from new financing or from selling all or part
of the company.

TPF

The very small gross profit margins give
entrepreneurs very little overhead with which to
build administrative structures for managing and
controlling widespread business operations.
The combination of unfavorable marginal costs of
sales and low prices effectively caps the volume that
most rural PV companies can achieve. The
challenge of controlling far-flung activities and the
dispersed market dictated that most companies in
the rural energy business be naturally small. The
belief that many of them could be scaled up
substantially without fundamental market changes,
some form of subsidy, or a different, broader
intervention approach was mistaken.

Lessons Learned
Many of SDG’s assumptions turned out to be
wrong. Although SDF was suitably flexible and risk
tolerant, and its capital accessible to enterprises in
the sector, very few of its clients moved on to SDC
financing. Companies did not scale up quickly
within enabling environments for decentralized
rural renewable energy services and get bought at a
premium by multinational corporations.

Humbled Giants – SDG assumed that large
multinationals would buy local market leaders, thus
providing an exit for its investments. This occurred
when Shell Renewables bought the Sri Lankan PV
market leader at that time. Elsewhere, however,
multinational firms preferred either to sell their
wares to local firms in arm’s length transactions, or
simply to set up shop next door to them and
compete head-on.

Scale – The problem starts with the issue of scale.
The willingness and ability to pay for PV systems in
rural areas is often impressive, but generally
insufficient to support massive supply efforts.
While manufacturers experience lower costs for
large increments of volume as they move along the
industrial learning curve, retail operations targeting
rural markets often face rising marginal sales costs;
each new level of market penetration takes them to
more remote areas, where potential customers often
have less disposable income. Consumer financing,
while effectively making the technology more
affordable, does not reduce the cost of reaching
remote areas. Financing enables greater economies
of scale through market penetration, but periodic
payment collections intensify the need to traverse
the long, bumpy, and sometimes dangerous rural
paths.

But even the “800-pound gorillas” of the industry
have been unable to crack the rural markets of
developing countries on a large scale. In South
Africa, Shell was challenged to generate
sales/installations quickly enough, and its collection
rates were dismal. In Bolivia, Shell’s publicly
supported relationship with the electric utility CRE,
expected to result in 10,000 installations, achieved
only about 4,000 before CRE began to lose interest
in the program. BP Solar landed significant
government contracts in the Philippines, Indonesia,
and elsewhere during SDG’s tenure, but had sales
limited to the defined period of the contract, with
very little by way of a permanent industry
established. Overall, these giants had little interest
in or budget for buying REDCOs. 123

Another characteristic of the market was pointed
out in an SDG annual review:
Price competition is high and difficult to
remove given the very low barriers to entering
the market. Any entrepreneur with as little as
$20,000 can purchase and sell a small number
of solar home systems. When markets are
easy to enter, new competitors typically seek to
undercut established rivals while existing

FPT

TPF

FPT

Culture Clash – SDG’s market know-how was
valuable for evaluating companies and investment
Solar Development Group 2003 (emphasis added)
de Renzy Martin 2001; Fiji Department of Energy
2003. Indeed, by early 2006, Shell was even in the
process of selling its few rural energy operations.
122
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opportunities, but it was somewhat under-utilized
as a means of helping to build local companies
through a program of business development
services (BDS). This phenomenon was due mainly
to the conflicting roles of managing both financing
and advisory operations. One issue was that BDS
sometimes became viewed by entrepreneurs as an
obstacle: something to be endured in order to get
SDC’s financing. But perhaps more significantly,
the team within SDG that managed investment
capital perceived legal, financial, and reputation
risks in providing too much or unsolicited
operational guidance to entrepreneurs. Business
development team members with ideas and market
experience to encourage and guide innovation often
were constrained to wait for local entrepreneurs to
submit business plans or to complete lengthy “todo” lists developed with SDG investment officers.

complain about how the project didn’t fulfill
expectations. Grants or contracts might have been
more appropriate mechanisms for risk-sharing.

Consumer Financing – Few MFI projects
succeeded because the volume of activity generated
in the market did not motivate MFI managers to
champion continued efforts. SDF’s only successful
MFI project was with SEEDS in Sri Lanka. The
SEEDS experience was positive largely because of
management commitment to financing solar electric
systems for rural people. It was already well
underway by the time SDF became involved. The
track record of enterprise-managed credit programs
was also somewhat disappointing.

The idea to establish SDC started in the mid 1990s,
amid a global phenomenon of small, risky start-up
companies in other sectors (mostly in the U.S. and
Europe) attracting significant amounts of capital
from private investors. Many development
professionals saw no reason that this model, or
elements of it, could not be applied to small, risky
start-up companies in developing markets. The IFC
was several years into a bold strategy to promote
private equity funds as a means of deepening capital
markets in developing countries. SDC was one of
many, many unsuccessful private equity funds
developed over that decade. But SDC, and
institutional private equity in general, was
particularly ill-suited to develop the rural renewable
energy industry at that time, given its:

On the whole, projects involving consumer finance
performed more poorly than others in SDF’s
portfolio, reflecting the greater challenge and higher
risk that consumer finance involves, though there
were several notable successes. SDG’s experiences
show that consumer finance requires very
competent, dedicated, and adaptable management.
It also helps to have a relatively vibrant cash sales
market to build upon.
Risk Sharing in Enterprise Finance – SDF
assumed that several of the innovations it financed
would not bear fruit. Markets might be slow to
develop, collection could be poor despite a client’s
best efforts, or macroeconomic crises could impede
loan payments. It shared risks through forgiveness
clauses in loan contracts. Many entrepreneurs
showed impressive determination to repay loans
despite disappointing project results. Others,
however, were perhaps too quick to take advantage
of such clauses. When it comes time to repay a
loan, forgiveness clauses can become invitations to

A Square Peg – Given the market weaknesses,
SDC’s capital was not ideally suited to the needs of
the market. Most companies do need equity, but
private equity is largely unknown to target
companies in the sector, and introducing venturecapital thinking to entrepreneurs in developing
countries is a long-term undertaking. Because local
PV companies are generally small and few other
investors are in the market, SDC could not make
large equity investments without assuming majority
control—something it was loathe to do. And
without significant amounts of equity, most rural
energy SMEs could not absorb large loans from
SDC or others.

•
•

•

•

Limited focus. SDC’s design called for it to
consider only PV deals.
High return expectations. Target returns for
individual equity deals were originally 20
percent. With a later focus on debt
transactions, the target return moderated to the
six- to eight-percent range, but fund managers
became more risk averse.
High minimum investments. Though
technically willing to go as low as $100,000, the
fund sought deals with a minimum investment
amount of $300,000.
Contentious board and investment
committee members. Members disagreed
about the level of legal protections the fund
should seek for its minority investments,
among other issues.
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Potential deals in the pipeline continued to inspire
SDG managers, including the author of this review,
but very few deals came to closure.

The Future

made in accelerating the delivery of rural energy
services if capacity building, rather than being
incidental to the investment function (through
SDF), had instead been its primary focus, to create
more profitable firms in the sector from which to
choose.

While Solar Development Capital struggled, the
products and services of Solar Development
Foundation were much more in line with the needs
of the market; SDF came much closer to meeting
its targets. On the whole, SDG showed that
supporting SMEs can be an effective means of
delivering the benefits of rural energy systems to
rural people with the right instruments. It also
showed that companies can become more effective
as they experiment and learn from new approaches
to serving rural clients. And it showed the
importance of innovation funding in dealing with
the many issues faced by SDG’s client companies.
The Solar Development Group experience
continues, with modifications. In April 2004, the
operations of SDF were acquired by Triodos
Renewable Energy for Development Fund. To
reduce costs, Triodos narrowed the geographic
focus to Asia and Africa. Triodos prefers to
support locally-managed funds, where it can invest
relatively large sums of money without having to
manage hundreds of SME relationships over long
distances. It broadened its scope to include gridtied as well as off-grid energy projects, but offered
relatively little if any business development support,
which is critical to SMEs in this sector. The tradeoffs made to earn investment returns unfortunately
make it more difficult to fund off-grid renewable
energy projects.
This raises a critical question: what source of
support is there today for enterprises around the
world with a passion for delivering energy services
to remote rural populations? Some enterprises are
fortunate to operate within the framework of wellfunctioning government or World Bank projects,
but these are few and far between. Even in the
grid-tied arena, the dearth of skilled project
developers still severely limits the opportunities
available to well-intentioned efforts like the Triodos
Renewable Energy for Development Fund.
Enterprise financing is needed, but there will always
be willing suppliers of capital to profitable firms
within enabling environments. Looking back, one
wonders what a larger difference SDG would have
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II-E. The SVF Model: AREED
Author: John Rogers

prospects and provide follow-up business support
services. It also sought to engage financial
institutions in the rural energy business sector and
enterprise co-financing, with the goal of
“leverag[ing] significant amounts of co-financing to
scale up both enterprise specific, and broader
program activities” from banks and donor
agencies. 125 AREED also worked to improve
policy environments for SME-based clean energy
services in the countries it targeted.

The African Rural Energy Enterprise Development
initiative (AREED) shows the possibilities and
challenges in combining enterprise finance and
enterprise development services to support local
businesses in addressing energy needs in markets
with very limited existing rural energy SME
capacity.

TPF

A program of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), AREED sought to increase
energy access in select markets by supporting the
development of “new sustainable energy
enterprises” using clean energy technologies and
energy efficiency. It proposed an approach “similar
to venture capital on a smaller scale and with
social/environmental ends” for backing enterprises
in five countries in East, West, and Southern Africa.
It looked to support “rural renewable energy
enterprises” with “integrated enterprise
development support to foster the creation of
bankable enterprises” and “early stage
environmental financing.” The projected outcome
was “three or four commercially sustainable
enterprises in each country (15-20 in total).” 124
TPF
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AREED, operated by UNEP, including through
the U.S.-based non-profit E+Co, was launched as a
three-year effort in 2000 with a $2.0 million grant
from the United Nations Foundation (UNF). It
received a $2.3 million follow-on UNF grant in
2001, and attracted some additional funding from
other sponsors.

Results
AREED’s most visible result is its investments. By
late 2005, the program had invested or approved
transactions accounting for more than the $1.75
million budgeted in “environmental venture funds”
from the UN Foundation, with $1.4 million
invested through 29 transactions and another
$400,000 approved for an additional eight
investments. 126 AREED invested in 26 enterprises
in its five target countries and provided business
development services to those and several others.
Including the approved investments, AREED
stood to serve double the number of enterprises
originally targeted. The investments, ranging from
$8,500 to almost $200,000, involved a variety of
clean energy technologies: LPG, energy efficiency,
PV, biomass, solar thermal, wind, and biofuels. 127

FPT

AREED Countries, Partners, and Participants

TPF

MFC

Others

ENDA

E+Co NJ
UNEP Paris
UCCEE Risoe
UN Foundation

KITE
TaTEDO

Countries
Senegal
Mali
Ghana
Tanzania
Zambia

CEEEZ

TPF

E+Co Africa

AREED has had several goals in addition to
supporting enterprises directly. The program
focused on building capacity to support energy
entrepreneurship in each market, working through
local NGO partners in each country to identify
“African rural energy…” n.d.; “Strengthening African
rural…” n.d.
124
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AREED used debt as its primary financial
instrument, with only one equity investment and
one bank guarantee in the portfolio. The heavy
reliance on debt reflected E+Co’s move more

Source: Sokona 2004
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“Strengthening African rural…” n.d.
plus $400,000 in co-financing through E+Co from
other sources (Singer 2006b)
127 AREED portfolio information from AREED 2005a
and AREED 2005b. Investments include loans, equity,
and one bank guarantee
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broadly during AREED’s early years away from
equity given the lack of attractiveness of outside
equity to small local businesses, and the difficulties
in recovering investments through earning returns
within a few years. Within the narrowing of
financial instruments, AREED “flexibly matched
[loans] to what the enterprise can handle,” with
interest rates varying from five to 12 percent in U.S.
dollars or CFA (West African franc) and terms
from eight months to over five years. 128
TPF

market. A 2004 working-capital loan of $100,000
(50 percent AREED) to Zara Solar, a rural PV sales
and service company (and REDCO Alliance
member) in northern Tanzania started recently by
an established local entrepreneur, fueled significant
growth by allowing the company to expand its
inventory and negotiate volume discounts. Those
enterprises and several others have been paying
their loans promptly. Repayments of principal and
interest by late 2005 totaled almost $500,000.

FPT

Despite its successes, however, the AREED
portfolio overall has faced difficulties. Excluding
2005 investments (whose performance was not yet
evident), the portfolio by late 2005 had 10
investments (42 percent) in trouble—in arrears, “in
work-out,” or in default, in some cases with legal
action pending—and another five deals (25 percent)
written off completely, including AREED’s sole
equity deal. One loan was repaid; eight others were
current. 131 Though evolution of the program’s
understanding of each market may improve those
prospects, others will face difficulties as the
portfolio ages; over half of the investments were
made in or after 2004.

AREED Investment Distribution
Distribution of investments by sector

Solar
Thermal

Wind

Biofuels

TPF

PV
Energy
Efficiency

LPG Stoves
LPG
Distribution

FPT

AREED Investment Performance

Source: Usher 2006b

Pre-2005 Investments, as of December 2005, by number of investments

AREED also invested heavily in developing the
many potential investee enterprises. The program
allocated almost $1.7 million to enterprise
development services, and reached over 300
businesses through 18 entrepreneur-training
workshops. The services included help with
business-plan development, management
structuring, and financial planning. 129
TPF

In Work-Out
8%
In Arrears
29%

Current
34%

FPT

A number of AREED’s loans have performed well,
with companies meeting their payment obligations.
A loan of $25,000 (plus $25,000 of non-AREED
money), for example, backed BETL, a Tanzanian
company collecting and supplying charcoal dust and
other scrap biomass as fuel for a local cementproduction operation in 2003, and led to a 140percent increase in its monthly sales. 130 AREED’s
largest investment, a $183,000 loan in 2003, went to
Sodigaz, an LPG distributor in Mali, to allow it to
double its supply capacity for serving the local
TPF

In Default
4%

Written-Off
21%

Repaid
(Originally
Written-Off)
4%

Note: As AREED’s riskier loans were generally smaller, the percentage
of investment dollars written off (rather than number of investments) was
considerably smaller (13%).
Source: AREED 2005b
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Usher 2006b; AREED 2005b
Singer 2006c; “African rural energy…” n.d.
130 Usher 2006b

The portfolio performance differed considerably by
country and sector. Investments in Ghana and Mali
largely had trouble performing, and virtually all of
the Zambian investments failed, for a variety of
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The repaid loan had been written-off, but was later
collected on.
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reasons. Results from Tanzania and Senegal were
considerably better, with both of Tanzania’s and
two of Senegal’s four pre-2005 loans performing.
LPG and PV investments performed much more
consistently than loans for energy efficiency,
biomass, or biofuels. 132
TPF

AREED was extended by one year by the original
funders, then continued with new funding. Several
thousand dollars of additional support from the
Swedish International Development Co-operation
Agency (SIDA) is covering some performancebased contracting of the local NGO partners for
on-going enterprise development services and deal
development for reinvesting cash from payments
on outstanding loans.

FPT

In terms of the efficiency of AREED as an
investment vehicle, enterprise capital accounted for
less than half of the program’s budget. With $1.8
million approved for loans and equity for
enterprises out of a program budget of almost $5
million (including re-investment of reflows), the
project’s efficiency ratios (investments vs. other
costs), at 1:1.6, were significantly below those in
UNEP’s very successful Indian Solar Loan
Programme. The India program, however, UNEP
explains, built on a much higher level of pre-project
market development, with service infrastructure
(SELCO and others) already in place. AREED
addressed markets much more in the “innovation
phase,” still in need of fundamental enterprise
capacity development. Even so, the program did
show progress with regard to those ratios. The
project allocated only $680,000 of the UN
Foundation’s first grant ($2 million) toward
enterprise capital, based on a paring-down of a
higher proposed budget to fit the amount approved
by UNF and on the program start-up costs. The
second round of UNF support, for $2.3 million,
allocated over $1 million to investment. Other
program expenses included the $1.7 million in
enterprise-development services and additional
resources for the program’s NGO capacity building
and policy-support work. 133
TPF

While the most overarching conclusion from
AREED’s management is that “SMEs are viable
means of expanding access to modern energy
services in rural and peri-urban Africa,” 134 less clear
is whether the SMEs can be financially viable in
serving rural areas with debt financing alone.
AREED demonstrated a potential to provide
investment and services, but showed the challenges
in rural energy enterprise development and
investment recovery. It showed that:
TPF

132 Wind and solar thermal investments were mixed or
too new to assess.
133 “Strengthening African rural…” n.d.; Usher 2006c

FPT

Rural energy enterprise finance is difficult. The
AREED experiences and the portfolio performance
show the challenges in deploying capital and, even
more, in recovering it. They also show the
difficulty in keeping a focus on serving the rural
unserved. In part that difficulty stemmed from the
challenges in supporting rural enterprises, rather
than urban enterprises serving rural energy needs.
AREED found that the “transaction cost of
providing business development assistance [and, by
extension, investment] to rural-based enterprises is
inherently greater than it is with urban-based
enterprises.” It also observed that “most rural
entrepreneurs do not readily meet investment
criteria.” 135

FPT

For addressing policy issues, AREED largely chose
countries where the fundamentals were already in
place: an ability for the program to operate locally,
to invest, and to get money out. While likely not
large enough to effect broad policy changes,
AREED did coincide with positive trends in
various markets, some likely as a result of the
AREED work. Those trends included a move
toward lower import duties on clean energy
components that reduced costs and policy changes
that changed price caps by allowing higher pricing
for LPG in rural areas than in urban areas, making
extending LPG service more viable.

TPF

FPT

As a result, most AREED investee companies were
urban and often had, at best, mixed targets (serving
urban and rural markets). LPG and energy
efficiency, for example, account for half of the
AREED portfolio. Both offer strong financial and
environmental benefits, including for climatechange mitigation, but are less likely than other
technologies to involve service in poor rural
households, as LPG is largely an urban cooking fuel
or used for transport, and energy efficiency implies
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Lessons Learned
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AREED 2004
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access to grid electricity. AREED’s focus on
established urban enterprises led one local NGO
partner to question whether such businesses could
provide the non-financial returns that the program
targeted, such as poverty alleviation, and whether
they really needed AREED-type help. The
AREED team suggested, as a mitigating factor,
that, even where customers were not rural, most of
their investments involved “moving people a rung
up the energy ladder.” 136
TPF

FPT

AREED responded to the challenges of investing
into the small enterprises in part with flexibility in
its terms, but tried to be sensitive to transaction
costs. While reiterating the importance of properly
evaluating prospective deals (the “due diligence”),
they warned against “falling into a situation where
due diligence deprives the venture of critical
funds.” 137
TPF

FPT

Despite its adjustments, however, AREED’s
investing took significant time, with some
investment funds remaining to be disbursed even in
late 2005, and, as discussed above, these
investments produced mixed results.
Follow-on investment is even more difficult.
An important AREED goal was to work with
financial institutions to get them to integrate rural
energy businesses into their lending portfolios. Of
the AREED companies, however, only one
succeeded in attracting parallel or follow-on
investments from a local commercial source.
AREED reported that its experience “has tempered
the initial expectations about attracting co-financing
from mainstream financial institutions,” though it
still suggested that such co-financing was
“probable” in the long term. 138
TPF

FPT

Working through local NGOs added
complexity, cost, and, possibly, sustainability.
While experiences varied by country, linking with
NGO partners added considerable expense and
complexity overall. The program managers believe
that it would have been cheaper for E+Co itself to
perform the functions that the project design
assigned to the in-country partners. In part the
difficulties stemmed from differences in culture.
The program, E+Co says, “evidenced the

Russell 2004; Singer 2005
137 AREED 2004
138 Ibid.
136
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PT

complication of trying to integrate a business-like
approach into a policy-oriented NGO;” one lesson
learned is that “[t]rying to turn a
development/policy-focused organization into a
business assistance provider/fund manager does
not usually work.” The AREED experiences also
suggested that not enough business could be
generated at the country level in some markets to
justify local “E+Co clones” as originally proposed;
even retaining project officers within the partner
NGOs was difficult. Still, some suggest, the
approach did build on-the-ground capacity in a way
that a direct, E+Co-only strategy would not have.
The move to performance-based contracts with the
SIDA funding appeared to be improving the cost
and focus issues. 139
TPF

FPT

Enterprise development services must add
value. Business services were a key component of
AREED’s activities, as they were in the case of the
Solar Development Foundation. But just as in the
SDF case, those services were not always valued.
“Entrepreneurs,” one AREED review concluded,
“see the time invested as a regrettable ‘cost’, with
one complaining: ‘To us time is money. We are not
NGOs…’” 140 Programs that combine investment
with such services must be sure that the services
add value beyond what could be achieved with
faster, more streamlined investing without services.
TPF

FPT

Consumer finance could have helped. The
AREED efforts focused largely on developing cash
markets, in part in response to the low levels of
market development. Only one disbursed
investment involved consumer financing. 141 While
cash sales to early adopters are important,
experiences in other markets suggest that financing
for customers can be valuable in achieving the
greater market penetration that brings additional,
non-financial benefits. Such strategies could have
been particularly important for rural or rurally
oriented enterprises that presented such a challenge
for AREED.
TP F

FPT

139 Singer 2005; AREED 2004; Usher 2006a; Usher
2006c. E+Co estimates that three of the five country
partners “have institutionalized” the energy-enterprise
development services (Singer 2006b).
140 Russell 2004
141 Two other investments approved by December 2005
but not yet disbursed targeted consumer financing
(Singer 2006a).
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Portfolio performance isn’t everything, but it is
important. Just as loan repayments are themselves
not enough of an indicator of healthy enterprises,
neither do weak portfolio results mean that the
companies failed to use the funds to build capacity
and expand service with clean energy technologies.
AREED also points to “the non-financial returns
of economic development, environmental
improvement and better access to modern energy
services.” 142 One analysis looked to quantify some
of those broader benefits. That examination of five
AREED investees showed benefits of one to 10
times the expected costs. While those calculations
looked at only “successfully performing”
enterprises and used expected costs, not counting any
write-offs, they do point to the broader potential
impacts. An overall assessment of the effectiveness
of such a program must also take into account the
effects of investments on the enterprises
themselves, in terms of revenue and profit growth.
Such an assessment must include the effects of
failed investments, particularly on enterprises in
need of additional capital, and the dampening
effects of AREED’s failed investments on the
prospective commercial investors the program
sought to cultivate.
TPF

FPT

building, beyond very limited conditional loans for
feasibility studies, for example, from the program.
AREED’s management contended that grants are
harmful for enterprise development, 144 yet the lack
of targeted funding for innovation and capacity
building likely hurt enterprise performance under
the program given company costs for structuring
new approaches to low-income markets with DCE
technologies. One AREED-supported charcoal
briquette manufacturer, for example, produced
products that were more energy intensive, yielding
more heat per unit of weight, but faced tremendous
difficulties in a market that assessed value by
weight, not performance. It could not attract soft
funding to cover the costs of overcoming that
market resistance. 145 UNEP agreed that innovation
funding could be effective if performance-based
and administered by a different entity, not by the
investor. E+Co suggested that output-based aid
(OBA) might be an appropriate mechanism.
AREED might have done well to engage such a
mechanism to support its market development and
investment activities. 146
TPF
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Overall, AREED demonstrated a potential to
provide loans and business development services to
enterprises in underdeveloped markets. It also,
however, showed the difficulties in keeping a focus
on serving rural areas, investing efficiently and
effectively, and trying to apply an investment-driven
approach inspired by venture capital to challenging
rural markets and enterprises in need of a broader
intervention model.

FPT

Innovation funding could have helped. While
AREED included significant external enterprise
development services, it included no provision for
helping the companies get access to soft funding to
cover their internal costs of innovation and capacity

142

FPT

TPF

Policy environments are important. While
AREED chose markets that seemed open for such
a concept, it still found problems. It found
Tanzania, for example, to be a “challenging
environment” for developing and growing energy
SMEs. The AREED experiences showed the
importance of engaging the government by tying
enterprise activities to official priorities:
“Governments will not show much interest and
political support for SME-led approaches like
AREED unless they are convinced that it supports
their political interests and developmental
priorities.” AREED also felt the need for
“mainstreaming SME-enabling policies” in each
country to help the companies that the program
targeted. 143
TPF
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REED Report 2005
REED Report 2005; AREED 2004

See, for example, Usher and Wang 2002.
An attempt to engage the GEF’s Small Grants
Programme was hampered by that program’s prohibition
against supporting for-profit enterprises.
146 Usher 2006a; Singer 2006a; see Section I-C-4.
UNEP’s suggestion was aimed at avoiding dilemmas in
both investing in a company and supporting it with
grants.
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II-F. The SVF Model: PVMTI and REEF
Authors: Richard Hansen and John Rogers

The challenges of the SVF Model are also visible in
two other major experiences, the Photovoltaic
Market Transformation Initiative (PVMTI) and the
Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Fund
(REEF). Both of these interventions were
developed in the 1990s with significant IFC and
GEF involvement to address the enterprisefinancing needs for developing commercial,
environmentally oriented energy enterprises. While
PVMTI has been much more successful, each
struggled to meet expectations, largely due to
difficulties in identifying sufficient investment
prospects under the criteria established for each
fund.
PVMTI – PVMTI was designed to be a “strategic
intervention to accelerate the sustainable
commercialization and financial viability of [PV]
technology,… especially for rural electrification,” in
select countries. PVMTI was funded with $30
million in GEF money through the IFC, including
$25 million for investments.
The PVMTI concept began in 1994 with a design
for a global effort to create a considerable increase
in demand for PV for use in developing countries,
with a corresponding decrease in costs. 147 The
concept called for $60 million in GEF funding for
“$5-$20 million rewards for each of three to six
companies or consortia with the most innovative
proposals for accelerating PV technology
development and expanding commercial
applications.” It looked to considerably increase
annual PV installations and to cut PV module costs
in half by 2000. It projected a leveraging of five to
one by requiring that participants bring in
additional financial resources, focusing the effort on
large projects and, most likely, consortia. The
concept also included up to $10 million for smaller
efforts, for “innovative proposals that are not of
sufficient size to justify a full award, but
nevertheless offer significant learning or application
benefits.” A 1995 project description proposed
TPF

PT

TPF

FPT

The long road to implementation led to significant
evolution of the project design, based on input
from developing countries, review by the IFC’s
senior management, the GEF approval process, and
other steps. Instead of large grants totaling $60
million, the project that emerged as PVMTI
involved a subsidized venture fund with $25 million
in GEF funding principally for loans and loan
guarantees. 149 Rather than being global, it targeted
three countries believed to have significant capacity
to absorb the proposed investment: India, $15
million, and Kenya and Morocco, each allocated $5
million. 150 The funding imposed requirements for
leveraging from the companies themselves or from
other financial institutions “in order to establish
sustainable businesses beyond the end of the
PVMTI programme.” The level of leveraging was
much lower than envisioned in the large-grant
scenario, however: three, two, and one to one in
India, Morocco, and Kenya, respectively. 151
TPF
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FPT

FPT

TPF

FPT

PVMTI launched in 1998, with a 2002 deadline for
project submission and 2007 end date for all
repayments. To manage PVMTI, the IFC selected
Impax Asset Management, which was partnered
with IT Power, both of the U.K.

FPT

PVMTI began as a World Bank proposal called
“Green Carrot,” after the U.S. EPA’s “Golden Carrot”
program to accelerate the development of highly
efficient refrigerators with multi-million-dollar grants.
147
TP

that the program be managed by the IFC for speed,
flexibility, leveraging, and “movement towards
wholly private sector financing approaches.” It
proposed a very quick process: “An explicit goal is
to complete awards within 1.5 years”—by early
1997. 148

REEF – REEF was to be “the first global private
equity fund devoted exclusively to tapping the
sizable opportunities in emerging markets for
renewable energy and energy efficiency.” 152 The
REEF design process, begun in 1994, culminated in
a proposal for a $150 million investment fund to
TPF

FPT

GEF/IFC 1995; World Bank 1995
It also included equity and “up to 10% as grant for
non-commercial activities”
(www.pvmti.com/background).
150 The management of the effort was allocated an
additional $5 million of GEF funding (plus $5 million
from loan repayments).
151 Wade 2005
152 IFC 2000
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back a diverse portfolio of investments, including
large grid-tied wind, hydro, and biofueled projects
and small DCE projects. The design called for $30
million in GEF funds, including over $24 million to
soften terms (to “help overcome the incremental
costs associated in the financing of individual
projects”) and $6 million to cover “the incremental
costs associated with higher-than-average fund
management costs of identifying, analyzing and
investing in projects.” The GEF funding was to be
directed at small renewable energy projects, both
grid-connected and beyond the grid, as they “are
often more complex, yield lower absolute return,
and are therefore less attractive to investors.” 153
PF

“energy stores” for selling PV consumer products,
had by 2004 led to the establishment of only eight,
while the company had “not added solar home
system products to its inventory yet.” Another
PVMTI commitment in India was reduced from
$2.3 million to $1.1 million following changes in the
company and the local market. Even several years
after PVMTI provided support ($720,000 in
guarantees and grants) to the largest Moroccan
MFI, Association Al Amana, the organization was
reporting that, while PV financing was worth
investigating further, the program had not yet
gotten off the ground. More broadly, over than
five years into PVMTI’s investments, separate GEF
reviews concluded that “no significant market
transformation can be demonstrated and the
penetration of PV systems as a result of the project
remains limited” and that “only a fraction of the
sales and installations will be achieved.” 155

FP

REEF launched in 2000 under an IFC-selected
fund management team led by a U.S. investment
firm, the EIF Group, and including two non-profit
energy/environmental investment organizations,
E+Co and Environmental Enterprises Assistance
Fund.

Results
Of the two funds, PVMTI has been considerably
more successful. By 2004, PVMTI had committed
the majority of its funds: all $15 million targeted for
India, 90 percent of $5 million in Kenya, and 74
percent of its Morocco $5 million. Investee
companies have included 12 SMEs in those three
countries, including SELCO India, with its $1.1
million transaction, and Shell Solar India, which
received $4 million in loans, guarantees, and grants.

TPF

While PVMTI has struggled, REEF was an almost
complete failure. The fund managers attracted a
half dozen private investors to pair with the IFC
and GEF contributions, and a “parallel
discretionary debt facility” of up to $100 million.
Difficulties in raising the necessary investments,
however, led the fund managers to launch the fund
in February 2000 with $65 million out of the target
$150 million; the GEF approved a pro-rata $24.75
million in grant funding. Ultimately, even the
reduced fund proved too difficult to invest. REEF
made only a single investment of under $1 million
before it was shut down in 2003. 156
TPF

Still, PVMTI has had difficulties developing its
portfolio. Five years after PVMTI’s launch, its
managers asked for a two-year program extension,
explaining that “project preparation and closure has
taken longer than originally anticipated, and that
companies would be unlikely to be able to absorb
and repay the committed funds by the original due
date.” And even with the majority of the
investment funding committed, by 2004 PVMTI
had disbursed only one-third of its capital. 154
TPF

GEF 2004
154 PVMTI 2004; GEF 2004
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Lessons Learned
Both funds had a strong focus on engaging and
supporting the private sector as the means of
expanding the use of clean energy and reaching the
unserved, but approached their markets in ways
that did not work according to plan. Both had
difficulty investing their funds despite lengthy
design processes in each case that included
significant analysis of various prospective
investments. In PVMTI’s case, the “very slow pace
of implementation” has resulted in investments,

FPT

The financial and environmental performance of
the investments remains to be seen. PVMTI’s first
investment, to back Indian company Shri Shakti
Alternative Technologies, Ltd. in developing 300

FPT

155 PVMTI 2004; Hirshman 2003; Association Al Amana
[n.d.]; GEF 2004; Eberhard, et al. 2004
156 IFC 2000; The one investment was $840,000 in equity
in a biogas operation in Thailand (Evander, Siebock, and
Neij 2004).
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though with a longer investment period than
projected. 157 In REEF’s case, the difficulties were
fatal for the fund.
TPF

PVMTI had some success in targeting its
investments toward consumer finance. In Kenya,
most of the PVMTI transactions were with savings
and credit cooperatives, providing credit for onlending to their members. In India, both the
SELCO and Shell Solar India investments involved
consumer credit. In Morocco, PV consumer
finance was a major focus; one investment targeted
the country’s largest non-profit microfinance
institution.

FPT

Different factors account for the funds’ challenges.
For both, equity proved to be a difficult investment
instrument under prevailing conditions (and
elements). PVMTI has largely left the equity option
unused, but has succeeded in placing much of its
capital using the mix of investment instruments
available to it. 158 Its relative success in closing
investment transactions may also stem from its
ability to include some grants in conjunction with
its investments, as in its support for SELCO’s
market development work.
TPF
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REEF, as an equity fund, had less flexibility. Part
of the concerns of REEF’s investors that ultimately
led to its shut-down was the high “target hurdle
rate” for equity investments and the lack of
sufficiently attractive investments. In part those
difficulties resulted from the timing of the fund’s
launch, with the general “deterioration of market
conditions in emerging markets as well as the
disinvestment trend occurring in the private power
sector.” The World Bank cited “challenging market
conditions and changes in investor expectations.” 159
TPF

REEF’s problems also seemed to have stemmed
from very optimistic projections. A pre-launch
feasibility study “conservatively estimated the
potential market for such projects to be at least $2
billion over the next five years.” The GEF,
however, later surmised that REEF (like SDG) was
overly ambitious in the projections about rates of
return that it used to attract private investors, then
“faltered because of lack of investment prospects
with rates of return deemed sufficiently high.”
With the fund in trouble, the REEF investors, the
GEF said, “pursued a strategy of building a
conventional investment portfolio with larger, more
commercial, grid-connected renewable energy
projects before turning to smaller projects.” That
strategy failed when no sufficiently profitable large
prospects emerged. 160
TPF
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GEF 2004
Eberhard, et al. 2004.
159 Evander, Siebock, and Neij 2004; World Bank,
“Project details…”
160 IFC 2000; GEF 2004
157
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The Moroccan case shows the importance of
enabling environments. Despite its careful countryselection process, PVMTI almost had to abandon
its investment efforts in Morocco when it faced a
policy environment that seemed not to allow the
targeted financial institutions to finance PV
consumers. 161
TPF
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While the long-term results of investments made
(and disbursed) remain to be seen, the effects of the
investment process on prospective investee
companies are much clearer. They are visible even
in the examples of SELCO India and Soluz alone,
for whom the interactions with the samples of the
SVF Model were much more complicated and
expensive than warranted by the companies’
prospective returns from serving the rural poor.

FPT

The poor performance of REEF and uncertain
PVMTI results have not signaled the end of the
SVF Model. The very GEF money allocated to
REEF, indeed, found new life recently in a “REEF
II,” known as the Sustainable Energy Fund. Proposed
and managed by E+Co, one of the original REEF
managers, the SEF targets sustainable energy
projects in parts of Latin America and Asia. 162
TPF
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The new fund does push for improvements in the
efficiency of the investment process. The IFC
suggested that “[i]mprovements are possible in
[E+Co’s historical] 1:2.21 ratio between
investments and TA plus management fees,” based
on pursuing larger projects, estimating that “the
most likely scenario is that E+CO may be able to
reduce this ratio to 1:1. This compares well with
1:0.95 ratio for SDF and a 1:0.84 ratio for PVMTI.”
Of the $18.7 million of the REEF GEF grant, the
project allocates $14.0 million for investment and
$4.7 million for fund management and technical
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PVMTI and REEF: Selected SME Perspectives
SELCO and its U.S. affiliate invested significantly in closing its loan from PVMTI, including pre-launch as a sample
prospective investment, yet received no disbursement until a full five years after its proposal submission (and after an earlier
rejection). Even with a signed investment agreement and SELCO’s satisfaction of all disbursement requirements, PVMTI
delayed disbursement of the final tranche of its $1 million loan because of an issue unrelated to SELCO India. That delay
caused a working-capital crunch that led to a 50-percent drop in SELCO’s revenues and severely disrupted its operations.

Soluz-REEF Interactions

Drawing by Soluz personnel during investment negotiations; the caption read,
“Hard to starboard! Hard to port! Reverse full! Steer clear, steer clear!… abandon ship?”

REEF’s failure left numerous potential companies without investment. In Soluz’s case, the transaction process was lengthy,
expensive, and unfruitful. Soluz was used as a case for the development of the fund, submitting confidential business-plan
information as early as 1995 to help the IFC in considering the fund’s development. By 1998, with the prospects for a
REEF investment in Soluz looking strong, Soluz Dominicana received a two-year, $150,000 “bridge loan” from E+Co.
Soluz continued to negotiate with REEF, and as the transaction advanced, negotiated largely to the exclusion of other
prospective investors, given the management’s limited time for capital-raising and the apparent certainty of a REEF
investment. Those negotiations continued until the fund put a hold on all smaller deals as a prelude to folding completely.
REEF’s failure left Soluz with significant transaction expenses, no new investment, and a bridge loan to nowhere, secured
by company PV assets acquired with prior equity investments.

assistance. That allocation suggests that
transactions will need to be much more efficient
than E+Co’s have historically been. 163

PV projects, for example, account for less than
$700,000 of the prospective pipeline. 164

One consequence of that push for efficiency
without consideration for the range of elements
needed for rural energy SMEs is that prospective
deals are much larger and much less focused on
expanding energy services to the unserved than they
could otherwise be. The sample REEF II pipeline
of prospective investments, totaling $160 million, is
overwhelming focused on grid-connected hydro
and energy efficiency projects. Prospective rural

Conclusion
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TPF
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REEF represents perhaps the epitome of a
misdirected fund under the SVF Model that entered
the fragile and challenging rural energy marketplace
only to do more harm than good to the very SMEs
that the fund sought to support. Though arguably
better positioned to absorb the transaction costs
than rural energy enterprises, REEF’s managers had
many of their costs covered during the process. 165
TPF

163 GEF 2005b. “TA” is technical assistance. The $18.7
million GEF funding is the original $24.75 million in
GEF REEF funding minus $1.07 million spent on
REEF and $4.98 million designated to be returned.
TP
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Ibid.
as suggested by the $1 million in GEF money spent
during the fund’s brief tenure (see note 163)
164
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PT

TP

165
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Transaction and management subsidies protected
the fund’s private investors and managers, while the
REDCOs who were much less able to endure the
process and problems were left fully at risk.
Even in PVMTI’s case, what began as a proposal
for a fast-track funding mechanism with
disbursements within one and a half years has
ultimately involved a timeline stretching to almost a
decade from fund launch to final investment.
SVF Model proponents essentially attempted to use
venture funds to apply a particular area of expertise
and interest, in investment fund management, to
help increase the availability of enterprise finance
for specialized entrepreneurs working in rural
energy. It did this by establishing investment funds,
a specialized financial enterprise, and by justifying
and allocating a significant grants to subsidize the
investment fund business. The entrance of such
funds in the rural energy delivery space was perhaps
accompanied by too much enthusiasm for that
particular area of expertise. PVMTI offers hope for
expanding rural energy service, and the new
incarnation of the REEF GEF funds may generate
positive investments. Neither, however, will undo
the damage caused by REEF to prospective
investee enterprises, including those looking to
serve rural areas.
The mismatch of these narrowly focused tools to
the rural energy space cost time and scarce grant
resources that could have been applied to a more
effective intervention model. The REEF and
PVMTI experiences show that enterprise finance is
a necessary element for supporting the growth of
rural energy SMEs, but only one of the required
elements.
Including the enterprise finance element in a
balanced way within an integrated set of
intervention elements may allow the expansion of
rural energy service through SMEs under a more
realistic assessment of the rural energy delivery
challenge.
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II-G. The WBGP Model: Lessons from World Bank Projects
Author: Philip Covell

Barriers and Reducing Implementation Costs.” In
some of its earliest presentations of its climatechange strategy (1991/92), the GEF suggested that
while efficiency measures could slow the pace of
global greenhouse-gas emissions, only DCE
technologies provided hope for continued
economic development and expansion without
carbon emissions and with minimal environmental
impact.

Large World Bank-sponsored government
programs have had mixed success in expanding
rural energy services through DCE technologies.
The Bank and its client governments have arguably
been most successful when they have applied the
principles of the SME-Based Acceleration Model,
but have faltered when one or more components of
that model—enabling environment, consumer
finance, enterprise finance, or innovation funding—
went undeveloped.

Scale and Scope of World Bank Projects
The influence of the Bank on the renewable energy
industry is potentially enormous. As a percentage
of the global industry, Bank support for renewable
energy is higher than for any other sub-sector, as
shown in the table below. Singling out support for
specific renewable energy technologies such as PV,
which the Bank has backed aggressively, would
show an even more dramatic involvement with
respect to the size of the industry.

This section examines the impact and evolution of
major Bank projects over a 15-year period through
the lens of the SME-Based Acceleration Model, and
recommends strategies for applying subsidies from
the GEF, which have figured prominently in many
Bank projects. 166
TP F

FPT

Background
The World Bank, which has historically played a
strong role in energy finance, since the early 1990s
has focused significant attention on renewable
energy in particular, both on- and off-grid.
Supported by the GEF, the Bank has aggressively
promoted clean energy, including DCE
technologies of particular relevance to rural areas
beyond the economic reach of the grid. The Bank’s
efforts to develop rural renewable energy projects
fit within its Energy Business Renewal Strategy, relating
directly to three of the strategy’s four “pillars”:
poverty alleviation (“[h]elping the poor directly by
facilitating access to modern services…”),
governance/private-sector development
(“…improving the investment client for renewable
energy and energy efficiency”), and environmental
protection (by “removing market and regulatory
barriers” to renewable energy). 167
TPF

FPT

The GEF has backed many of the Bank’s efforts
under its Operational Program Number 6, “Promoting
the Adoption of Renewable Energy by Removing
This section draws on GTC 2005.
The fourth pillar is macroeconomic/fiscal
stabilization. World Bank Group 2005b; emphasis
added.

The table’s figures understate the total World
Bank/GEF support for renewable energy, because
many projects in other sectors have energy
components, and because financing of private
enterprises by the IFC are not included in the table.
At the end of 2005, the World Bank Group
(including the IFC) reported that its total support
for “New Renewables” (including small scale hydro
projects) totaled US$ 2.5 billion between 1990 and
2005. At the 2004 International Conference for
Renewable Energies in Bonn, Germany, the Bank
committed to increase its investment in renewable
energy by 20 percent per year through 2009; even a
small share dedicated to DCE projects could be a
substantial allocation. 168
TPF

FPT

The volume of project approvals is not, however,
an indicator of impact or effectiveness. The results
have been mixed. The effectiveness of some of the
Bank’s most significant DCE projects are
summarized below.

166
TP

PT

167
TP

PT

168 World Bank Group 2005b. Support for rural and offgrid projects has been at most half of the overall support
for new renewable energy technologies.
TP

PT
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World Bank Energy Project Support

Bank approvals from 1991 to February 2006 (financial figures in $B)

Sector
District heating, energy efficiency
General energy sector
Oil and gas
Power
Renewable energy
Total

Bank
Loans
1.8
0.5
5.4
26.1
1.4
35.2

Bank
Grants
0.24
0.003
0.015
0.10
0.28
0.645

Total Bank
Support
2.0
0.5
5.4
26.2
1.6
35.8

Global Annual
Industry Sales

Total Bank/
Global Sales

785
756
23
1,564

0.7%
3.5%
5.9%
2.3%

Sources: World Bank project database, filtered for projects in which energy is the primary sector of focus; US Energy Information Administration,
International Energy Annual 2003; author estimates. Global annual industry sales for oil/gas and power are the average world production at
international prices to industry over the period from 1990 through 2003.

project (1993) used a government vehicle to
provide renewable energy project financing. The
overall project included technical assistance to
energy project holders, but generally assumed that
SMEs would contribute their own working capital.
Companies like SELCO that were well-positioned
to develop and deliver DCE projects but had
limited financial reserves were largely excluded. As
for creating an enabling environment, project
evaluations noted a lack of coordination of state
and federal renewable energy policies, and the
failure to meaningfully implement market
development activities to facilitate the interaction of
entrepreneurs, lenders, consumer groups, and
regulators. 170

World Bank Comparative Advantage
The Bank has two key comparative advantages in
the rural energy sector. The first is its relationships
with national governments and it involvement with
mainstream energy-sector issues. While working
with or through governments can lead to long
project-planning cycles, project delays, and
significant costs to support often inefficient
government agencies, those dealings have provided
strong opportunities to influence the enabling
environment required to facilitate the adoption of
new DCE-based business models.
The second advantage is the Bank’s position as
both a lender to governments and an investor in the
private sector (through the IFC), bringing to the
table a significant portion of the capital required to
establish large-scale, multi-million-dollar rural
renewable energy projects. Additionally, the Bank
channels important project development and
technical assistance to its clients, often funded by
donor-directed trust funds, to build capacity for
designing and implementing projects.

TPF

The Indonesia Solar Home System project (1997)
also assumed that financing was the missing key to
the development of the rural energy market. The
project was ostensibly dealer-friendly. It established
channels for solar distribution companies to access
financing for extending credit to their rural
customers. It provided GEF subsidies directly to
the dealers. Only three companies, however,
qualified for project financing, which was
channeled through local banks. Project managers
re-doubled efforts to support local SMEs, which
included assistance with business plan

Convergence on SME Acceleration
The Bank’s DCE projects have evolved
considerably since the early 1990s. Early Bank
projects, mostly in Asia, focused primarily on the
need for financing. 169 The India Alternate Energy
TPF

FPT

prominently in the Bank’s portfolio, though the
momentum in Asia also spawned Bank activities in Latin
America and Africa.
170 “…under the World Bank’s PV line of credit, there
were no working capital loans… [A]n entrepreneur that
needed capital to develop a rural marketing and service
infrastructure could not approach IREDA” (IFC 1998).
TP

The Asia Alternative Energy Unit spearheaded the
Bank’s increased involvement with rural renewable
energy in the 1990s. Asia continues to figure most
169
TP

PT

FPT

PT
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World Bank Project Size and Effectiveness

Size and Effectiveness of Selected World Bank-Supported DCE Projects

Country
India

Project Name
Alternate Energy/Renewable
Resources Development

Indonesia Solar Home Systems
Sri Lanka Energy Services Delivery
Argentina
China

Renewable Energy in the
Rural Market
Renewable Energy
Development

Bank Total Total Mini-/
Rural Client
Fiscal Bank* GEF Off-Grid
Target
Year
($M) ($M) Portion
Not
350,000
1993
216
26
specified (solar lanterns)
200,000
1997
44
24
100%
(PV)
15,000 (PV) plus
1997
30
6
30%
village hydro
120,000
1999
30
10
100%
(PV)
300,000
2002
135
35
18%
(PV)

Actual Rural Clients
Served
44,400
(lanterns, pumps)
8,054
20,953 (PV) plus 35
village hydro projects
5,600
(to close 12/06)
100,000 to date (300400,000 expected)

*World Bank support figures include both IBRD and IDA
Sources: GEF project documents; World Bank Project Appraisal, Initiation, Completion, and Status of Projects in Execution documents
P

P

development, and to engage local MFIs to provide
consumer finance. They were stymied, however, by
government subsidies for kerosene, which in the
wake of the Asian financial crisis grew to enormous
proportions.

more positive market response and a good deal of
success and recognition. 171
TPF

FPT

The ineffectiveness of the Indonesia Solar Home
System project is explained to a large extent by the
economic and financial flows for a “typical”
Indonesian solar home system at the time, an
analysis of which appeared in the GEF’s
Implementation Completion Report (see table
below). Whereas the consumer realized a net
benefit of $83, the financial intermediary made $55,
and the government saved $287 from a
combination of taxes and avoided subsidies for
kerosene, the dealer gained just $4. That any PV
dealers were willing to sign on to the Bank’s project
at that time speaks of their commitment to the
diffusion of DCE technologies.

The Bank’s growing understanding of rural DCE
markets is exhibited in the China Renewable
Energy Development Project (2002), of which
building private-sector capacity is a major objective.
Consumer finance is a notable goal, but the project
chose restraint in this area while it focused on
supporting quality products, capable delivery
enterprises for both product and credit, and an
informed marketplace. An innovation of this
project design is a Market Development Support
Facility (MDSF) that makes grants to companies of
up to $10,000 per year to defray the costs of
projects such as market research, technology
improvements, and training. The project makes
effective use of media—radio, television, and print
advertising—to educate the market about PV.
Bank support for product advertising is appropriate
because companies in this low-margin business
have limited capacity to advertise, and because
product awareness benefits the sector as a whole, as
opposed to any individual enterprise. The China
project is the first World Bank/GEF-supported
project to reach the 100,000-installation level.
Remarkably, it has achieved this milestone despite
the presence of other donor-driven projects that
offer much greater subsidies.

Starting with the Sri Lanka Energy Services
Delivery project (ESD, 1997), the Bank shifted its
focus slightly from financing to establishing an
enabling environment, and to building privatesector capacity through training, and technical
standards. It also eventually recognized the unique
capacity of a local NGO (SEEDS) to finance rural
energy systems. These changes elicited a much

The project earned a 2005 “Good Practice” award
from the Bank’s Independent Evaluation Group.

171
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World Bank Reconciliation of Economic and Financial Flows
Single household with a stand-alone PV system*

Costs
Down payment
Amount financed
Monthly payments
PV, BOS, installation**
Duty and taxes
Replacement/O&M
Benefits***
Kerosene
Dry cells
Battery charging
GEF grant
Environmental
Surplus
Returns

Client

Dealer

(72)

72
288

(343)

FI

Govt.

(110)

13
46
11

516
23
69

227
(2)
(7)
91
4

Total

(288)
343

(402)
(46)

83
15%

GEF

(91)
55

287

(91)

(FRR)

Global
Env.
Benefit

Total

0
0
0
(389)
0
(99)

0
0
0
(389)
0
(99)

743
21
62
0
0
338
24%

743
21
62
0
91
429
33%

(ERR)

91
91

(ERR2)

* Net present values, 10-percent discount rate, constant 2003 US dollars; FI = Financial intermediary, FRR = Financial rate of return to consumer,
ERR = Economic rate of return, ERR2 = ERR with global environmental benefit
**BOS = Balance of system
***Benefits = Avoided costs, over 15 years
Source: GEF Indonesia Solar Home System Project, Implementation Completion Report

In some respects, project managers in the China
project interact with market players much the way a
venture capital firm delivers added value to its
clients. They actively solicit proposals from
companies and have helped to establish linkages
between Chinese manufacturers (under global
quality-control guidelines) and projects in other
countries, recognizing the strategic role China can
play in driving down the cost of rural energy
services worldwide.
On the whole, the World Bank/GEF project
history shows a shift from a centralized, financedriven, technology-based approach in the early
1990s to a more nuanced, networked, market-based
approach, a trend that apparently will continue.
The current GEF business plan proposes “an
acceleration in the shift from technology-based towards
market-based approaches, emphasizing policies and
institutions toward enhancing sustainable
development benefits...” A 2004 GEF study on its
climate change program suggested that
“[e]xpanding the availability of modern energy is

dependent on vibrant and commercially viable
energy markets, with effective market regulation
and private participation.” It states that, within the
GEF focus areas, the climate change portfolio is
the most dependent on effective private-sector
participation. 172
TPF

FPT

The record of Bank projects does not point
uniformly, however, to improved market
understanding and effectiveness. The 2004 GEF
climate change program study also observed that
reports “consistently point to the weaknesses in the
cooperation with and engagement of the private
sector partners.” Projects in Sri Lanka, China, and
Bangladesh took full advantage of existing DCE
activities (for example, PV companies, financiers,
and village hydro developers already in the market).
The rural infrastructure project to be launched in
Honduras, however, appears to eschew the
remarkable achievements of micro-rental efforts in

TP
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GEF 2003 (emphasis added); Eberhard, et al. 2004
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achieving market penetration, in favor of consumer
financing through MFIs. The Bank has been
successful working through MFIs in Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh because MFIs in these countries were
already committed to financing DCE technologies
before Bank projects were approved. Bank
documents related to the Honduras project
specifically state that MFIs “are not prepared to
introduce a new business line involving credit for
solar home systems.” 173 Prudent application of the
SME-Based Acceleration Model would involve
supporting rather than supplanting existing SME
efforts.
TPF
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Lessons Learned
Key lessons from experiences under the WBGP
Model include ones related to applying subsidies
and to the four key elements for SME-based energy
access. While the WBGP Model has not
completely addressed all four elements, it has
provided a more complete intervention model than
the SVF Model, and important lessons about each
of the four.
GEF Subsidies – The experiences of SMEs under
the WBGP Model shed light on the sometimes
contentious issue of how to apply GEF and other
government subsidies. Those experiences suggest
that, despite a compelling case for the use of
equipment subsidies as a means of internalizing the
environmental and social benefits of DCE systems,
the GEF is not an ideal source of equipment
subsidies because GEF intends for its support to be
catalytic and temporary.
Subsidies are commonly structured to cover the
difference between the cost of providing a service
and customers’ willingness to pay. This gap, it is
hoped, will diminish as the cost of providing the
product or service comes down. In Bank/GEF
PV project components, the subsidy typically
begins at $1.50 to $2.50 per watt, equivalent to
about 10 to 20 percent of the system cost to the
end customer.
In some cases (as in Indonesia) that amount is less
than government kerosene subsidies, and because
dealers in a competitive environment typically pass
subsidies on to their customers, the subsidies do

TP

173
PT

Eberhard, et al. 2004; World Bank Group 2005a

not usually enable DCE delivery companies to
generate profits sufficient to attract private
investment. Dealers are often unable to invest
appropriately in rural outlets, post-sales customer
service, credit-collection capacity, or internal
controls. This effect occurs even in successful
efforts like the ESD project in Sri Lanka, where
dealers typically sell systems at below their costs of
acquiring the system components—something they
obviously could not do without the subsidy.
The various rationales in project proposals for
phasing out GEF subsidies (because they must be
temporary) are weak. One common myth is that
the increased sales volume that they enable creates
economies of scale that reduce costs, thereby
obviating the need for subsidies. While Bank
projects do typically result in lower prices, this
effect owes more to increased competition than to
genuinely lower costs. Economies of scale are
generally offset by diminishing returns from
pushing deeper into remote and increasingly
impoverished rural areas of developing countries.
Vendors face increasing marginal cost of sales as
the rate of rural electrification (or energization)
increases and the potential market shrinks. Repeat
sales to existing customers in these markets are not
high. Not only are the direct costs of serving
remote, poor clients higher than relatively well-off
clients near major roads, it is also costly for
businesses to build and maintain an administrative
apparatus to manage far-flung commercial
operations.
Another myth about declining equipment subsidies
is that if they are directed toward incomegenerating activities, customers will have more
money with which to pay for DCE equipment, thus
reducing the need for subsidies. While customers
frequently use such systems for income-generating
purposes, and funders are wise to promote this, the
amount of energy provided by some DCE systems
(such as small PV systems) is too small for many
productive purposes. Having electricity has also
been shown to be less important than other factors
as a driver of income growth. Increasing incomes
are also not the only sources of funds for system
acquisition and maintenance. A narrow focus on
income generation can also exclude applications
such as home lighting that have important
economic and environmental effects (kerosene
displacement), as well as social benefits. An
evaluation of Indonesian PV systems found that
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users felt safer and their children spent on average
60 percent more time doing schoolwork compared
to families without such systems. 174
TPF
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Equipment subsidies, while appropriate and
needed, might be better sourced from host national
or local governments over the long term, ideally
financed by an on-going revenue stream such as a
surcharge on conventional/urban electricity sales,
as a means of fostering social equity. With
temporary equipment subsidies, their removal likely
results in price increases, causing their long-term
impacts to be small.
The WBGP experiences suggest that GEF subsidies
would be more effectively focused on creating a
suitable policy environment, consumer finance,
SME finance and capacity building. 175 The only
permanent price reductions and sales volume
increases are likely to be those associated with
improved products and increased product
awareness, consumer confidence (quality
assurance), competition, and investments in
delivery capacity.
TPF
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Enabling Environments – Creating enabling
environments has been a significant focus of the
World Bank in its support of large-scale
government projects, with mixed results. The
World Bank project designs often incorporate a
focus on import duties, regulatory environments,
and technical standards that improve the long-term
prospects for private rural energy service. They
sometimes clarify and coordinate the roles of
different government agencies with respect to
DCE. And they also explicitly engage companies,
particularly through the “Participating Company”
approach.
Within the context of enabling environments,
experiences suggest that a useful aim of GEF and
international development funding for DCE
technologies would be to help local governments
apply their rural energy subsidies in ways that
minimize market distortions and interruptions to
other commercial activity. Consumer subsidies

from the government appear most helpful when
applied modestly (covering a maximum of 50
percent of the market price) to maintain consumer
buy-in, widely or specifically available to avoid
stalling surrounding markets. They should also be
sustainable well into the future (perhaps 10 to 20
years) to avoid spoiling long-term market pricing
for only a short-term project benefit. 176 The
potential for market-driven full-cost recovery
approaches are undermined by subsidies for limited
numbers of beneficiaries, temporary subsidies, and
market expectations of subsidies that go unfulfilled
for years while government projects get off the
ground.
TPF
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Consumer Finance – Bank-supported
government projects have helped SMEs and their
customers manage first costs, but consumer finance
still presents challenges for scale. The Sri Lankan
ESD project garnered appreciable success using
third-party micro-credit, select companies, subsidies
for PV, and a parallel community-scale micro-hydro
component. The accomplishments in Sri Lanka
have led the Bank to incorporate the formula for
PV into later projects in several other countries.
Still, despite Sri Lanka’s successes, scale in that
market is limited by the involvement of principally
only one microfinance institution, whose capacity
has been stretched by the volume of financings
under the project. Only recently have a couple of
other financial institutions become engaged.
Attempts to replicate the Sri Lanka model point to
the broader difficulty of engaging micro-credit for
rural energy, as demonstrated by slow starts of the
Bank projects in the Philippines and Nicaragua.
The World Bank Renewable Energy Development
Project in Bangladesh is another important success,
involving two strong organizations with
microfinance connections, BRAC and Grameen
Shakti, an affiliate of Grameen Bank; Bangladesh,
however, has exceptionally robust rural
microfinance capability. Sri Lanka’s formula for
success will work only in markets where rural
microfinance can be engaged. 177
TPF
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That lesson remains elusive; a recent project proposal
to the GEF council to promote PV systems in Mexico
proposes customer subsidies of 90 percent.
177 The successful Bank project in China has managed
the first cost issue not with micro-credit, given the lack
of rural credit options for the target markets, but with a
focus on smaller, more affordable systems.
176

Laksono, et al. 2003
175 The GEF itself concluded that one lesson of the
Indonesia project was of the importance of providing
REDCOs “with some up-front, performance-linked seed
money to provide the capacity and incentive to scale-up
their activities” (GEF 2001).
174
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Enterprise Finance – Projects under the WBGP
Model have paid little attention to working capital,
except for using it as a measure of a company’s
strength and, therefore, as a screen to qualify
companies to participate. Financing private
enterprise is usually considered the domain of the
IFC and the private sector. 178 However, there are
compelling reasons for the Bank to incorporate
enterprise finance into its projects:

cautious of the negative effects of highly
prescriptive designs. Subsidies in Sri Lanka for
systems of certain sizes only resulted in a sharp
drop-off in sales of the smaller systems best suited
to serving lower-income households. The
Honduras PV project design, while proposing to
support local companies, may undercut local microrental efforts.

•

Going Forward

TPF
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Typically, renewable energy companies
experience low margins or low volumes, or
both. Consequently they build up few if any
financial reserves, and have a hard time
attracting expansion capital from conventional
sources.
• The IFC typically funds large enterprises. Rural
energy delivery companies tend to be small, and
therefore often lack resources interact with the
IFC on its terms. SMEs typically require more
involvement in day-to-day management by
their financiers than the IFC is capable of.
• SMEs typically have little voice in matters of
energy and rural development policies.
Participating in the financial development of
these enterprises can inform these policy
decisions.
Innovation Funding – The projects in Sri Lanka
and China have excellent technical assistance
components for enterprises, including training,
support for definition and adherence to
international standards, but only limited grant
support for innovation and capacity building.
Recent trends to increase direct financial assistance
to companies in China and the Philippines to share
the costs of market research, technology
improvements, and training, are very encouraging,
especially if they are not limited to funding outside
consultants but instead can be used by the
companies themselves to develop their delivery
capacity.

The analysis of projects under the WBGP Model
show that GEF and other donor support is more
likely to achieve long-term change if used to help
companies build capacity for scale in their
operations. Because companies can offer multiple
technological solutions, structuring the subsidies to
support business capacity building also allows them
to be more technology neutral. A community
better served by a mini-hydro-powered grid than by
a number of PV systems should have the flexibility
to pursue that technology from the private sector.
Overall, the record of failure and success in World
Bank/GEF projects reflect the truly challenging
nature of expanding energy access with DCE
technologies through SMEs. They also reflect
positively on the Bank’s willingness to take risks
and on its ability to innovate and to foster
innovation. The World Bank remains one of the
few institutions capable of effecting global change
in response to the energy access challenge. It has
also developed expertise and internal capacity in
renewable energy project development and
execution unmatched in any other institution. The
institutional linkage with governments worldwide
can help build enabling environments conducive to
an entrepreneurial SME sector.

Other Lessons

Because these efforts naturally take time, rather
than becoming discouraged about the failures, the
Bank and the GEF should be congratulated for
their successes in this difficult field. They should
remember the GEF’s own guidance on best
practices to foster the permanent removal of
barriers: “projects should take an approach that
stresses continuity of institutional capacities
developed.” 179 The Bank, the GEF, and other
catalysts must continue to help SMEs as well as
local governments to bear the risks and costs of

The WBGP project experiences suggest that Bank
and government project designers should be

TPF

178 Exceptions include the Indonesian SHS project, Solar
Development Group, and the Bank’s Energy for Rural
Transformation project in Uganda, each examples of
intentional efforts by the Bank to support financing for
DCE delivery enterprises.
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GEF 1997
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innovation and capacity-building as they seek to
serve rural areas and to protect the global
environment.
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II-H. The Microfinance Sector: Lessons in Capacity-Building
Author: Richard Hansen

serving the needs of the poor several decades ago,
ACCION has become one of the world’s most
respected microfinance development organizations
and the leading microfinance organization in Latin
America and the Caribbean. 181

The microfinance sector is very important for rural
energy in multiple ways. Given the role
microfinance can play in addressing the first-cost
barrier for rural energy, the sector is a strong
potential partner in expanding energy access. That
potential has been demonstrated in experiences like
those of SELCO in South India. Beyond what can
be learned from such direct partnerships, the
successes of the microfinance industry in reaching
the poor in developing countries recommend the
sector as a benchmark for creating broad,
sustainable delivery capacity for rural energy services in
challenging environments. The microfinance
experience provides a basis for the SME-Based
Acceleration Model as an alternative to the SVF
and WBGP Models.
This section reviews aspects of the microfinance
sector in brief to extract a basic understanding of
factors contributing to its success, to help in
designing intervention models to support SMEbased energy services using DCE technologies.
The section looks at the evolution of microfinance
service to the market in the case of one successful
developer, ACCION International, and extracts key
lessons relevant to the energy access challenge.

Evolution of ACCION’s Microfinance
Lending Capacity
The microfinance sector has been very successful in
building capacity and reaching the poor. Efforts to
build the sector over several decades have resulted
in the establishment of thousands of microfinance
institutions across the developing world, the
engagement of billions of dollars in investment and
other support, and service to some 100 million
clients. The success in this sector has over time led
to investment in microfinance by the conventional
banking sector. 180
TPF

FPT

ACCION International is one example of a
successful attempt to develop networks of local
microfinance institutions (MFIs) and to engage the
private sector and private capital. Since it started

TP

180
PT

Bellman 2006

TPF

FPT

After launching its micro-credit activity in the
1970s, ACCION began to focus on building a
micro-credit model in the 1980s, developing a
micro-lending approach which included establishing
programs in 14 developing countries. In the
second half of the 1980s, it established a bridge
fund to provide loan guarantees to help network
members gain access to commercial loans. The
loans, back by ACCION’s loan guarantee, were
used by local NGOs to create a local micro-credit
fund for lending to the poor. The bridge fund
allowed ACCION to leverage its limited funding by
enabling local NGO access to much-larger local
capital markets.
For its next phase in the 1990s, ACCION was
determined to massively scale up its activities. In
1990, the network made a collective commitment to
grow significantly, with a goal of disbursing $1
billion in five years. The effort to grow drew upon
lessons from several experiences—BRI of
Indonesia, the USAID-supported Gemini project,
and PRODEM in Bolivia—all of which pointed to
the need to move from micro-credit to microfinance,
which combines credit, savings, and other products.
The scale-up financing needs for ACCION’s
affiliates and for the microfinance industry as a
whole created a need to get beyond the limits
presented by grants and loans, through “upscaling”
the non-profit organizations and creating for-profit
entities. This required the transformation of its
NGO affiliates into regulated, formal financial
institutions. The first transformation of an NGO
into a regulated MFI took place in Bolivia in 1992,
when ACCION affiliate PRODEM launched
BancoSol. By 2005, almost all of ACCION’s
affiliates were for-profit entities.
The effects of ACCION’s push have been
significant. In 1989 the ACCION network had

181
P

P

This section draws largely on Otero 2002.
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nearly 40,000 active clients and had disbursed
US$18 million. By 1995 the network had over
275,000 active clients and had disbursed over
US$325 million. By 2004 ACCION was serving 1.3
million clients in 22 countries in Latin America and
elsewhere, and had disbursed almost $8 billion. 182
TPF

“welfarists” MFI organizations tend to be easier for
the poor to access. 183
TPF

Grants vs. Investment – Grant funding has played
a huge role in developing microfinance capacity.
The sector’s development has been fueled by
support from bilateral aid agencies, multilateral
development institutions, and others. USAID, in
only three years (2000-2003), made US$486 million
in grants available to MFIs. CGAP, formed by the
World Bank and others in 1995 “to help create
permanent financial services for the poor on a large
scale,” had provided over $50 million in funding by
2003. Even MFI organizations that now rely more
heavily on local capital markets to fuel their lending
activities, have relied, and in some cases still rely,
heavily on grants from the international
community. 184

FPT

Lessons Learned
ACCION and the MFI sector in general offer
several lessons relevant to the energy access
challenge.
For-Profit vs. Non-Profit – Moving from nonprofit micro-credit activities into formal for-profit
banking at a commercial or near-commercial scale
has been a long and significant effort, begun in the
1990s. ACCION and others in the MFI sector
made a conscious decision to focus on developing
for-profit in-country operational affiliates to engage
equity markets and to leverage more debt financing
(and, as a bank, attract savings deposits) for
achieving scale. While affiliates have transformed
into for-profits, however, ACCION has remained
non-profit, creating a hybrid non-profit/for-profit
network structure. The evolution from non-profit
to for-profit operational entities suggests that a
focus on a for-profit legal structure for REDCOs
for broadening energy access is appropriate choice.
Starting with for-profit structures potentially allows
the rural energy sector to “leapfrog” the NGO
phase, allowing the engagement of equity and debt
for the commercial growth of the enterprises. The
ACCION model suggests a potential need for
similar non-profit/for-profit hybrid networks for
the rural energy industry.
As in rural energy, participants in the microfinance
sector debate how truly commercial the sector can
and should be as it seeks to alleviate poverty.
ACCION and others, labeled “institutionists” in
one analysis, are proponents of a less subsidized,
more self-sustaining approach for the microfinance
organization. They believe that their lending
activities should rely more heavily on their gaining
access to capital markets. Others (“welfarists”)
view microfinance as a vehicle for direct poverty
alleviation and are more inclined to use grants from
larger institutions and governments to capitalize
their lending activities. Lending terms from the

FPT

TPF

FPT

Grants to the MFI sector support its development
in various ways. In some cases, they are used by
international non-profit organizations such as
ACCION, which are the “global offices” of MFI
networks to support the global office and to further
develop the network of affiliate MFIs and the
related microfinance technologies and
methodologies. In other cases, grants are directed
at the actual service delivery practitioners, the local
MFIs. One of the most successful examples of an
MFI within the ACCION network is that of
Compartamos in Mexico. The Compartamos story
is detailed in a CGAP case study, which describes
the success based on “donor funding of only US
$4.8 million in grants.” 185 While MFIs do provide
valuable services to the poor, and in some cases
access local capital markets and are able to leverage
grant funding, they are typically still heavily
dependent on grant funding to get started and, in
many cases, to help with on-going operations.
TPF

FPT

Unlike rural energy SMEs, to date the MFI industry
has relied very little on venture capital funds. Even
handpicking the best MFIs has produced only
modest financial returns. ProFund, considered to
be a top MFI institution, backed by investment
from both ACCION and the IFC, made only
single-digit returns in its investments from 1995 to
2005. 186 Even those modest returns reflected the
TPF

FPT

Woller, Dunford, and Woodworth 1999
Bresnyan 2004
185 Dugan 2005; emphasis added.
186 “Bankable banks” 2005
183
P

P

184

P

182
P

ACCION International, “Rural finance,” 2006
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P

P

P
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more viable portions of the MFI portfolio—
typically not service to dispersed clients in rural
areas.

rural energy efforts to focus not just on the
provision of a single energy service, such as
electricity, but to meet a range of energy needs.

Rural vs. Urban – Reaching rural areas sustainably
is among the many challenges facing the MFI
sector. The clients of ACCION’s affiliates in Latin
America, and those of many other MFIs, are
overwhelmingly urban, because of lower transaction
costs from higher population densities and better
infrastructure, and the higher wages generally
earned in urban areas. For organizations such as
ACCION, the remaining unserved poor are the
“hard to reach populations, or generally speaking,
those in more remote rural areas.” Even an MFI
focus on “rural” markets may not mean they are
prepared to providing lending in areas lacking
energy services. What MFIs call rural populations
are often peri-urban populations and rural
populations in electrified areas. There may be little
overlap with areas targeted by rural energy SMEs
working to increase energy access. 187

The MFI industry is becoming a mainstream
segment of the financial industry in many markets
because of the strong global commitment to its
development. The MFI capacity that exists today is
a result of the commitment of several MFI industry
pioneers and continued development over a 30-year
period. It has required a good deal of
experimentation to develop the best practices
appreciated today. The growth and
experimentation has been supported by hundreds
of millions of grant dollars from donors, including
directly to the actual practitioners (MFIs). The
development of the microfinance capacity has
benefited from the organizational structure used to
build it—an early-stage focus on non-profit
organizations with a transition to a blend of nonprofit global networks using donated resources to
support the development of for-profit affiliates.
The typical business model has evolved into a nonprofit/for-profit hybrid, with the industry still
largely dependent on significant subsidies.

TPF

FPT

Still, the microfinance sector’s approaches as it
looks to reach into previously unserved rural areas
may be instructive for developing strategies for
expanding capacity for rural energy delivery.
ACCION, for example, suggests that, at a
minimum, an MFI looking to expand into rural
areas must have commitment from the
management, an in-depth understanding of the
rural markets, and the appropriate human and
financial resources, technology, and infrastructure.
It also proposes small pilots to test rural markets,
and continuous review and adjustment. For
financial service to the rural poor, it does not
advocate developing the necessary innovations and
additional capacity entirely with funding from local
capital markets. 188
TPF

FPT

Scale – The microfinance sector’s evolution also
speaks to the dimensions of the energy access
challenge. Leading microfinance institutions and
networks such as ACCION are dealing with the
need not just to reach people over a broader area,
but to reach increasingly poorer people. To meet
the broader financial needs of their target markets,
many in the sector have also evolved to cover a
range of products, moving from micro-credit to
microfinance. That evolution parallels the need for
187
P

P

P

188
P

The challenges of the well-established microfinance
industry in reaching rural areas even with
substantial capacity-building support should help
those designing rural energy access interventions
determine realistic and appropriate support to
increase energy access through SMEs in even more
remote areas. The experiences and successes of the
microfinance sector in building capacity to serve the
poor suggest that the strong reliance on enterprise
finance for rural energy capacity-building, as under
the SVF Model, has been far off the mark.
Replicating the MFI sector’s successes may require
the rural energy delivery industry to organize itself
in non-profit/for-profit networks similar to those
that the MFI industry has adopted over the past
two decades. The MFI sector development
example suggests that meeting the rural energy
delivery challenge through SMEs at any significant
scale requires a comprehensive and integrated
intervention model with the necessary support for
innovation and capacity building.

ANNEX A.

UNSERVED PEOPLE

Otero 2002; see note 58.
ACCION International 2004
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Annex A. Unserved People

Unserved People

Millions of people without electricity and without access to modern energy for cooking

Latin America/Caribbean
No electricity 46
Biomass
79

Middle East
No electricity 14
Biomass
-

Africa
No electricity 536
Biomass
646

East Asia and China
No electricity 221
Biomass
925

South Asia
No electricity 798
Biomass
746

Source: Data from OECD/IEA 2004
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Annex B. Rural Energy Needs and Technologies
Author: John Rogers

their living standards. 191 Electricity can serve for
household education and entertainment through
radio and television. It can power cellular
telephones, refrigerators, and water pumps for
home use. Rural enterprise energy applications can
be similar, but applied to income generation. 192
Lights, televisions, and radios attract customers and
improve the productivity of evening activities. Cell
phones serve as the basis for rural calling centers.
Refrigeration in a store allows additional product
offerings, while refrigerators or freezers can store
milk and fresh-caught fish for capturing better
prices. Water pumping can increase crop yields,
milk production, and meat production. Electricity
can also meet larger energy needs for rural
agricultural processing—husking, milling, or
grinding, for example. At the community level,
lighting can improve services in schools and
community centers and improve community safety
through street lighting. Lighting and refrigeration
in health clinics can mean vaccine storage, better
services after dark, and more satisfied medical
personnel. Water pumping and purification can
improve health and sanitation through communitylevel potable water.

An important aspect of expanding energy access,
beyond reaching an increasing number of people
with energy services, is understanding and
developing solutions to the full range of energy
needs in rural areas. This section provides a brief
reference on rural energy needs and the DCE
technologies that can address them.

TPF

TPF

Rural Energy Needs
Rural energy business models and intervention
models can involve or should be able to
accommodate a range of energy needs—thermal,
electrical, and mechanical—and customers. 189
Household needs are important, accounting for
some 85 percent of gross rural energy consumption,
but enterprise and community energy needs are also
key in expanding energy access for development. 190
TPF

FPT

TPF

FPT

FPT

Thermal – At the household level, thermal loads
account for by far the largest share of rural energy
consumption. Cooking is a major component in all
regions and market segments, while space heating is
equally important in many developing-country
climates and water heating becomes increasingly
important at higher levels of economic
development. For enterprises, thermal energy can
be a vital input for production in, for example,
brick- or block-making, cooking or baking for resale, or charcoal production. Thermal energy can
meet energy needs for agricultural processing, for
drying coffee, tobacco, or fruit, for example.
Thermal needs can also include space or water
heating for clinics, schools, and other communal
facilities.

FPT

Electrical – For households, electricity can
improve health, education, security, and quality of
life. It can satisfy needs for convenient and safe
lighting; improving lighting is a major driver and a
priority for rural households looking to improve

Mechanical – Mechanical needs largely overlap
with certain electrical ones for household,
enterprise, and communal customers. Applications
can include water pumping for drinking, livestock
watering, or irrigating. They can also include
agricultural processing such as milling.

DCE Technologies
As many sources offer information on distributed
clean energy technology options and costs, this

189 Consideration of energy for transport, a subset of
mechanical energy, is also important, but beyond the
scope of this study.
190 WEC 1999
P

P

P

P

191
P

P

P

192
P

WEC 1999
Indeed, many small rural businesses are home-based.
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section focuses on particular technical, operational,
and financial issues in applying such technologies in
rural areas. 193 Many of these issues apply to a range
of DCE technologies, including renewable ones
such as PV, wind (mechanical or electric), solar
thermal, biogas, and hydroelectric (particularly
micro- or pico-hydro) and non-renewable but
cleaner fuels such as bottled gas (LPG).
Technologies can be used independently or in
conjunction with each other, or used to improve
the efficiency and reduce the negative impacts of
“non-clean” energy sources, through hybrid
systems involving diesel
of other fuels.
TPF

FPT

Considering strategies for
meeting a range of needs
requires understanding
the potential and
limitations of different
DCE technologies. Many
are appropriate for
supplying electricity only,
while others can provide
process heat, but cannot
practically provide light or
power a television set.
Even with the best
resources, each has a range in which it may be the
most technically appropriate choice. PV, for
example, can be an appropriate solution for small
amounts of energy for lighting, communications, or
water pumping, but would seldom be the least-cost
option for other loads that grid electricity might
power, such as large motors, electric stoves, or
welding machines. Along with fuel or resource
considerations—how much wind, sun, or water is
available, for example—technology choices are
influenced by factors such as economic and
financial considerations, pollution (including noise),
local availability of the products and installation or
maintenance capacity, and reliability. The
limitations of each technology mean that no one
existing renewable energy option will satisfy the
range of rural energy needs.
Nor will renewable energy technologies alone
suffice. LPG offers numerous advantages for
cleaner cooking, for example. It provides a better

For more on technology options and costs see, for
example, Allderdice and Rogers 2000.
P

193

P

alternative than most renewable energy
technologies to firewood for improved health,
safety, and greenhouse-gas abatement. Energyaccess strategies should also incorporate existing
power capacity, particularly for meeting higher
power and energy needs. Diesels provide energy at
costs, even on a life-cycle basis, that make them
attractive for many applications, particularly in
conjunction with renewable energy technologies (in
hybrid systems) for efficiency and savings.
The matrix at the end of this section shows rural
energy needs and DCE technologies well suited for
addressing them where the natural resources or
fuels are available.

Technology Leaders
The extent to which rural energy needs are being
met by DCE varies widely by technology and
market. DCE technology options extend from
small systems for use by a single customer for a
single electrical, thermal, or mechanical application,
to larger systems incorporating multiple
technologies for serving a variety of customers and
needs. Some technologies are providing service to
many millions of rural customers, while others have
not significantly penetrated rural markets.
Selected Technologies and Usage

Estimated numbers of installations under various programs, by 2005 (for
most technologies shown)

Technology/Application

Installations

Biogas
PV (household/enterprise), lanterns
Small wind-electric
PV water pumping
Solar-wind-diesel hybrid mini-grids

16 million
>2 million
<10,000
>50,000
10,000

Sources: REN21 2005, Martinot 2003, Parkerson 2005

Within market-based efforts, some technologies will
naturally lead, even where others may be better
from a technical point of view. DCE technologies
with broad initial applicability may provide the best
path for building service delivery capacity for other
technologies. Significant PV service may happen
based on the fit with selected energy needs for a
large portion of rural households and small
businesses, for example, and the general
consistency of the resource (sunshine) within a
given region. The infrastructure built for PV sales,
service, and financing can then serve for other
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Mini-Grids and SME-Based Energy Service
Closely clustered populations—dozens or hundreds of potential customers in a small community—provide different
opportunities for using mini-grids and larger energy systems (typically 10 to 200 kilowatts). Economies of scale, particularly
with wind, small hydro, and biomass systems, can make service through mini-grids a better technical and financial option
than systems for individual customers. Hybrid systems to supply mini-grids can combine those technologies or PV with
battery storage or diesel generators to provide the least-cost option for reliable energy service.
A multi-user mini-grid, however, requires not only a different technical approach, but also a different socio-technical one.
Energy systems for serving a single customer have a simple enterprise-to-customer relationship. Community-level service
involves dealing with a range of customers individually or collectively. An SME involved and relating to customers
individually is essentially operating a retail mini-utility. Many countries, however, prohibit the sale of such services without
government authorization, which can be complicated or impossible to secure. The role of the private sector in mini-grids
has therefore been very limited. Major users in rural areas sometimes connect neighbors and charge for service, but often
only informally. Mini-utilities established within organized communities, while not yet prominent, could engage private
REDCOs as equipment providers, selling or renting generating equipment, or even as energy retailers, where proper
enabling environments exist.

technologies, other customers, or other needs,
where other resources are adequate. RAPS in
South Africa offers LPG through the same Energy
Stores it established to serve customers in its PV
concession territory. SELCO India promotes and
supplies solar water heaters to urban markets, but
also within the same markets, and with the same
service-center infrastructure, as its PV offerings.
Soluz Dominicana experimented with introducing
wind systems in the northern Dominican Republic
in 1998. 194
TPF

FPT

Even where the direct follow-on is limited,
technology leaders can serve as proxies for any
technology facing similar issues and challenges in
developing viable rural markets, establishing rural
infrastructure, supplying equipment and service,
financing consumers or assets, managing
challenging policy environments, and innovating to
achieve scale.
The capacity developed can also serve to satisfy
energy needs at larger levels through mini-grid
systems, using market-development experience,
customer-management expertise, and technical
capacity developed in serving other needs (see box
above).

Financial Considerations
While the costs of DCE-based services are a major
issue in determining market acceptance and uptake,
the calculations are not always straight-forward.
For electricity, for example, service from DCE
technologies appears very expensive compared to
seemingly limitless and low-cost grid electricity
from large central power plants. That comparison
is irrelevant, however, where grid service is not an
option. Rural households and small businesses
without access to electric power distribution rely on
other, often expensive and hazardous sources of
energy, such as dry-cell batteries, kerosene lamps,
candles, and car batteries. Their “electricity rates”
with those sources are typically hundreds of times
those of grid-connected customers. In rural areas
with dispersed customers and low demand, too, the
prices of electric-grid service with low “lifeline”
tariffs also can be far below the costs.
The Cost of Rural Energy
$/kWh equivalent for lighting, power

Grid

Auto Battery

Kerosene

.05-.30

1-4

10-15

30-100

Dry Cell

194 In that case, the strong but inconsistent wind meant
that customers required a back-up power option; at their
low levels of consumption, pure PV was a better fit.
P

Cost ($/kWh or kWh equivalent)

P

Source: Soluz calculations and estimates
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Cost calculations also can be blurred by the
different proportions of up-front investments and
later costs for fuel (where applicable), maintenance,
and replacement parts, which require assuming
discount rates to account for the time-value of
money. Discount-rate assumptions of five to 12
percent favor options with high up-front
investment but low on-going costs (like DCE
systems). Such assumptions may be valid for a
homeowner in the developed world with a variety
of financing options.
A lower-income
household or farmer
in a developing
country, however, will
tend to have a much
higher implicit
discount rate—cost of
capital—given limited
access to financing
and high opportunity
costs. If money for
buying a wind or PV
system can instead be
invested in a cow or pig for fattening and a 100
percent return after six months, the implicit
discount rate is well above 100 percent, and the
DCE system potentially much less attractive. A
$300 investment in a DCE system offsetting 10
years of $50 payments annually (for fuel, for
example) is attractive at a discount rate of 10
percent, but costs 50 percent more than the
alternative at a discount rate of only 30 percent. 195
TPF

FPT

Costs also depend heavily on efficiency and loading.
A small diesel engine may be capable of providing
electricity or motive power at a cost (or equivalent
cost) of $0.30 to 0.60 per kWh. But even the
smallest diesel is too large for many rural needs; if it
is oversized or loaded inefficiently, then the effective
cost per equivalent kWh provided more efficiently
becomes much higher. 196 Investments in energy
efficiency can be valuable in and of themselves, but
can also make a DCE-based system the cheapest
option, and affordable based on savings.
TPF

Comparing present values; see Allderdice and Rogers
2000 for additional examples.
196 For small diesel units (five to 10 kilowatts), “[t]he
electricity costs, including amortization, tend to be in the
range of $0.30 to $0.60 but are highly sensitive to fuel
costs, the working life of the generator, and the level and
regularity of the load it delivers” (Foley 1995).
P

P

P

Costs also relate strongly
to the level of service
targeted—and the need
for subsidies for reaching
a certain population.
Rather than systems of a
certain size requiring a 50percent subsidy,
customers, communities,
and a country as a whole
may be better served by
systems half as large
requiring much less or no subsidy from scarce
public resources. Even very low levels of service
can be transformative, as with limited-time cooking
from biogas or very limited light from a small PV
system with an LED lamp.

Integrating Needs and Technologies
Matching different rural energy needs and DCE
technologies is key to increasing energy access for
broad impact, and capacity-building efforts should
reflect the importance of that integration.
Encouraging rural energy SME capacity covering a
variety of technologies, applications, and customers
within a common delivery infrastructure can
improve those enterprises’ financial prospects,
better serve rural markets, and increase the overall
developmental impact of expanding energy access.

FPT

195
P

Consumer financing, in addition to improving
affordability, can simplify cost comparisons, by
converting first-cost lumps into periodic
payments—monthly, weekly, or even daily—and
eliminating most needs to assume discount rates.
In some cases, the overall cost of a service is less
important than the amount of each payment made
possible through financing.

Different customer types—different market
segments—can be complementary. Just as marketbased efforts can involve technology leaders, they
can involve customer leaders, market segments more
conducive to such service, particularly households
or small enterprises. Community-level services can
follow using the same infrastructure. Attempts to
lead with community applications must include
follow-on attention to developing the other markets
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Rural Energy Technologies and Applications
Selected distributed energy technologies and applications

Energy Source

Community

Microenterprise

Household

Sector

Application
Lighting
Radio/cassette player
Television
Fan
Refrigerator
Telephone
Computer
Water pumping (for domestic use)
Cooking, baking
Iron
Water heating
Lighting
Radio/cassette player
Television
Fan
Refrigerator
Telephone
Computer
Water pumping - livestock, irrigation
Cooking, baking
Battery-charging
Motors - woodwork, hair drying, sewing
Water heating - laundry, cafeteria
Crop-drying
Soldering iron
Potable water pumping
Lighting - school, clinic, comm. facility
Street lighting
Computer - school, community facility
Audio-visual equipment - school
PA system - community facility
Refrigerator - health center
Telephone - health center, comm. facility
Water heating - health center
Space heating - health center

PV

Wind

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Pico-/
MicroHydro

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Diesel
Hybrid
(MiniGrid)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

LPG (or
Kerosene)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

and on-going capacity. The AUSAID-funded
Municipal Solar Infrastructure Project in the
Philippines addressed community water pumping
and school, clinic, and community-center
electrification with PV, but did not develop viable
long-term capacity for addressing other needs or
even for servicing those systems. A newly
introduced component of the Rural Power Project,
also in the Philippines, more promisingly offers
contracts to install PV systems for public facilities
to private-sector companies (or non-governmental

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

Biomass/
Biogas

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Solar
Thermal

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

organizations) that also commit to serve at least 25
percent of local households within 18 months. 197
TPF

FPT

Attention to building local capacity is worthwhile,
even in crisis situations. Some integration of needs
and technologies is necessarily haphazard, as with
disaster relief, but can still target supporting, rather
than undercutting, on-going capacity by integrating
local players as much as possible.

197
P

P

Philippines Department of Energy 2006
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Annex C. Climate-Change Impacts and Carbon Finance
Author: Steven Kaufman

Concerns about climate change are a major driver
for many efforts to intervene in expanding energy
access. The GEF, for example, provides funds to
reduce the barriers to renewable energy to reduce
or avoid greenhouse-gas emissions and contribute
to the overall objective of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change.
The market-based frameworks that have emerged
to address climate change, particularly greenhousegas reduction trading, present opportunities that
may support increasing energy access through rural
energy SMEs. This section examines those
opportunities, by looking at the potential climatechange impacts of increased energy access from
DCE systems, carbon finance and DCE
technologies, emissions reduction and carbonreduction revenue, and strategies for facilitating
SME participation in climate change mitigation
programs.

Potential Climate-Change Impacts of
Increased Energy Access
Part of the interest in rural energy stems from the
sheer magnitude of rural populations, including the
many unserved, and the climate-change
implications of expanding energy access. While the
rapid urbanization experienced in many developing
countries is expected to continue, the developing
world’s rural population remains quite large at
around three billion people, many without access to
electricity and other modern energy services. Given
the very large number of people potentially
affected, increased rural access to modern energy
could have a substantial impact on greenhouse-gas
emissions and sequestration. Whether supplied
with improved energy services via DCE systems or
even by increased use of fossil fuels, the
greenhouse-gas emission reduction impacts could
potentially be quite beneficial.

depending on the systems used to generate
electricity. Generating the additional electricity with
fossil fuels would almost certainly increase
greenhouse-gas emissions, through the decreased
reliance on traditional lighting fuel among rural
homes could largely offset the increased emissions
from electricity production. If, for example, a
household previously burning eight liters of
kerosene per month for lighting switched to electric
lights powered by a diesel generator burning 0.4
liters of diesel per kilowatt-hour (kWh), their
decreased kerosene combustion would offset
greenhouse-gas emissions from about 20 kWh of
electricity production. Increased access to electric
service from renewable energy resources would
result in direct decreases in overall greenhouse-gas
emissions, regardless of whether the renewable
energy systems were installed on individual homes
or supplied electricity through a grid.
The greenhouse-gas impacts of increased access to
modern cooking fuels and technologies could also
potentially cut both ways. The prevalence of
unsustainably harvested fuel wood for cooking
makes it quite possible that increased access to
modern cooking fuels and technologies would
result in decreased greenhouse-gas emissions, even
with the increased use of fossil fuels. A recent
study on the greenhouse-gas and health impacts of
alternative cooking fuels and technologies in subSaharan Africa found that rapid increases in fossil
fuel use (kerosene and LPG) for cooking could
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions compared to
business-as-usual reliance on unsustainably
harvested biomass. A shift to sustainably harvested
biomass would result in even greater emission
reductions (though without the health benefits
from reduced indoor air pollutants associated with
the shift to fossil fuel). Another report from
experts on cooking and carbon emissions in the
developing world indicated that “[m]ost improved
cooking facilities reduce greenhouse-gas emissions,
estimated at an equivalent of around 1-2 tonnes or
more of CO2 per year.” 198
TPF

With rural electrification, the climate effects of
different approaches to expanding access vary.
Increasing access to electric service by extending
centralized grids or isolated mini-grids could either
increase or decrease greenhouse-gas emissions,

FPT

Bailis, Ezzati, and Kammen 2005; Cooking and
Carbon Expert Workshop 2006
P
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Measures to help bring modern energy services to
rural areas of the developing world via renewable
energy sources and enhanced cooking technologies
will contribute significantly to climate protection.
Thus, improving the number and effectiveness of
interventions to support rural energy access for
social and local environment objectives will also
enhance climate protection. Improving access to
carbon finance for rural clean energy activities
could also help to spur additional activities that
enhance rural energy access, simultaneously helping
to improve living conditions and contributing to
climate protection.

Carbon Finance and DCE
Technologies
Fueled by mandatory requirements of the Kyoto
Protocol on climate change and the European
Union’s Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), and
to lesser extent by voluntary programs, the
international carbon reduction market has become
large and is growing rapidly. The market’s initial
years were characterized by small trade volumes
comprising mainly voluntary transactions at prices
of just a dollar or two, or even less, per ton of
CO2-equivalent. With the entry into force of the
Kyoto Protocol and with the EU ETS now
underway, an estimated 7.2 billion Euros in carbon
reduction sales were transacted in 2005, and
significant market growth is expected over the next
few years. 199 By the close of 2005, the World Bank
alone was managing over $1 billion in funds
earmarked for greenhouse-gas reduction purchases.
TPF

Under the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM), the dominant paradigm to date
has involved project finance. Several approved and
proposed CDM projects involve new hydroelectric,
biomass, and wind power plants, for example,
where the project proponents indicate in their
Project Design Document that revenue from
emission reduction sales will help to improve the
project’s internal rate of return. 200
TPF

FPT

The number of rural energy supply initiatives in the
CDM to date has been limited, but some rural
renewable energy projects have been approved and
others are working their way through the CDM
approval process. A small hydroelectric mini-grid
system in Bhutan and two household biogas
digester projects in Nepal have been registered with
the CDM, and proposed small PV system projects
in Bangladesh and Morocco are at the validation
stage. These and most other CDM projects mainly
provide project finance. Recent guidance from the
Parties to the Kyoto Protocol on the eligibility of
“programmatic” CDM activities, however, should
make CDM participation possible for a wider range
of activities that help to remove barriers to the
broader use of DCE technologies, including for
rural applications.

Quantifying Emission Reductions
under the CDM
Projects qualifying as small-scale, defined for CDM
purposes as up to 15 MW for renewable energy, can
use pre-approved methodologies for baseline
emission calculations and monitoring. 201 The preapproved methodologies cover several categories of
activity that can apply to rural DCE delivery,
including electricity generation by the user;
mechanical energy for the user; thermal energy for
the user; and renewable electricity generation for a
grid. For larger projects, proponents can also use
an existing baseline and monitoring methodology if

FPT

TPF

With the Kyoto Protocol’s emission reduction
compliance period of 2008 to 2012 approaching,
the price of Certified Emission Reductions (CERs)
climbed substantially in 2005. Average prices for
CERs rose from approximately five Euros at the
beginning of 2005 to about 10 Euros by year-end.
Emission reduction sales through the international
carbon market, for regulatory compliance or
voluntary programs, can help to finance distributed
clean energy equipment and services and the
enterprises that supply them. In theory, “carbon
finance” can also help to fund market and
technology innovations that support the expanded
dissemination of sustainable rural energy systems.

P

199
P

Point Carbon 2006

FPT

200 A Project Design Document provides details
regarding a proposed CDM project’s activities, emission
reduction baseline, monitoring plan, crediting period,
anticipated emission reductions, and project participants.
It must be validated by a CDM-approved Operation
Entity, confirming compliance with CDM rules and
procedures.
201 These methodologies are presented in Appendix B of
UNFCCC 2002.
P
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Sale of Greenhouse-Gas Reductions for Enterprise Finance
SELCO India and Sri Lanka

SELCO-USA’s inclusion in a greenhouse-gas offset portfolio for a 500-megawatt Klamath Cogeneration gas-fired power
plant in Oregon, USA, in 1999 established a precedent for the participation of rural energy supply projects in the
greenhouse-gas reduction market. The offset portfolio, comprised of SELCO-USA’s project as well as methane capture for
electricity production, tree planting, and expansion of a geothermal district heating system, was created to comply with
Oregon’s mandatory emissions offset requirements.
The SELCO-USA component of the offset portfolio involved a $500,000 contract for the company to provide one million
tons of CO2 reductions from PV “solar home lighting” systems installed over a 30-year period. Emission reductions were
quantified based on the direct displacement of kerosene lamps and, to a lesser extent, displaced emissions from battery
charging, approximating 0.3 tons CO2 per household per year.
B

B

B

B

The project is being implemented by SELCO India and SELCO Solar Lanka (Sri Lanka), each of which received equity
contributions of $250,000 from SELCO, effectively providing enterprise finance in exchange for a commitment to supply
emission reductions from a number of small-scale PV systems over 30 years.

an applicable one has been approved for the CDM.
The current list of approved methodologies now
covers various renewable electricity generation
activities. For large and small-scale projects with or
without an approved applicable methodology,
project proponents can propose new
methodologies.

Emission Reductions and CarbonReduction Revenue
The quantity of emission reductions from DCE
systems, and the ratio of emissions displacement to
equipment cost, can vary substantially by
technology and location. CDM rules enable
emission reductions to be credited over either a
non-renewable 10-year crediting period or a sevenyear period renewable up to two times, for
maximum possible crediting of 21 years. The table
below shows a sampling of rural energy technology
applications in different locations, with emission
reduction estimates based on CDM rules for smallscale projects.
While the potential revenue from greenhouse-gas
reduction sales varies greatly with the costeffectiveness of emission reductions, in some cases
this revenue can be quite substantial. The extent to
which carbon market participation can financially
support rural energy access will depend on the
prices paid for emission reductions and the
transaction costs of market participation.

Facilitating SME Participation in
Climate-Change Mitigation Programs
By contrast with voluntary carbon market
participation, participating in the CDM can be quite
expensive, limiting opportunities for small-scale
projects and rural energy SMEs to benefit from this
mechanism for projects below a scale sufficient to
cover transaction costs. Estimates indicate that the
cost of CDM participation can easily surpass
$100,000, with the costs exceeding $200,000 and
even $300,000 in some cases.
Recognizing that high transaction costs could
prevent CDM access for small-scale projects with
important development benefits, parties to the
climate treaty instructed the CDM Executive Board
to develop streamlined rules and procedures for
small-scale projects. The CDM’s simplified
procedures for small-scale projects help to reduce
participation costs significantly, perhaps by up to 50
percent or more. Furthermore, a project of a given
type making it through the CDM approval process
and becoming registered establishes a precedent for
similar projects, helping to reduce participation
costs significantly further. This effect holds true
for large and small projects alike.
Even with the CDM simplifications for small-scale
projects, without additional steps to facilitate
market access for small-scale technology
applications the transaction costs will continue to
impede CDM access for DCE dissemination
activities. Current and potential additional steps to
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Carbon-Reduction Costs and Values

Costs and prospective carbon-reduction values for selected renewable energy applications
Tons CO2e
Tons CO2e
Reduced
Reduced
(Per Year)
(Per $1,000)
Small PV, Morocco
75 W
$1,136
0.39
0.34
PV water pumping, India
1.4 kW
$8,400
4.72
0.56
Wind power generation, Jamaica
20.7 MW
$26,000,000
52,265
2.01
Wind power generation, Chile
2 MW
$2,576,000
7,200
2.80
Small PV, Uganda
11 W
$250
0.93
3.71
Small hydro, Peru
1.1 MW
$850,000
4,561
5.37
Village hydro, Sri Lanka
15 kW
$27,500
218
7.94
Biogas digesters for cooking, Nepal
6 Cu. Meters
$300
4.9
16.33
Methane capture and power gen., Philippines
150 kW
$150,000
4,086
27.24
* Percentage of cost, based on undiscounted revenue streams, an assumed price of $10 per ton of CO2, and 10-year crediting periods
P

Technology Application, Location

System
Capacity

P

Sample
System Cost

B

B

B

B

B

Emission Reduction
Value*
3%
6%
20%
28%
37%
54%
79%
163%
272%

B

help facilitate access to the CDM for small-scale
technology applications include capacity building
oriented toward stakeholders and prospective
project developers, supported by bilateral and
multilateral sources and private philanthropy. They
also include initiatives to support CDM
participation for specific categories of activity that
are widely applicable in CDM eligible countries, but
that are not attractive activities for development by
the mainstream intermediaries in the carbon market
due to their small scale. Such measures can
increase the ability for rural energy SMEs to
develop CDM projects, by building market
awareness among prospective participants and
beneficiaries and supporting the development of
precedent-setting projects.
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Annex D. Policy Considerations for Rural Energy
Author: Carlos Rufin

Government policy plays a major and necessary
role in rural energy delivery. It determines the
conditions for the operation of organizations
engaged in rural energy delivery. It often affects the
relative prices of the inputs and products involved
in the supply of energy. Governments possess a
panoply of policy instruments, ranging from taxes
and subsidies to regulations and direct operation by
public agencies, that is matched by no other actor
in its range and power over the behavior of other
actors. It is thus essential to understand the
motivations, the tools, and the consequences of
public policy towards rural energy delivery. This
knowledge can provide the basis for outlining the
aspects of the policy environment needed to enable
a dramatic expansion in energy access, and for
devising strategies for shifting current policy
approaches towards the creation of such an
environment.
This section further develops some of the concepts
introduced in the main body of this study, to
provide a stronger base for understanding what
makes an environment enabling or disabling. It
outlines the motivations for policy intervention in
rural energy delivery and the most common forms
of intervention and provides a brief analysis of the
consequences of these policies. It then sketches the
possible features of enabling policy environments
for innovative rural energy delivery.

Policy Motivations
Governments are deeply involved with how rural
energy needs are addressed and how distributed
rural energy delivery is treated, whether directly—
through the actions of public-sector organizations
at central, provincial, or local levels—or through
delegation to private and non-governmental actors.
Two principal drivers guide government energy
policy in rural areas: poverty relief and politics.
Rural populations generally have lower incomes and
are more isolated than urban populations. Isolation
means less access to products and services,
including energy, and less integration into the cash
economy, with a greater dependence on subsistence

agriculture. Dependence on farming also leads to
unstable incomes due to variability in crop yields
and prices. Governments intervene in rural areas to
increase the availability of services, such as
electricity, that can improve the quality of life and
the income-generating capacity of rural residents.
More broadly, policies of redistribution can also be
motivated by concerns about territorial imbalances;
the government may, for example, be interested in
attracting industrial activity away from polluted and
overcrowded urban areas.
Donors also play an important, if more indirect,
role in shaping public policy towards rural energy
delivery and maintaining the focus on poverty
relief. Major bilateral donors and multilateral
development banks contribute to the design and
dissemination of innovative policies. Above all,
donors provide powerful incentives for the
adoption of specific policies through positive
incentives—grants or loans at below-market rates—
and negative incentives, such as conditionality
clauses obligating certain changes before funding
can flow. The bulk of donor activities related to
rural energy access has historically gone to
conventional approaches, with a particular bias
toward large-scale projects that promised large
impacts on the recipient countries, and large export
orders for manufacturers in the countries of origin
of bilateral donors. However, donor funding has
become increasingly oriented towards DCE and
SME-led approaches. Since the early 1990s, the
World Bank, for example, has paid greater attention
to DCE solutions, particularly in conjunction with
the response to global warming and the creation of
the GEF to fund DCE projects in developing
countries.
The other principal driver for rural energy policies
is political factors. In most developing countries,
the majority of the population lives in the
countryside; politicians seek the support of rural
residents by targeting programs towards them.
Even in heavily urbanized countries, rural areas may
contain important constituencies that politicians
wish to cultivate. For example, farmers may be
highly organized, as with farm lobbies in the
developed countries; or rural communities may
constitute “clienteles” that provide valuable blocks
of votes in exchange for favorable government
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policies, such as the subsidized provision of public
services like electricity. Aware of the benefits of
access to modern energy services—for health,
education, security, income generation, and quality
of life in general—consumers may be disposed to
vote for governments that bring them these
services.

Common Forms of Policy Intervention
Policy interventions for rural energy have typically
taken one of several forms:
Grid Extension – Government policy for rural
energy has traditionally emphasized grid extension,
attempting to replicate successful experiences in
developed countries. Developed countries
implemented vast programs of grid-based
electrification during the twentieth century. The
U.S. government electrified rural areas in the 1930s
and 40s through the creation of rural electric
cooperatives and targeted financing. Canada
followed a similar pattern, with significant
government contributions towards the cost of rural
electrification, urban-rural cross subsidies, and
extensive use of cooperatives. In France, rural
electrification began in earnest in the 1930s with the
establishment of a cross-subsidizing fund for
electricity-charge amortization. In imitation of
these experiences, for many governments and
utilities “rural electrification” is still synonymous
with connecting customers via extension of electric
grids. 202
TPF

FPT

In an increasing number of cases, governments are
delegating electrification activities, while retaining
significant oversight. Privatization of electrical
utilities, including distribution companies, has
engaged the private sector much more fully in rural
electrification, particularly over the last 15 years. In
other countries, responsibility for rural
electrification falls to rural electric cooperatives,
again in imitation of the U.S. rural electrification
model. Cooperative efforts can create sufficient
momentum and demand to make installation of
community-wide electricity networks a viable
proposition. Developing-country governments
support the delegation of responsibility through a
variety of means. The most common way is
providing subsidized financing. In countries like

P

202
P

C.G. Smallridge & Associates 1999; Bentaleb 2004

Chile, Argentina, or Guatemala, rural electrification
funds provide funding for local concessionaires in
extending service, usually subject to pre-specified
numerical targets. Governments also extend
recognition, protection, and organizational support
to cooperative entities in order to foster their
formation and survival.
Often, delegation of rural electrification tasks has
happened by default rather than by explicit policy
choice. Limitations on governments’ capacity or
interest in rural energy delivery, combined with
unattractive economics for private providers, and
the importance of energy for poverty relief, has led
non-governmental development organizations to
become directly involved in rural energy delivery.
Distributed Fossil Fuels – Government policy
also comes strongly into play with distributed fossil
fuels. The actual distribution of fuels such as
kerosene, diesel, and LPG in rural areas is often
through for-profit private-sector structures, ranging
from regional distribution centers to service
stations to small community stores. But numerous
government interventions influence the availability
and pricing of distributed fossil fuels.
Governments first intervene in the importation,
production, and refining of fossil fuels, often by
entrusting those activities to state-owned
monopolies. They also intervene at the retail end
of the supply chain through price caps and
subsidies for fossil fuels.
DCE Technology – Another form of policy
intervention seeks to influence the adoption of
DCE technologies. Different governments exercise
influence in different ways, ranging from direct
involvement in provision, to directive measures for
private and non-governmental actors, to lessdirective approaches open to market forces. In the
first case, government agencies may simply give
away equipment or use heavy subsidies, as in the
case of Nepal and the Dominican Republic in
recent years and on a much larger scale elsewhere
since the late 1980s. Subsidies can come from
either the government’s budget resources or from
donor-provided funds. Some subsidies are
provided to local equipment manufacturers, others
for private-sector delivery, and others directly to
users, via direct equipment subsidies or via
preferential interest rates for providers or
consumers. For example, the Brazilian
government’s Luz para Todos (“Light for All”)
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program provides subsidies to utilities and other
entities to bring electricity to rural consumers using
DCE and other technologies (including grid
extension).

results. Such liberalization, often under the
pressure of multilateral institutions and donors, has
brought important benefits, particularly the removal
of constraints on private investment and of
subsidies that distorted consumer decisions and
crippled the finances of public utilities. Yet
liberalization and privatization by themselves have
provided little assurance of increased access to
electricity in rural areas. These reforms have
transferred the direct responsibility for energy
delivery to entities that are primarily motivated by
profit. Given that the cost of extending service to a
rural area can typically be many times the cost of an
urban connection and given the lower and more
unstable incomes in rural areas, privately-owned
utilities have not dramatically expanded rural energy
access. In Chile and the Dominican Republic, for
example, privatized electricity distributors have
shown little interest in rural electrification.

In some cases the lack of government intervention
has facilitated the adoption of DCE in rural areas
where it enjoyed economic and technological
advantages—even when laissez faire came as a result
of government ineffectiveness rather than of an
explicit policy choice. By 2005, for instance, some
150,000 PV systems had been installed in Kenya,
largely without subsidies or support from the
government or donors. Expansion of PV use led to
development of local businesses engaging in
assembly, sales, installation, and maintenance, to the
point where only solar panels were still imported,
and creating a virtuous cycle where the growth of
these supporting industries decreased the cost of
PV system acquisition and maintenance. Lower
costs have further fueled demand, which has grown
by 10 to 18 percent per year. The Kenyan example
is strongly suggestive of the possibilities for marketled access to DCE in rural areas. 203
TPF

The negative impact of this situation has been
compounded by excessively rigid policies for
assigning energy-supply responsibilities in many
countries. Prohibitions against the private sale of
electricity, which is reserved for government
utilities or concessionaires, severely limit multicustomer private-sector approaches that might
foster innovative, SME-led initiatives in areas not
served by utilities. Technologies with significant
economies of scale, like wind/diesel hybrids, would
create opportunities to develop mini-grids to serve
isolated rural communities without legal
restrictions.

FPT

Challenges
The common types of policy interventions in many
cases create significant challenges to rural energy
delivery in general and in particular to private-sector
participation in rural energy delivery. Each of the
traditional modalities for rural energization in
developing countries has faced serious
shortcomings. Grid extension is clearly failing to
meet the needs of rural populations. Between 1970
and 2000, 1.1 billion people in rural areas of
developing countries gained access to electricity.
Yet the number of people without access remained
substantially the same in 2000 as in 1970, because
population growth greatly exceeded electrification
rates in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. In
most developing countries (China is an important
exception), the effort to bring electricity to rural
areas has faltered due to the competing budgetary
demands on governments and their organizational
limitations. 204
TPF
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Market liberalization has been potentially important
for rural energy delivery, but has produced mixed
203
P

P

P

204
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REN21 2005; Hankins 2000.
Jefferson 2004; Lallement and Barnes 2005

Rural electric cooperatives have been a viable
solution for grid extension in some markets, but
face significant hurdles of establishment and
governance. Bangladesh used cooperatives to
significantly expand coverage through electricity
grids. Starting in 1980, in reaction to the limitations
of the state-owned electric utility, rural cooperatives
enabled a rapid expansion of grid-based rural
electrification based on the U.S. cooperative model.
A total of 45 cooperatives provide high-quality
service to 1.6 million consumers—”as many as the
public sector in urban areas”—with high collection
rates of 98 percent despite higher prices than in
urban areas. 205 Yet in other cases, cooperatives
have struggled to be viable. In the Philippines, for
TPF
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More than 60 such cooperatives have been created
since 1978 (Reiche, Tenenbaum, and Torres 2006).
P
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example, only 25 percent of electric cooperatives
were rated as financially self-sufficient by the World
Bank in 2003, while 66 percent of cooperatives
were marginally viable or nonviable. The current
World Bank Rural Power Project has as one of its
components the rehabilitation of a number of the
cooperatives through “Investment and
Management Contracts” that largely turn them into
private ventures. Community organization for such
cooperatives is a complex and often lengthy and
fragile process; many communities may simply be
too split by personal, social, economic, or other
factors to be able to undertake sustained collective
action. 206
TPF

FPT

NGOs often suffer from insufficient financial
resources, a lack of qualified staff, poor governance
and accountability, and even an anti-profit bias in
some cases, which render them hostile to SME-led
solutions. Profit orientation is regarded as inferior
than non-profit orientation, allegedly because it
must result in higher costs for end-users and even
because it is exploitative, under the suspicion that
profits come from the mistreatment of
consumers. 207
TPF

FPT

Policies to increase the use of fossil fuels for rural
energy supply have often created significant
problems of their own. Diesel engines are not
appropriate for the small-scale energy needs of
many rural people; over-sizing results in
significantly higher life-cycle costs that must be
borne by consumers, taxpayers, or donors. The
subsidies and price caps favored by many
developing-country governments lead to market
distortions in favor of technologies based on fossil
fuels, with adverse consequences for safety, indoorair pollution, and the global environment. 208 They
cannot be easily targeted to the poor, with the result
that the subsidies are largely consumed through the
use of fossil fuels by better-off segments of the
population (“free riders”). And even where the
subsidized products reach the poor, they create
black markets because of the inclination of the
targeted households to sell the products, converting
TPF
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Goldemberg 2004; World Bank 2003
The bias against profit is also common among policymakers and donors, which leads to the downplaying of
entrepreneurial initiative.
208 Distortions lead, for instance, to the use of diesel
engines by taxis to take advantage of subsidized LPG, as
is common in the Dominican Republic.
206
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the subsidies or price caps into inefficient cash
transfers.
On the technology adoption side, interventions by
governments have often been very ineffective at
building capacity. Programs involving direct
giveaways of equipment (or high direct subsidies)
“are typically equipment-oriented, short-lived, and
undermine the private sector. Give-away programs
and market distortions lower the value consumers
place on a product or service, and extinguish the
incentives for local entrepreneurs.” 209 Soluz
Dominicana is far from alone in having faced
egregious examples of giveaways of PV systems
under multiple administrations. Large-scale
purchases of equipment (often in the name of cost
reduction), even if not intended for giveaways,
undermine market development by undercutting
commercial firms that can provide on-going sales
and maintenance service. Even well intentioned
donor-backed programs can negatively impact the
adoption of DCE technologies. A developingcountry market for DCE spontaneously growing,
even at a modest pace, can be undermined by the
entrance on the scene of a large donor-funded
project unless the project engages or supports the
delivery capacity and pricing structure that has
already been developed. If prospective rural
customers perceive that the project can substantially
lower the cost of DCE adoption, they will logically
avoid the existing commercial channels and seek
access to the technology through the program.
TPF

FPT

Less visible, but not less important, is the frequent
government undermining of the growth of DCE
through inconsistent policies because competition
among rival agencies hinders consideration of
overall impacts. Import duties and other taxes on
imported components affect the relative costs of
different technologies and hence technology choice.
DCE technologies are often more vulnerable to
import duties because they rely on imported
components, such as PV modules, to a greater
extent than conventional technologies like internal
combustion engines. As mentioned, pricing
policies—subsidies or price caps—for commonly
used fossil fuels can introduce significant
distortions in the technology and consumption
choices of rural residents who might otherwise be
SME customers. Price caps on cleaner fossil fuels

P

209
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Barnes, Jechoutek, and Young 1998
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can inhibit the adoption of DCE technologies.
LPG is a natural complement to rural sales and
service infrastructures for DCEs, as shown in the
NuRa Energy Stores in South Africa that sell a
range of fuels, especially LPG for cooking, and
energy-related products such as appliances. Soluz
Honduras, however, was prevented from adding
LPG delivery to its PV sales and service operations
by offering service through their MicroCenters by
government price caps that made it not viable for
the company. In Mexico, the penetration of DCEbased services in rural areas has been impeded by,
among other factors, the lack of trained technicians
and vendors that can design, install, and service
renewable energy systems. In other cases, effective
policies are the victims of electoral cycles as new
governments seek to make their mark relative to
their predecessors, only to have subsequent
governments reverse course again. 210
TPF

recognizing that DCE is not a competitor for other
measures to increase energy access, like grid
extension and the use of fossil fuels, but an
excellent complement to such measures if mutual
impacts are considered in policy designs. DCEbased services can provide valuable interim (preelectrification) solutions in some cases, for example.
Structuring DCE programs along these lines can
facilitate acceptance by customers as well as the
relevant government agencies and utilities. An
important measure in this direction is to increase
the social participation in, and transparency of, rural
electrification plans so that stakeholders are aware
of government plans and can coordinate with the
government and with each other accordingly.
Complementarity is possible at various levels where
utilities, private or public, lack the means or
incentives to bring energy services. Allowing SME
involvement with DCE-based mini-grids can allow
SMEs to step in where the utilities do not or cannot
tread. For example, the government can establish
appropriate regulations and a threshold, of 1,000
potential customers, for example, below which
alternative providers are allowed.

FPT

SMEs, particularly those too small to influence
policy, face additional risks from action by the
government or other actors. With conventional
electrification, a government’s unwillingness or
inability to coordinate with SME activities or be
transparent with regard to grid extension can
significantly curtail rural energy activities.
Continued grid extension has significant market
effects even where it requires significant subsidies
for the initial installation and, likely, for on-going
operation and maintenance costs, given the low
level of consumption in rural areas and low tariffs.
Even local expectations of grid extension—wellfounded or not—are enough to dampen the
enthusiasm of local consumers for DCE solutions
from an SME.

Opportunities
Interventions can focus on working to remove
policies that actively restrict development of
private-sector rural energy capacity to serve the
poor, on supporting the implementation of policies
that firmly promote SME solutions, and on funding
the piloting of scalable models for engaging SMEs,
governments, and others to their mutual benefit
and that of the rural unserved.
To begin with, there is an opportunity to accelerate
access to modern energy services in rural areas by

Another set of opportunities for the creation of an
enabling environment concerns the removal of
barriers to the adoption of DCE. The first step is
the removal of distortions that create artificial
biases in technology choices and discourage the
creation of distribution networks to serve dispersed
rural markets. Such distortions include high duties
and taxes on imports of DCE technology
components, subsidies for fossil fuels, and price
caps. 211 Product giveaways, intermittent and
inconsistent subsidies, and poorly targeted schemes
spend taxpayers’ and donors’ money with little
positive impact on rural populations.
TPF

FPT

Where consumer subsidies are part of the policy
environment, because of strong government needs
to be visibly involved in rural energy, they should
be “smart” subsidies. Such subsidies need to be
transparent, consistent, low enough to be financially
sustainable over time, and carefully targeted for the
poor, for example by being oriented toward low
levels of service (which likewise argues for lower
levels of subsidy). Subsidies can also support local
assembly or manufacturing of DCE components,
Just as “usury” ceilings on interest rates limit MFIs’
ability to serve rural customers
211
P
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which can help lower costs and capture more value
locally. 212 Donor programs can also focus on the
enhancement of conditions for market
development, rather than being limited to products
and equipment per se.
TPF

FPT

Indeed, a fertile space for policy intervention is
precisely the improvement of better legal and
commercial conditions for SMEs in rural areas.
Some are broad: the general need for better
enforcement of contracts and laws, which entails
improving the effectiveness and capacity of law
enforcement agencies and courts, and easier and
faster registration of firms and property. Others are
more specific to rural activities; enhancing the
financial infrastructure of rural areas is essential,
given the up-front capital requirements for DCE
services, and can be accomplished by supporting
the rural expansion of microfinance institutions.
Supporting rural MFI development should be an
integral part of creating enabling policy
environments.
The World Bank’s experiences highlight many
aspects of developing enabling environments for
rural energy, including with regard to the
appropriate role and level of regulation. For
electrification, for example, a recent World Bank
document outlines two “golden rules” and four
“regulatory principles.” The rules are that
regulation should be viewed as a means to an end,
not as an end in itself, and that “the benefits of
regulation must exceed the costs of regulation.”
The principals propose keeping regulation “light
handed and simplified”—because of the costs and
the fact that “most off-grid enterprise operate on
the ‘razor’s edge’ of commercial viability,” where
“[u]nnecessary regulation can easily destroy their
commercial viability.” They also propose allowing
national or regional regulators to delegate out
regulatory tasks to other entities, allowing such
regulators to adapt regulations to the type of entity
being regulated, and using quality-of-service
standards that are “realistic, affordable, monitorable
and enforceable.” 213
TPF

Intervention models need not attain the scale and
scope of World Bank programs to be effective.
Smaller-scale interventions offer the opportunity to
improve the policy environment at a low cost and
risk. Those interventions can include support for
the piloting of innovative structures that help the
SME to engage the public sector (and vice versa)
and other actors, taking advantage of the abilities
and strengths of each. Pilot programs can test the
strength of various stakeholders (customers,
governments, SMEs, MFIs, and NGOs) in different
roles, the impact of different kinds of subsidies, the
sustainability of DCE market development once
active policy interventions cease, and even more
responsive approaches to policy design, where
prescriptive solutions are avoided in favor of
flexible and participative formulas. Whatever their
specific components, appropriate project designs
improve the affordability and reach of marketbased approaches, respond to the market’s product
and financial needs, minimize distortions, and
improve sustainability. The structure described in
the box below is one approach to fulfilling those
requirements.
Rural energy policy environments can severely limit
the growth of energy service to the poor from
SMEs using DCE technology, or can help to
substantially accelerate that growth. Policy
environments should at a minimum not harm SME
participation, and preferably seek to actively
increase SME involvement to increase rural energy
service, through openness to a range of approaches
and technologies, transparency, and smart subsidies.
Policies should also not preclude energy service to
near-grid markets; SME-led DCE can provide nearterm interim solutions even in markets where other
options (grid extension, for example) will become
eventually available. A reasonable amount of
increased awareness of these issues and the
application of sound SME-supporting national
energy policies can greatly enhance the prospects
for SMEs playing a significant role in accelerating
rural energy access.

FPT

For example, the UK’s Department for International
Development has recently funded “research into locally
manufactured pico hydro for affordable village power in
Peru and Nepal, and small wind turbines for battery
charging in Peru and Sri Lanka” (DFID 2002).
213 Reiche, Tenenbaum, and Torres 2006
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An “Indoor-Outdoor” Approach

A sample public-private partnership for engaging market drivers, subsidies, and microfinance – by Soluz, Inc.

One challenge of increasing affordability through subsidies is satisfying the separate demands of those subsidies and
microfinance, while retaining a strong focus on market needs and private-sector capabilities for long-term impact. Customer
subsidies can increase affordability, but need to be focused and transparent, target the poor, minimize market distortions,
and credit participating governments for their support. Engaging microfinance for further affordability depends on MFI
confidence in the finance targets. The partnership design must create space for financeable targets in service to the poor.
For basic electricity service, one approach considers the attributes of DCE technologies and the state of development of
many markets in separating rural energy systems into “indoor” and “outdoor” segments. Indoor components can include
lights, controllers, inverters, batteries, wiring, and hardware. Outdoor components can include the power assets for
charging customer batteries or directly servicing customer loads. A fixed subsidy for the indoor portions can cover a very
basic set of wiring and lights and a controller/inverter, plus the cost of installation. (Making customers responsible for
batteries, as the components most frequently needing replacement, indicates customer interest and improves sustainability.)
Such a project design offers various advantages in engaging governments and microfinance providers. It includes subsidies
with minimal distortions in customer perceptions of costs and value of largely unknown technologies. It targets subsidies
toward pieces such as wiring or labor whose value is well known in the market or such as lights or inverters whose price may
seriously decline over time and with scale. The project impact and reach can be heightened by sizing the indoor subsidy to
be significant for poorer customers but of less interest to wealthier customers.
Such a design largely eliminates bias in the choice of technology and financial offerings. Options could include service from
on-site PV modules, wind turbines, or pico-hydro turbines; a mini-grid fed by a biodiesel generator or wind-diesel hybrid
system; or batteries centrally charged by a micro-hydro or larger wind system. The design allows customers to choose based
on their needs and abilities, local resources, and the private sector’s willingness and ability to supply.
Similarly, customers can potentially choose from any locally available financial offerings. Cash purchases can serve
customers who can afford it with the subsidy. Leaving the outdoor to the market boosts the prospects for engaging microcredit, even for people without other collateral or guarantees. While system financing is possible, the components attractive
as collateral are largely the long-lived power assets with high residual and re-sale value—PV modules or others—which are
also the easiest to repossess (as outdoor components). Indoor subsidies lower default risks by reducing loan amounts and
freeing resources for servicing the loans. It reduces that risk without blurring the ability to repossess; customer components
subsidized by the government make repossession—and therefore financing—more difficult. Buy-back arrangements to
further reduce risk are more attractive to suppliers when they involve only the re-sellable pieces.
The outdoor can also be attractive for rental offerings, for many of the same reasons. Power components can be the most
attractive rental assets, and easiest to remove and re-deploy. Soluz’s market-based evolution led to such an approach in
Soluz Dominicana’s “basic rental,” even without subsidies. Customers buy the batteries plus the loads they need and can
afford, then rent (or buy) PV modules. Battery-charging station projects in a number of countries have used similar
approaches, with customers receiving subsidized indoor components, then paying for charging.
Such an open program design allows outdoor components or service in each case to arrive at full market value. The price and
value of the energy services (rather than of the loads) remain fully transparent. Indoor/outdoor separation has strong
precedent in grid connections worldwide, where customers receive power for their loads from a separate (outdoor) source.
Even with the approach’s heavy market orientation, the freedom in the project design need not be unfettered. Providers
and their offerings can be pre-qualified based on meeting minimum business and technical standards. Subsidies can favor
DCE technologies, local procurement, or local content.
Using AC systems can help efforts serve as pre-electrification where appropriate, allowing the subsidies to be relevant to
later grid extension. Most of the basic indoor set can serve customers on acquiring grid service. Households can re-sell
purchased components or use any security-deposit returns to finance their grid connections.
The indoor-outdoor approach addresses many of the needs of poorer markets and governments looking to help them.
Focusing the subsidy on the indoor helps in reaching lower-income customers while reducing long-term distortions. The
design does not obligate particular technologies or financial offerings, but creates a space for various ones to emerge.
Microfinance is more readily engaged, in the short term and, with the distortions minimized, in the long term.
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Annex E. Selected Acronyms and Abbreviations

AREED
ASTAE
CDM
CER
CGAP
CO2
CO2e
DCE
DM
ERR
ESD
ESMAP
B

B

B

B

EU ETS
FRR
GEF
GTC
IDB
IFC
IREDA
kW
kWh
LAC
LPG
MDSF
MFI
MIF
MW
NGO
OBA
PV
PVMTI
RAF
RE
REDCO
REEF

African Rural Energy Enterprise
Development Program
Asia Alternative Energy Unit
Clean Development Mechanism
Certified emissions reductions
Consultative Group to Assist the
Poor
Carbon dioxide
Carbon dioxide equivalent
Distributed clean energy
Development Marketplace
Economic rate of return
Energy Services Delivery (project)
Energy Sector Management
Assistance Programme
European Union’s Emissions
Trading System
Financial rate of return
Global Environmental Facility
Global Transition Consulting
Inter-American Development Bank
International Finance Corporation
Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency
Kilowatt
Kilowatt-hour
Latin America and the Caribbean
Liquefied petroleum gas
Market Development Support
Facility
Microfinance institution
Multilateral Investment Fund
Megawatt
Non-governmental organization
Output-based aid
Photovoltaic
PV Market Transformation Initiative
Resource Allocation Framework
Renewable energy
Rural energy delivery company
Renewable Energy and Efficiency
Fund

RERED
SDC
SDF
SDG
SGP
SHS
SME
SVF
TA
TRED
Fund
UNDP
UNEP
USAID
USDOE
W
WBGP

Renewable Energy for Rural
Economic Development
Solar Development Capital
Solar Development Foundation
Solar Development Group
Small Grants Program
Solar home system
Small and medium enterprise
Subsidized venture fund (model)
Technical assistance
Triodos Renewable Energy for
Development Fund
United Nations Development
Programme
United Nations Environment
Programme
U.S. Agency for International
Development
U.S. Department of Energy
Watt
World Bank-backed government
project (model)
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Annex G. Study Team
John Rogers brings almost two decades of developingcountry experience and more than 15 years of rural
energy experience to this study. His rural energy
experience within the private and public sectors has
focused on business development, consumer finance,
applications development, and innovation. As a senior
staff member of Global Transition Consulting, he
provides rural energy business development and
program support services worldwide to governments,
development banks, investors, and others. He served as
Business Development Adviser to the Solar
Development Group, leading SDG business
development efforts in select markets. He has been part
of the development team for Soluz’s operations as Vice
President of Soluz, Inc., and helped launch the U.S.
company in 1993. He had previously implemented a
program to introduce photovoltaics for rural
electrification in Honduras, while serving in the U.S.
Peace Corps. He has presented on rural energy delivery
in conferences in Asia, Latin America, and the U.S.,
authored several publications, and appeared on National
Public Radio. He has lived and worked in Latin America
and in Southern Africa, and also supported rural energy
activities in North Africa and Southeast Asia. He holds
an A.B. (cum laude) in Latin American History from
Princeton University and an M.S. (Mechanical
Engineering) from the University of Michigan.
Richard Hansen is an engineering, business, and
international-development professional recognized for
his leadership in rural renewable energy for developing
countries over more than two decades. Since 1984 he
has catalyzed and developed market-driven approaches
for the delivery of renewable energy products and
financial services, using direct experience with PV and
other technologies to create state-of-the-art models to
which project developers worldwide have turned for
guidance. He is the founder of Soluz, Inc. and its
subsidiaries Soluz Dominicana, Soluz Honduras, and
Global Transition Consulting. Under GTC, he was the
Senior Adviser to the Solar Development Group and has
supported World Bank and IFC projects in several
countries. He was named a World Economic Forum
2003 Technology Pioneer, one of only two selected
globally in the energy arena, and, on behalf of Soluz,
received the Solar Electric Power Association 2000
“Award for Solar Program Achievement” in recognition
of innovation in a solar venture. In 1998 he received the
Village Power “Road Warrior” Award from the U.S.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory “for his
pioneering vision, early development of sustainable
models for renewable energy commercialization,
commitment to local capacity building and ownership
and his quiet perseverance in the service of village power

and rural development.” He holds a B.S. in Mechanical
Engineering from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and
an M.B.A. from Boston University.
Shannon Graham is a Senior Consultant with Navigant
Consulting, Inc., supporting a range of clients with
renewable energy business strategies and technical
assessment. Clients have included leading renewable
energy equipment manufacturers, integrated oil
companies, municipal and investor-owned utilities, large
industrial players considering entry into renewable
energy, and key state and federal agencies in the United
States. She has worked or lived in over a dozen
countries in Latin America, Africa, and South Asia since
1993, focusing on developing markets for off-grid
services powered with solar and wind energy. As a
project associate for Enersol Associates, Inc. based in
the Dominican Republic and southern Mexico, she
worked with local organizations, individuals,
communities, and governments to tailor renewable
energy options to rural development needs. She holds a
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering (cum laude) from Tufts
University and an M.B.A. and M.A. (Energy and
Resources) from the University of California at Berkeley.
Philip Covell is the former Managing Director for
Business Development Services for Solar Development
Group, where he supervised SDG’s loans, grants, and
technical assistance to over 50 enterprises in 23 Latin
American, African, and Asian countries. He has 20 years
of international renewable-energy experience, including
with Enersol Associates, Inc., as Executive Director, a
board member, and a staff member in the Dominican
Republic and Honduras. He has also been a Senior
Consultant and board member of Global Transition
Consulting and Chief Financial Officer of Soluz, Inc. He
is Treasurer of EcoLogic Finance, a non-profit
organization providing affordable financial services to
community-based businesses operating in
environmentally sensitive areas of Latin America and
select countries of Africa and Asia. He received a B.A.
(International Studies) from the School for International
Training and an MBA from the University of California
at Davis.
Harish Hande, the Managing Director and co-founder
of SELCO India, is widely considered a pioneer in the
development of market-based solutions to energy-access
issues. He is a board member of International
Development Enterprises (IDE), New Delhi; Advisory
Board Member of Karnataka Renewable Energy
Development Limited; Founding Member of the
International Rural Energy Delivery Service Group; and
a founder and director of S3IDF-South Asia. He is also
on the board of Global Village Energy Partnership. In
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2005 he accepted on SELCO’s behalf the Ashden Award
for Sustainable Energy/Enterprise (£30,000) and the
2005 Economic Development Tech Museum Award
($50,000). He has published several papers on renewable
energy for the developing world and presented at many
conferences. He holds a B.Tech. (Hons) from the
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, and a Ph.D.
from the University of Massachusetts, Lowell, USA in
Energy Engineering (Solar).
Steven Kaufman is Executive Director and founder of
Green Markets International, Inc., a non-profit
organization advancing environmental protection
through market strategies. He has 20 years of experience
in energy and environmental program planning, policy
analysis, and development. As principal of Sunrise
Technologies Consulting he led an assessment of solar
electrification in developing countries as a climate
protection activity. He also played a key role, with the
Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands, in
developing a framework to facilitate the participation of
off-grid renewable energy projects in the Clean
Development Mechanism. He previously advised Soluz,
Inc. on planning and capital-raising for start-up. He
arranged for the inclusion of Enersol Associates, Inc.’s
Honduras program as the first solar energy project in the
U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation. In the 1980s, he
headed three projects sponsored by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to develop emissions
trading policy and other mechanisms to reduce
compliance costs in acid-rain control programs. He
holds a B.A. in Economics from Drew University and an
M.A. in Energy and Environmental Studies from Boston
University.

analyses of renewable energy systems, she is recognized
for her depth of knowledge and technical and strategic
expertise. Her clients include policy makers, equipment
manufacturers, oil companies, developers, utility
companies, environmental groups, investors, and local,
state, and federal governments. She has worked at high
levels of government agencies to understand the
effectiveness of government policies for renewable
energy. She has been on the Board of Directors for the
American Council on Renewable Energy since 2004, was
recently a Vice President of the Solar Energy Business
Association of New England, and is a member of the
American Wind Energy Association and other renewable
energy organizations. She has authored many journal
articles and has been quoted on renewable-energy issues
in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Business
Week, Barron’s, The Financial Times, and other key
publications. She holds a B.A. in New Energy
Technologies from Wesleyan University.

Carlos Rufin is an Assistant Professor of Strategic
Management at Babson College and the Faculty Director
of Babson’s Institute of Latin American Business. His
research focuses on international business strategy and
on the interface between the private and public sectors,
particularly the impact on business of the worldwide
shift in the role of government from producer to arbiter
among non-governmental interests, and studies the issue
of “market-friendly” institutional transformations in
developing countries. He has worked extensively as a
consultant and business analyst in the energy and
chemical industries. He is the author of The Political
Economy of Institutional Change in the Electricity
Supply Industry – Shifting Currents (2004). He holds
degrees in Economics from Princeton University (A.B.)
and Columbia University (M.A.), and a Ph.D. in Public
Policy from Harvard University.
Lisa Frantzis is Director of Renewable and Distributed
Energy at Navigant Consulting, Inc., and previously
headed the renewable energy consulting practice at
Arthur D. Little. With 27 years of experience in
managing extensive technical, market, and economic
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